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SYMBOLS
Each page-long article in the magazine has been 
created to be used more or less independently 
so that you can learn and practise even if 
you only have five or ten minutes free. 

At the same time, the symbols below allow you to 
develop a theme you are interested in more extensively. 
Teachers can use these symbols to instantly prepare 
a class or classes around a common theme. 

How to Use
Your English Supplement

Exercise (at the end 
of the magazine). Test 
and consolidate what 

you have learned.

Downloadable audio 
file (see also audio 
scripts). There are 

recommendations on 
how best to use the 
audio files on p. 87.

Listening extension 
(Internet). Once you’ve 

learned the basic 
vocabulary of a topic, 

why not listen to 
further discussions?

Speaking extension. 
A question aimed at 
provoking a group 
discussion of the 
topic in question.

This arrow directs you 
to other related articles 

in the magazine.

ABBREVIATIONS KEY
These are the only 
abbreviations you 
have to know to use 
this magazine:
sb. = somebody
sth. = something
swh. = somewhere
[U] = uncountable noun
[C] = countable noun
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Technology

THE SINGULARITY
The fear now is that robots could bring about1 the 
demise2 of humanity. This is not just something that Hol-
lywood scriptwriters3 think about. Such things worry 
computer-programming expert Jaan Tallinn, co-founder of 
Skype, Huw Price, professor4 of philosophy at Cambridge, 

and Lord Rees, the astronomer royal and master of Trinity 
College, Cambridge. They have set up5 the Centre for the 
Study of Existential Risk at Cambridge. 

Part of the problem arises6 because the speed7 and 
capacity of computers doubles every 18 months. It is pre-
dicted that around 2040 we will build our last machine. 
From then on8 machines will create other ever-more-in-
telligent machines autonomously. At this point – known as 
‘the Singularity’ – we will no longer be the most intelligent 
beings on the planet. 

THE END OF US
Some researchers and philosophers think that machines 
will be nice to us. There are two problems with this naïve9 
idea: first, as we have seen, we have already created 
robots that kill. Secondly, artificial intelligence is created 
in our image – how do we treat10 the next most intelli-
gent beings in our world? Chimpanzees, dolphins and 
octopuses? We destroy their habitat, keep them in zoos, 
experiment on them and eat them. Once robots can rep-
licate themselves and control their own evolution, human-
ity can be marginalized. This doesn’t have to be anything 
as dramatic as genocide. As we have seen, robots can 
simply make the majority of us unemployed, superfluous, 
obsolete. In such a scenario11 we will just gradually fade 
from view12 as an irrelevance. As T.S. Eliot wrote back in 
1925, “This is the way the world ends // Not with a bang 
but a whimper13”14.

1 to bring about (bring-brought-
brought) – cause 

2 demise – end, decline 
3 scriptwriter – sb. who writes 
the script (= text) of a movie 

4 professor – (false friend) head 

of department at a university, 
senior academic 

5 to set up (set-set-set) – create, 
establish 

6 to arise (arise-arose-arisen) – 
emerge, occur 

7 speed – velocity 
8 from then on – after that 
9 naïve – unsophisticated, child-like 
10 to treat – deal with, act towards 
11 scenario – (false friend) hypo-

thetical situation 

12 to fade from view – be margin-
alized, become irrelevant 

13 whimper – whine, pathetic pro-
test, small noise of discomfort (like 
that made by a frightened dog)

14 in The Hollow Men 

THE TECHNOCENE:
THE AGE OF THE MACHINE

p. 40
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Science | ANIMAL BEHAVIOUR

THE TERMITE TELEPHONE
African termites (Macrotermes natalensis) send warning1 
messages through their colonies at a speed of 1.3 metres 
per second, according to research from the University 
of Bochum in Germany. They do this by banging2 their 
heads on the ground 11 times per second. Each termite’s 
message travels only 20cm but it is immediately picked 
up3 and relayed4 by the nearest termite, a bit like mobile 
phone antennas. There is little danger of the message 
being garbled5 – as it is in the game of Chinese whis-
pers6 – because it is so simple: “danger predator”. 

NOT-SO-CARNIVOROUS
CROCS7

Research from the US Fish and Wildlife Service in 
Charleston, South Carolina, has confirmed decades of 
anecdotal reports: over half the existing crocodilian 
species supplement their diet with fruit. It seems that 
at least 13 of the 23 species of crocodiles and alliga-
tors in the world today eat fruit as well as meat. 

LUNATICS
AND ELEPHANTS

Research from the University of Basel has con-
firmed that people sleep worse when there is a full 
moon8. On average it takes five minutes longer to get 
to sleep, we sleep 20 minutes less and we spend 30% 
less time in deep sleep when there is a full moon.

Meanwhile9, a study from Anglia Ruskin Univer-
sity has found that African elephants plan their raids10 
on cropland11 to coincide with the new moon. Elephant 
raids are more frequent and more substantial when 
the nights are darkest. This suggests that they under-
stand that darkness lowers the risk of being killed by 
farmers12. Or perhaps they know that humans sleep 
less and more lightly13 when there is a full moon!

MY NAME IS FLIPPER
Dolphins have a signature whistle14 which they use to 
identify themselves and to identify others. When they 
hear a familiar whistle they will repeat it back to their 
acquaintance15, which they don’t do for an unfamiliar 
whistle. Moreover, a study from the University of Chi-
cago has now found that dolphins remember each other’s 
signature whistles14 after more than 20 years apart, sug-
gesting they have the best memory in the animal world.

1 warning (adj.) – alarm 
2 to bang – beat, hit
3 to pick up – receive 
4 to relay – resent 
5 garbled – incoherent, 
meaningless 

6 Chinese whispers (UK Eng-
lish) – broken telephone (US 
English)

7 croc – (colloquial) crocodile 
8 full moon – when the complete 
disc of the moon is visible 

(associated with werewolves)
9 meanwhile – at the same time 
10 raid – surprise attack 
11 cropland – arable farms 
12 farmer – agriculturalist 
13 more lightly – less deeply
14 signature whistle – high-fre-

quency sound that identifies 
an individual 

15 acquaintance – known indi-
vidual, (in this case) friend 

Photo by Ikiwaner

FOOTNOTES
The superscript numbers in the text 
refer to the footnotes at the bottom 
or at the side of the same page. The 
footnotes explain the difficult vocabu-
lary as determined by our non-native 
proofreaders. Like you, these proof-
readers are learners so they are able 
to identify the exact words you need 
to know to understand the sentence. 
Definitions are given in English, so that 
you learn to think in English and these 
definitions are then checked by the 
non-native proofreaders to ensure that 
you will understand them. Some words 
are defined by pictures: we use these 
visual stimuli when that is the best way 
to fix an idea in your memory. Read the 
definition or look at the illustration and 
then re-read the sentence in question. 
By working with English-language 
footnotes you will rapidly increase 
your vocabulary and learn how English 
words relate to each other, all of 
which will have a dramatic impact on 
your fluency and self-confidence1. 

Some readers find it useful to put 
their finger next to the word in the 
article that they are looking for in the 
footnotes to make it easier to return 
to the text afterwards. Either way, it 
shouldn’t be difficult to find your place 
because the footnotes are numbered 
and the words are highlighted in bold. 
Notice that the syllables and words that 
should be stressed2 are underlined.

Red footnotes give extra cultural 
(rather than linguistic) information, 
or they refer you to other articles.

1 self-confidence – self-assurance (opposite of ‘self-doubt’, ‘hesitancy’)
2 to stress sth. – emphasize, underline

Consonants
/ʧ/ as in church, watch
/ʃ/ as in wash, sure, action
/ʤ/ as in judge, gesture
/ʒ/ as in measure, vision
/j/ as in yes
/θ/ as in thick, path
/ð/ as in this, breathe
/ŋ/ as in sing

Pure Vowels
/æ/ as in cat
/ʌ/ as in cut
/ə/ as in occur, supply, 

aroma
/ɜ:/ as in first, turn, earn
/ɔ:/ as in court, warn

Dipthongs
/iə/ as in ear, here
/eə/ as in air, there

PHONEMIC
SYMBOLS
Here are the phonemic 
symbols that we use 
which might cause you 
problems.
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CURRENT
AFFAIRS
This section of the magazine offers short news 
stories organized thematically:

 6  | YES 23

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

8 Watch: a short report on the Dulwich 
Gallery’s £120 fake painting

 https://goo.gl/h7SUir

 Speak: Is this a good way to get people to come 
and scrutinize paintings or is it just a gimmick?

 Watch: a short video showing you how 
the Hamburg hydrophobic paint works:

 https://goo.gl/Jlpw5x 
 
 Speak: the Hamburg authorities are 

putting up warning signs about the 
hydrophobic paint. Should they? 

 
 Speak: would any of these ideas be a good 

idea in your city? Which? Why/why not?
 
9 Watch: the US view on the Sino-Pakistani 

investment project from CNN at:
 https://goo.gl/Gb9hk1 

10 Watch: a short report about the 
replacement of Dippy at:

 https://goo.gl/Rn1ddC 
 
 Speak: is it relevant that Dippy is only a replica? 

 Watch: a 30-second computer generated 
animation of a Deinocheirus mirificus walking at:

 https://goo.gl/fLNfFz 

7 News & Anecdotes
 - the new blurring of age
 - Mr, Mrs, Miss, Ms and... Mx!
 Exercise 2

8 Tourism News
 - an original way to fill a museum
 - how the Berlin authorities are 

getting tourists to be quieter
 - a city council’s revenge against 

those who piss in public places
 Exercise 2

9 Political News
 - climate change and the Islamic State
 - can China save Pakistan from 

becoming a failed state?
 Exercise 2

10 Dinosaur News 
 - the return of the Brontosaurus
 - the duck-billed ostrich camel
 - save Dippy!
 Exercise 2

11 Science News 
 - four new discoveries to give 

your child a better life
 Exercise 2



George Clooney: looking  distinguished
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News & Anecdotes

YOU’RE ONLY AS 
OLD AS YOU LOOK

Nobody seems to be content with their age any more. 
For years now middle-aged women (and – admit it, guys – 
men) have been dyeing1 their hair to try to look younger. 
Record numbers of teenage girls are getting boob jobs2 
while, at the other end of the demographic, women are 
injecting their faces with Botox to ‘shed the years’3. The 
one group that seemed to be immune to this silliness was 
that of young men. Not anymore. Amazon is reporting 
that there has been an 83% increase in the sale of grey 
hair dyes4 as lads5 desperately try to look ‘distinguished’, 
like George Clooney. Simultaneously, while 25% of Britons 
aged between 40 and 60 have a tattoo, fewer than 15% of 
18 to 24-year-olds do. Soon society will be an amorphous 
mess6 of generations all trying to look like7 each other! 

NEW HONORIFIC
Honorifics are the little titles people put before names. 
You must know ‘Mr’ (‘mister’), which refers to a man and 
‘Mrs’ (‘missus’), which refers to a married woman. If you 
are minimally aware of8 Anglo culture you will also know 
about ‘Ms’ (‘miz’), which is increasingly used to refer to a 
woman (married or single). Now there’s a new honorific: 
‘Mx’ (‘mix’). This is used by some transgender people9 
and it has already been officially accepted for driving 
licences in the UK. A number of British banks and city 
councils10 have also welcomed the new denomination. 

No doubt traditionalists will scoff11 at this addition 
but honorifics have 
always been rather12 
ridiculous. Nick Bell 
recently commented 
in the Daily Telegraph 
that the application 
form13 for a temporary 
assistant at his local 
Sainsbury’s supermar-
ket gave the honorific 
options: “Dr, Lord, Lady, 
Mr, Mrs, etc.”! However, 
the best honorific anec-
dote occurred one day 
a couple of years ago 
in a British court14. A 
witness15 addressed 
the judge as ‘His 
Honour’. ‘Your Honour’, 
the judge corrected 
him. “I do apologize16, 
My Honour”, was the 
witness’s reply17!

THE MOTHER OF ALL 
BUILDING BOOMS

The People’s Republic of China used more cement 
between 2011 and 2013 than the United States did in the 
entire 20th Century, according to The Washington Post.

1 dyeing – (in this case) colouring 
2 boob job – (colloquial) breast 
enhancement, mammary 
enlargement 

3 to shed the years (shed-shed-
shed) – look younger 

4 hair dye – substance used to 
change the colour of one’s hair 

5 lad – young man 
6 mess – chaos 
7 to look like – have the appear-
ance of 

8 to be aware of – be conscious of 
9 transgender person – sb. who 
does not identify with either sex

10 city council – municipal authority 
11 to scoff – mock, ridicule, 

express disdain
12 rather – somewhat, a bit 
13 application form – document 

with gaps (= empty spaces) into 
which candidates for a job write 
their details 

14 court – judicial process 
15 witness – sb. who had seen sth. 

significant 
16 I do apologize – (emphatic) I 

apologize, I’m sorry
17 reply – response, answer 
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Tourism News

PICTURE 
PLAY

One of the ‘big ideas’ currently 
in education is gamification1. 
A similar principle was recently 
applied with great success2 
by the Dulwich /ˈdʌlitʃ/ Gallery 
in London. They sent one of 
their paintings to China to be 
copied and then substituted 
the copy for the original painting and invited the public to 
guess which of the paintings on display3 was the fake4. 
Not only was there a 20% increase in visitor numbers but 
people studied the pictures as never before. 11% of those 
who registered an opinion correctly guessed the fake.

THE MIME POLICE
Many tourist destinations have to find a balance between 
partying5 tourists and residents who want a quiet life. 
Berlin has come up with6 a novel solution; they have 
hired7 a team of mime artists8 who will ask revellers9 
to keep it down10 with amusing11 gestures. The mimes 
will also react to littering12. The street-artists will be 

accompanied by ‘mentors’ who will explain the need for 
respectful behaviour13 to those who don’t get14 the mes-
sage non-verbally. 

PISS OFF
Hamburg’s red-light district15 has a more serious prob-
lem with loutish16 visitors. There the primary complaint17 
from local people is that drunken revellers9 urinate in the 
streets. The solution adopted by local community groups 
is to paint the walls with hydrophobic paint18. Now if a 
lout19 decides to take a leak20 in the street he will find 
that the urine splashes straight back21 over his trousers 
and shoes!

NO LONGER BANK 
HOLIDAYS

For a long time the joke in Britain is that national holidays 
are called ‘bank holidays’ because the banks were the only 
retail institutions22 that respected the holidays – all the 
other shops tended to stay open for the extra business 
that any bank holiday23 means24. But this 4th May for the 
first time in 144 years, Barclays, RBS and NatWest opened 
key25 branches26 on the ‘Early May Bank Holiday’27. 

1 gamification /̩geimifiˈkeiʃən/ 
– converting learning into activi-
ties that seem like games 

2 with great success – very 
successfully, triumphantly 

3 on display – being exhibited 
4 fake – falsification 
5 partying – celebrating, enjoying 
oneself 

6 to come up with (come-came-
come) – invent, think up 

7 to hire – employ 

8 mime artist – performer who 
uses gestures but not words 

9 revellers – merrymakers, 
party animals, people enjoying 
themselves 

10 to keep it down (keep-kept-
kept) – make less noise 

11 amusing – funny, entertaining 
12 littering – people dropping 

paper and plastic in the street
13 behaviour (UK English) – 

behavior (US English), conduct 

14 to get (get-got-got) – (in this 
case) understand

15 red-light district – area of a 
city that is dominated by the 
sex industry

16 loutish – uncivilized, 
hooligan-like 

17 complaint – objection, criticism 
18 hydrophobic paint – paint that 

repels liquids 
19 lout – hooligan 

20 to take a leak (take-took-
taken) – (slang) urinate 

21 to splash straight back – rico-
chet directly, return  

22 retail institutions – shops, stores 
23 bank holiday (UK English) – 

national holiday (US English)
24 to mean – imply 
25 key – strategic 
26 branch – local office of a bank 
27 the Monday closest to 1st May 

(‘May Day’)

12-54
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Political News
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OF JIHADISTS & 
DROUGHT

The received1 view is that the world is involved in an 
ideological war between Jihadists and the West. What if 
it is simpler than that? Two decades ago it was a bit of a 
cliché to say that the wars of the 21st Century would be 
fought over2 access to water. Then, radical Islam came 
along3 and we all forgot about the water question. How-
ever, it might just be that the predictions of the 1990s 
were partially right. Over the last 50 years Lake Chad has 
shrunk4 by 90% due to5 low rainfall and drainage6 for 
irrigation. This has destroyed fishing communities in Chad, 
Cameroon, Niger and Nigeria. It is precisely in the area of 
northeast Nigeria that faces onto7 Lake Chad where Boko 
Haram is active.

A study of winter rainfall in Syria over the last 80 years 
from the University of California in Santa Barbara has 
identified a steady8 decline. Over the same period tem-
peratures have risen9 and soil10, naturally, has dried. The 
most severe drought11 on record occurred between 2007 
and 2010. This led to12 increasing food prices and mass 
migration to the slums13 of cities like Homs and Hama, 

where protests began in 2011. Water shortages14 and 
water conflicts in Mesopotamia are also well documented. 
It would be simplistic to blame15 the clash between the 
West and the Jihadists solely on water shortages but ter-
rorism may be the first and least expected consequence 
of our failure to do anything about climate change. Now 
with decades of drought11 predicted for California, per-
haps we’ll do something about it. Or maybe we’ll see the 
rise16 of the Caliphate of San Francisco!

CHINA’S MARSHALL 
PLAN

Political instability tends to frighten off international 
investors17 leading to a vicious circle. Pakistan is caught 
in just such a process and it seems to be heading 
towards18 a failed state. So it is good news for the country 
that China has decided to invest a massive $46 billion in 
its Islamic neighbour. The People’s Republic is building a 
deep-water port on the Pakistani coast at Gwadar on the 
Arabian Sea and a 3,000km road and rail link19 up the 
length of20 Pakistan connecting it to Kashgar in China. 
Everyone wants stability for the region – perhaps Chinese 
investment will succeed21 where US drones have failed.

1 received – conventional 
2 would be fought over – would 

be conflicts about 
3 to come along (come-came-

come) – appear, emerge
4 to shrink (shrink-shrank-

shrunk) – reduce, diminish
5 due to – because of 
6 drainage – extraction of water 

7 to face onto – be adjacent to 
8 steady – gradual but constant 
9 to rise (rise-rose-risen) – go up, 

augment 
10 soil – productive earth 
11 drought – period with little or 

no rain 
12 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 

in 

13 slums – improvised urban 
areas, shanty towns

14 shortage –scarcity 
15 to blame X on Y – hold Y 

responsible for X
16 rise – emergence, appearance 
17 investor – sb. who wants to 

spend money on production
 

18 to head towards – going in the 
direction of, become

19 link – (in this case) connection, 
route, corridor 

20 up the length of – from the 
south to the north of 

21 to succeed – be successful, 
triumph 
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 Dinosaur News
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Deinocheirus mirificus

Dippy

THE RETURN OF 
BRONTOSAURUS

Brontosaurus is one of the best known dinosaur names 
among the general public. The name sounds imposing 
and its translation, ‘thunder1 lizard2’, is inspired. It may 
come as a surprise, then, to learn that palaeontologists 
stopped using the genus name3 over a century ago in 
1903. This was because it was decided that Brontosau-
rus was the same genus as Apatosaurus (= deceptive4 
lizard2). Since Apatosaurus had been discovered in 1877, 
two years earlier than ‘Brontosaurus’, the less familiar 
name took precedence; ‘Brontosaurus’ became Apatosau-
rus excelsus.

There is good news, however, for Brontosaurus fans. 
After an exhaustive study of 87 specimens palaeontolo-
gists at Oxford University have announced that Bronto-
saurus was in fact a different genus, so its name can be 
revived. Recently, it was suggested that diplodocoids like 
Apatosaurus and Brontosaurus used their long tails5 as 
whips6. It is calculated that they could have swung7 their 
tails fast enough to break the sound barrier.

THE DUCK-BILLED8 
OSTRICH9 CAMEL

In 1965 a pair of massive 2.4-metre-long arms dating from 
the Late Cretaceous were dug up10 in the Gobi Desert. The 
new species was named Deinocheirus mirificus (meaning 
‘unusually horrible hands’!). Palaeontologists have finally 
managed to11 find enough fossils to get an idea of what D. 
mirificus looked like – and it seems to be the most bizarre 
chimera12 ever found. Researchers at the University of 

Maryland described it as ‘a duck-billed8 
ostrich9 camel’. 

SAVE DIPPY!
If anyone thought that people didn’t care 
about dinosaurs any more they just have to 
look at the uproar13 in Britain over plans to 
replace Dippy in the central hall of the Natural 
History Museum with a blue whale14 skeleton. 
33,000 people have signed a petition to 
reinstate15 the Diplodocus skeleton. In vain 
the Natural History Museum has argued 
that Dippy is just a replica of a US fossil, while 
the whale skeleton, which is even bigger, is 
the real deal16.

1 thunder – noise of a storm 
(= tempest)

2 lizard – terrestrial reptile with 
legs 

3 genus name – the first part of 
the name used in the binomial 
nomenclature of taxonomy (e.g. 
the Homo in Homo sapiens)

4 deceptive – duplicitous, 
fraudulent

5 tail – flexible prolongation of 
the vertebrae behind the rest of 
the body

6 whip – cord used for beating 
people or animals or for making 
a loud noise

7 to swing (swing-swung-swung) – 
move, oscillate 

8 duck-billed – hadrosaur, 
having a beak like that of a duck 
(Anatidae)

9 ostrich – (Struthio camelus) big 
African bird that cannot fly 

10 to dig up (dig-dug-dug) – dis-
cover, excavate 

11 to manage to – be able to (with 
difficulty)

12 chimera /kaiˈmiərə/ – imag-
inary monster composed of 
incongruous parts 

13 uproar – commotion 
14 whale – big cetacean 
15 to reinstate sth. – restore sth. 

to its previous position
16 to be the real deal – (in this 

case) be a genuine skeleton

71-83
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Science News

A number of recent studies have suggested how 
parents1 can influence their babies’ futures. 

BREAST IS BEST
A study from the Federal University of Pelotas in Brazil 
found that babies who had been breastfed2 for a year 
have – 30 years later an average3 IQ4 four points higher 
than those who had been breastfed2 for less than a 
month. What’s more, breastfed babies stayed longer in 
school and earned a third more at 30. The researchers 
took into account5 other social and economic factors. 

However, don’t think that a shortcut6 is to buy breast 
milk online. One study found that 90% of breast milk sold 
online had bacterial growth. Some of the sellers were 
found to be intravenous drug users.

SEND YOUR KIDS 
OUTSIDE

Around the world there is an ‘epidemic’ of 
short-sightedness7. Over the last half century myopia 
has doubled in the West: in 1965 it affected 25% of US and 
European children, now it affects nearly 50%. The rise in8 

myopia in the Far East has been even more dramatic. Over 
the same period the percentage of short-sighted children 
in China and South Korea has soared9 from less than 20% 
to over 80%. There is growing evidence that the cause is 
lack of10 exposure to daylight. Around the world children 
spend more and more time playing and studying indoors11.

DON’T OVERPRAISE
A study involving over 500 preteens12 from the Univer-
sity of Amsterdam in the Netherlands has found that 
narcissism, selfishness13 and vanity can be caused by 
parents overpraising14 their children. The study observed 
the children and their parents over an 18-month period.
 

THE MAGIC OF THE MIDDLE
A study of 1000 Britons with two or more siblings15 has 
found that 90% of those who had grown up to become16 
company directors had been forced to sit in the middle of 
the backseat of the family car as children. 75% of those who 
owned17 their own businesses had had to sit in the middle 
along with18 62% of those who described themselves as 
senior managers. The middle of the backseat tends to be 
unpopular because there is no view, less leg-room19 and 
nowhere to lean20. However, the injustice of being in the 
middle seems to spur21 children to succeed22 in life.

1 parents – (false 
friend) mothers 
and fathers 

2 to breastfeed 
(-feed/-fed/-fed) 

– feed an infant 
naturally from a 
human mammary gland

3 average – typical, median 
4 IQ – intelligence quotient, a 

measure of intelligence

5 to take into account 
(take-took-taken) – take into 
consideration

6 shortcut – quick fix, easy 
solution

7 short-sightedness – myopia 
/maiˈoupiə/

8 rise in – increase in, prolifera-
tion of

9 to soar – increase exponentially
10 lack of – absence of, deficient 

11 indoors – inside buildings
12 preteen – pre-adolescent 
13 selfishness – egotism, 

self-centredness
14 to overpraise – express too 

much admiration for 
15 siblings – brothers and/or 

sisters 
16 to become (-come/-

came/-come) – (in this case) be
 

17 to own – possess, have, be the 
proprietor of

18 along with – together with, as 
well as, plus

19 leg-room – space for one’s legs 
20 to lean (lean-leant-leant) – 

recline laterally
21 to spur – incite, urge 
22 to succeed – be successful, 

triumph
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EXTENSION

Watch: a simple explanation of the 
multiplier effect and tourism at:
https://goo.gl/G80f3G 

It’s not really relevant but this slide presentation 
of 25 maps that will change the way you 
see the world is thought-provoking:
https://goo.gl/YKE9Rg 

Watch this bizarre TEDx talk on ‘the future of tourism’ at:
https://goo.gl/bWfXkw

The World Trade & Travel Council:
www.wttc.org

13 The language of tourism: the emergence 
of tourism

14 The language of tourism: spoilt for choice
15 The language of tourism: stretching 

the meaning of ‘tourism’
16 The language of tourism: off the beaten track
17 The language of tourism: alternatives
 Exercise 8

18 Paying

19 Complaining
 Exercise 25

20-21 Tourism phrasal verbs
 Exercise 24

22 Tourism false friends
23 Tourism false friends: fiesta, feast, 

fête, festival and festivity

24-25 Phrasebook fiascos

26 Confusing travel words: travel, trip and journey
27 Confusing travel words: other terms

28 Hotels: basic interactions
29 Hotels in the US and the UK
30 Hotel false friends
31 Hotel translation
32 Hotel spelling
33 Hotels: US vs. UK terms
 Exercise 11

34-5 Restaurants: complaining about food
36 Restaurants: false friends
37 Restaurants: Dinerese – ordering in a US diner
 Exercise 6

38 Travelling by Trains
39 US vs. UK train terms
 Exercise 12

40 Airport talk: checking in
41 Airport talk: security & boarding
 Exercise 19

42 Airline talk: in-flight announcements
43 Airline talk: in-flight announcements 

– please remain seated
 Exercise 28

44 Airport talk: arrivals
 Exercise 19

45 Visualizing Flight Vocabulary 

46 Flight translations: broken English
47 Flight translations: improved versions
 Exercise 5

48 Phrasal verbs of flight 

49 Flying idioms: winging it
50 Flying idioms: falling out of the sky
51 Flying idioms: pushing the envelope
 Exercise 21

52 Taxis: basic vocabulary
53 London taxis vs. New York cabs
 Exercise 22

54 Asking for & giving directions
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Language of 
Tourism

Grand Tour-ism
The origins of tourism can be found over three hundred 
years ago in the Grand Tour. This was a trip for young 
British aristocrats, lasting2 months or years, to visit 
the great cultural centres 
of Europe. In the late 18th 
Century, inspired by Gothic 
and Romantic literature, the 
middle classes began to make 
shorter trips to view sublime3 
countryside.4 By the mid-19th 
Century Thomas Cook had 
invented the day-trip by train 
to the seaside5 for the masses 
living in the great industrial 
centres of northern England. 
Tourism has come a long way 
since those days.

Euphemisms
Nobody likes to be considered 
a tourist, so a series of 
euphemisms have appeared as 
alternatives: holidaymaker, 
sightseer or visitor and 
from America: vacationer, 
vacationist, or out-of-towner. 
None of this, however, changes 
the fact that tourist industry 

has undergone 6 a huge7 
expansion in recent decades and 
you are unlikely to8 ‘discover’ 
anywhere in the world anymore. 

Etymology
Tourist (1800) and tourism (1811) 
appeared in English at the begin-
ning of the 19th Century.

‘Tour’ (= a round trip) had 
come into English in the mid-18th 
Century; it comes from tornus (=a 
lathe9) in Latin. So, through their 
ideas of circular movement, ‘to 
turn’ and ‘tourism’ come from 
the same Latin source10.

1 fellow – guy, man 
2 to last – continue for 
3 sublime – (in this case) majestic, 
magnificent 

4 many of these regions were 
declared National Parks in 
the end

5 seaside – coast 

6 to undergo – experience, suffer
7 huge – enormous 
8 you are unlikely to – you will 
probably not

9 lathe – machine used in carpen-
try that rotates pieces of wood

10 source –  origin 

The Emergence 
of Tourism

A tourist is a fellow1 who drives 
thousands of miles so he can be 
photographed standing in front of 
his car.  - EMILE GANEST
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Language of 
Tourism

Diversification
Once2 a holiday either meant lying3 on a beach for two 
weeks or furiously seeing the sights4 in an ancient city. 
Both these options still exist of course, though they have 
been repackaged5. The first should be referred to as a 
tourist resort (not a beach) where you go for R&R6 or 
SSS7. The second type of vacation is now a city break. 

More recent holiday options include: 
>>  backpacking8, 
>>  dark tourism9, 
>>  a dude ranch10, 
>>  ecotourism, 
>>  health tourism11,
>>  heritage tourism12, 
>>  Inter-railing, 
>>  a midweek break13, 

>>  package holidays14, 
>>  sport tourism,
>>  tranquillity tourism15,
>>  trips for grey geese16, 
>>  a volunteer vacation17, 
>>  winter sun18 or 
>>  WWOOFs19.

1 spoilt for choice – too many options 
2 once – at one indeterminate time in the past 
3 to lie (lie-lay-lain) – be horizontal, recline 
4 to see the sights (see-saw-seen) – go sight-

seeing, visit monuments and museums 
5 to repackage sth. – (marketing) give sth. a 
more attractive name 

6 R&R – rest and recreation/relaxation 
7 SSS – sun, sea and sex
8 backpacking – 
9 dark tourism – visiting sites of massacres, battles, concentration 
camps, etc. 

10 dude ranch – (US English) ranch operating primarily as a tourist 
resort (where tourists learn to live like cowboys)

11 health tourism – going to a destination (such as a health farm) in 
order do sth. salubrious 

12 heritage tourism – (pompous euphemism) sightseeing, looking at 
old buildings, etc. 

13 midweek break – a discount option because you are not staying in 
a hotel on Friday or Saturday night, when it is normally fullest

14 package holiday – package deal, vacation in which you pay for the 
hotel, the flight and other extras as one package 

15 tranquillity tourism – chilling out in a Buddhist monastery or similar 
16 grey geese – (tourism jargon) elderly tourists, holidaymakers aged 

65+
17 volunteer vacation – (US English) working holiday (UK Eng-

lish), holiday in which you work for an NGO (= non-government 
organization)

18 winter sun – an escape from cold weather to a country that is 
warmer or in summer (because it is in the other hemisphere)

19 WWOOF – Working Weekend on an Organic Farm

Spoilt for 
Choice1
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Language of 
Tourism

I n January 2005 the P&O luxury world cruise 
Aurora left Portsmouth. However, it only got 

as far as the Isle of Wight a couple of kilometres 
away before it was halted2 by engine trouble3. 
For 11 days technicians tried to get the ship’s 
engines working again but without success. 
The passengers, however, did not complain4. 
They were praised5 in the British newspapers for their 
sang-froid6. It was later revealed that they had been 
given free food and drink while they waited and then got 
a full refund7. Over the 11 days they consumed 12,626 
bottles of wine and champagne, 12,843 bottles of beer, 
1,246 bottles of spirits8 and 9,800 cocktails. Sang-froid6, 
my arse!9

Unhealthy Tourism
The Aurora was the mother of all booze cruises10. How-
ever some alcoholics may prefer visiting Chianti-shire11. 

Even less salubrious holiday activities are now so fre-
quent that it is common enough to see a sign saying “sex 
tourists not welcome” in better-quality Asian hotels. Sex 
tourism refers to travelling for prostitution. This usually 
implies sex with minors12 in countries which do not pros-
ecute statutory rape13. 

Non Tourism
A number of buzzwords include the words ‘tour-
ism’/‘tourist’ but do not refer to holiday-making in the 
usual sense:
The expression benefit tourism is used in Britain to 
describe people moving to14 Britain or around that coun-
try to claim15 social security payments.
-  The British state reserves the right to refuse income sup-

port16 to unemployed ‘benefit tourists’ from the EU17 who 
are not looking for18 work.

In Human Resources19 a ‘tourist’ is a person who goes on 
a training course just to get away from20 his/her job.
-  Most of the students on the PowerPoint21 course were 

tourists.
Any new arrival to an IRC22 who is not expected to 
become a permanent participant can also be referred to 
dismissively23 as a ‘tourist’.

1 to stretch sth. – (false friend) 
extend sth. to the limit or in an 
unreasonable way, distort sth. 

2 to halt sth. – stop sth. 
3 engine trouble – problems 
with the motor 

4 to complain – protest 
5 to praise – commend, applaud 
6 sang-froid – composure, 
self-control 

7 full refund – the return of all 
one’s money 

8 spirits – strong alcohol (e.g. 
whisky and vodka)

9 my arse! – (scatological excla-
mation) ridiculous!

10 booze cruise – trip in a cruise 
ship on which the principal 
attraction is cheap alcohol 

11 Chianti-shire /kiˈæntiʃaiər/ – 
Tuscany and other parts of Italy 
that are full of British people 
who think that they are sophis-
ticated but who spend most 
of their time getting drunk on 
red wine 

12 minors – child or adolescent, 
person aged less than 18

13 statutory /ˈstætʃutʃri/ rape 
– sex between an adult and a 
minor

14 to move to – emigrate to, 
come to 

15 to claim – (in this case) ask for, 
request, demand

16 income support – money paid 
by the Government to people 
with no money or very little 
money

17 the EU – the European Union 
18 to look for – try to find

19 Human Resources – the 
department in a company that 
manages the training of the 
personnel 

20 to get away from (get-got-
got) – escape from 

21 PowerPoint – a Microsoft 
computer program

22 IRC – Internet Relay Chat
23 dismissively – contemptu-

ously, pejoratively

Stretching1 
the Meaning 
of ‘Tourism’
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Language of 
Tourism

T he successful holidaymaker is the one who discov-
ers some earthly paradise off the beaten track1. 

Most of us pretend to be2 this trailblazer3. Of course, 
there aren’t enough destinations for everybody to escape 
the tourists and most of us actually4 end up in the ‘hotel 
from hell’ (a.k.a.5 ‘El Cheapo6’) in a tourist trap7. Of 
course, the livestock8 experience of mass tourism starts 
in steerage9 (a.k.a.5 ‘cattle10 class’ or ‘misery11 class’). 
Apparently, the airline staff12 refer to us as ‘self-loading 
cargo13’ on such airlines. 

Indigestion
Whether14 you are trekking15 in the Laotian16 high-
lands or enjoying a meal on the Algarve you may find 
the local food disagrees with17 you. The local hygiene is, 
of course, to blame18 (not last night’s drinking binge19), 
so you refer to your predicament20 as “Montezuma’s 
Revenge21”, “the Aztec two-step22”, “Cairo crud23”, 
“Delhi Belly24”,  “gippy25 tummy26”, “Hong-Kong dog27”, 
“the Rangoon runs28” or “The Turkey Trot29” (depend-
ing on where you are). 

Idiomatic Arguments for Tourism
>>  Travel broadens30 the mind
= visiting different places will make you a more inter-
esting and tolerant person:
-  The motto31 of the Erasmus scheme32 seems to be 

‘Travel broadens the mind’ because our Eddy didn’t get 
a lot of studying done while he was in Bonn, that’s for 
sure!

>>  All work and no play makes Jack a dull33 boy
= if you only work, you will become an uninteresting 
person:
-  Take a holiday! All work and no play makes Jack a dull 

boy.

1 off the beaten track – 
unknown to tourists

2 pretend to be – (false friend) 
simulate that we are 

3 trailblazer /ˈtreiəlˌbleizər/ 
– pioneer 
4 actually – (false friend) in fact 
5 a.k.a. – also known as 
6 (pseudo-Spanish) from 
‘cheap’ 

7 tourist trap – place where 
products and services are over-
priced and/or of poor quality 
because most of the customers 
are tourists

8 livestock (adj.) – cattle, farm 
animal 

9 steerage – economy class, 
second class 

10 cattle (adj.) – (literally) 
livestock, referring to cows 

11 misery – (false friend) unhappi-
ness, suffering  

12 staff – employees 
13 self-loading cargo – (literally) 

merchandise that doesn’t need 
to be transferred onto the 
plane (because we walk) 

14 whether – (irrespective of) 
whether (= ‘if’, but ‘if’ cannot be 
used after a preposition)

15 to trek – walk a long distance 
through the countryside 

16 Laotian – in/from Laos 

17 to disagree with sb. – (of 
food) be difficult to digest 

18 to blame – responsible
19 drinking binge – time spent 

drinking excessive quantities 
of alcohol 

20 predicament – difficult 
situation 

21 the idea is that your indiges-
tion has been provoked by 
the phantom of the Aztec 
emperor, Montezuma, in 
vengeance for the European 
conquest

22 two-step – a type of dance, (in 
this case it refers to running to 
the toilet)

23 crud – dirt, (in this case) excre-
ment, faeces

24 belly – (colloquial) stomach, 
abdomen 

25 gippy – (in this case) Egyptian
26 tummy – (informal) stomach 
27 dog – (in this case) sth. 

unpleasant 
28 the runs – diarrhoea 
29 trot – a type of dance, (in this 

case it refers to running to the 
toilet)

30 to broaden – widen, expand 
31 motto – slogan, maxim 
32 scheme – programme 
33 dull – boring 

The Language 
of Tourism: 
Off the Beaten 
Track1
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Language of 
Tourism

A Cheap Holiday
In times of recession every penny counts1 and the 
frugal2 have their own raft3 of tourism terms. One option 
is a ‘house swap’ (a.k.a.4 ‘home exchange’) whereby 
you stay in someone’s home while they stay in yours. 
The Internet has hugely5 expanded the possibilities for 
this (e.g. Airbnb). An even better option, if you get the 
opportunity, is ‘house-sitting6’. You get a holiday and 
what’s more you’re sup-
posedly doing someone 
a favour. Of course, if you 
travel alone and don’t 
suffer from lumbago, you 
may choose to tour a coun-
try by ‘sofa surfing7’.

No Holiday
Even not going on holiday 
now has a name. In both 
the USA and Britain we talk 
about a ‘staycation’, while 
in the UK you can also 
refer to a ‘home holiday’ 
or a ‘holistay ’. However, 
a more original alterna-
tive is to go on a pretend8 
holiday. You can now buy 
guidebooks to fictitious 
destinations, such as: 

“Molvania: a land untouched by modern dentistry9”, 
“San Sombrero: a land of carnivals, cocktails and coups10” or 
“Phaic Tan: sunstroke11 on a shoestring12”. 
There is no reason to feel guilty13 about making up14 
your holiday. After all, it was revealed a couple of15 years 

ago that a writer for Lonely Planet, 
Thomas Kohnstamm, had written 
a section of their guide to Columbia 
without having visited the country. 

Alternative Holiday 
Expressions
>>  A busman’s16 holiday
= a holiday where you do some-
thing similar to your usual work 
instead of17 having a rest18 from it.

>>  A change is as good as a rest
= doing a different job can be as sat-
isfying as relaxing:
-  I spent the holidays at an archaeo-

logical excavation. It wasn’t exactly 
a vacation but it was fascinating. 
A change is as good as a rest, as 
they say.

1 every penny counts – you 
should try to save any money 
that you can 

2 the frugal – people who don’t 
like wasting money 

3 raft – group, series 
4 a.k.a. – also known as 
5 hugely – enormously 
6 house-sitting – staying in sb’s 
home while they are abroad 

7 sofa-surfing – sleeping on the 
sofas of a series of friends

8 pretend (adj.) – fantasy, 
make-believe, 

9 dentistry – odontology 
(formal)

10 coup (d’État) /cu:/ – putsch, 
military rebellion 

11 sunstroke – insolation (formal)

12 on a shoestring – on a very 
small budget, as cheaply as 
possible 

13 guilty – (in this case) penitent, 
repentant, censurable

14 to make sth. up (make-made-
made) – invent sth. 

15 a couple of – several. In 
modern usage this never 
means two (always more 
than 2)

16 busman /ˈbʌsmən/ – driver of 
a bus 

17 instead of – rather than, as 
opposed to 

18 to have a rest (have-had-had) 
– relax 

The Language 
of Tourism: 
Alternatives
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Paying

O nce you have stripped away1 all the hype2 and all 
the glamour, tourism is fundamentally about paying 

for things and being paid for things. Moreover, while 
paying is always unpleasant, it’s much worse if there’s 
confusion when the time comes to3 pay.

‘Pay’ vs. ‘Pay for’
Remember that you pay someone:
- I paid the taxi-driver.
but you pay for something:
- I paid for the taxi ride.

Asking How Much You Have to Pay
You can say:
- How much does it (all) cost?
However, it sounds more natural if you say:
- What’s the damage? (colloquial)
- How much does that come to?
- Let’s settle up4.
Occasionally, you may be pleased with a price. If so, you 
can say:
- It was a real bargain5.
- What a bargain! 

Sharing6 the Cost
If each person is going to pay an equal part, or pay for what 
they have consumed (in a restaurant or bar) we say either
>>  to go Dutch [go-went-gone]: 
- Let’s go Dutch.
>>  to split7 the bill [split-split-split]
- We’ll split the bill, okay?
However, you might8 think that you should pay; if so, 
you say:
- It’s my treat = I want to pay. 
- It’s my shout (colloquial) = It’s my turn to pay.
- Let me pay for this one. You paid last time.

Complaining9 about Payment
>>  to pay through the nose [pay-paid-paid] = pay a lot of 

money
- We had to pay through the nose for that car! 
>>  to fork out = pay a lot of money
- I forked out £100 for that chair!
>>  to shell out = pay reluctantly10.
- We shelled out a small fortune for the opera tickets.
>>  to cost an arm and a leg [cost-cost-cost] = cost a lot of 

money.
- This sculpture cost me an arm and a leg!
>>  to foot the bill = pay a lot of money reluctantly10:
- He chose the holiday and I footed the bill.
>>  to cough up (slang) = pay reluctantly10, pay up.
- I had to cough up $150 for a speeding fine11!
>>  That’s a bit steep! = that’s very expensive. 
- $10 for a pint of beer? That’s a bit steep!

1 to strip away – eliminate 
2 hype – extravagant marketing, 

promotional exaggerations
3 when the time comes to – 

when you have to

4 to settle up – determine how 
much has to be paid 

5 bargain – good buy, attractive 
price-quality combination 

6 to share – divide up 

7 to split (split-split-split) – divide 
8 might – may 
9 to complain – protest, object 
10 reluctantly – not wanting to, 

unwillingly

11 speeding fine – penalty for 
driving excessively fast

Paying
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Complaining
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Help me to understand why my name is 
no on the passenger list.

Do you think you could try to make a little less noise?!

D oesn’t it really annoy3 you how everyone likes to 
complain these days?! This didn’t used to be the 

case. Indeed4, one of the most noticeable and noted 
changes in Britain over recent decades is that Britons 
have finally learned to complain. Before this, for example, 
in restaurants the British would say the food was very 
nice when it was awful5, and simply not return to that 
particular6 establishment. Any company should wel-
come complaints7 as it gives them the opportunity to do 
something about customers’ dissatisfaction – much better 
than suddenly8 finding that all your clients have gone 
and you don’t know why.

In the past, because of the reluctance9 to complain, 
British complaints7 have tended to sound like apologies 
but were, in fact, rather10 sarcastic:
- Wouldn’t it be a good idea if you actually11 did your job? 

(= Do what you are paid to do!) or 

- Do you think you could try to make a little less noise? 
(= shut up!). 

- Do you have to have your music on quite so loud? (= turn 
that music down12)

Help Me To Understand
You may hear or want to use the wonderfully sarcastic 
phrase, “Help me to understand…” as in:
- Help me to understand why my name is not on the passen-

ger list.
- Help us to understand why there is no hot water in your 

$200 hotel room.
Of course, this type of language can be very difficult to 
understand fully13 and can lead to14 great confusion. It may 
not even be clear if you are being criticized or praised15! 
Fortunately, the British are slowly learning to complain 
directly like the Americans (who are great at complaining!). 

Complaints: A Mistranslation
The City Council16 of Madrid posted the following 
notice17 in English in shops and businesses around 
the Spanish capital:
There are oficial18 complaints form19 at the consum-
ers20 request21.
- the inadequate English of this notice might have 
gone unobserved – except for the fact that it had 
been placed in a language school!

1 source of – cause of, sth. that 
generates 

2 complaining – objecting, 
protesting 

3 to annoy – irritate 
4 indeed – (emphatic) in fact
5 awful – terrible 
6 particular – (false friend) 
specific 

7 complaint – objection, protest, 
criticism 

8 suddenly – abruptly, 
unexpectedly 

9 reluctance – unwillingness, 
(opposite of ‘readiness’)

10 rather – somewhat, quite 
11 actually – (false friend) in fact, 

really 
12 to turn (music) down – reduce 

the volume (of music)
13 fully – properly, completely 
14 to lead to (lead-led-led) – result 

in, cause 
15 to praise – commend , applaud
16 city council – municipal 

authority 

17 notice – sign, message
18 spelling: ‘official’
19 complaints form – official 

document  for registering 
one’s objections in which there 
are gaps (= empty spaces) in 
which to write one’s personal 
information; agreement: the 
verb (‘there are’) is plural, so 
the complement (“official 
complaints forms”) must be 
plural, too.

20 punctuation: the Saxon gen-
itive needs an apostrophe 
(i.e. “consumers’ request”)

21 request – act of asking for sth.; 
style: “at the consumers’ 
request” sounds very unnat-
ural; “on request” would 
sound much better (we can 
assume (= imagine, suppose) 
that it is consumers who will 
do the requesting!)

Complaining
Another source of1 tension for 
tourists and those in the tourist 
industry is complaining2.

34-35
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Phrasal Verbs

‘Off’ for Leaving
Many phrasal verbs relating to leaving on a trip are 
formed with the particle ‘off’.

>>  start off
= start a journey /ˈdʒɜ:rni/:
-  We’re starting off at seven in the morning so you’d better2 

be ready by then.

>>  move off 
= leave, start out, but the idea here is often a large3 group 
with some inertia:
-  The caravan of 200 camels and 50 horsemen didn’t move 

off until well after4 sunrise5.

However, perhaps the most common verb used to start a 
journey is: 
>>  set off [set-set-set]
-  What time will you be setting off tomorrow?

‘Out’ for Leaving
However, leaving can also be suggested by the particle 
‘out’. Indeed6, a number of the phrasal verbs above have 
synonyms with the same base verb + out:

>>  start out
= start a journey, start off

>>  set out [set-set-set]
= leave, set off:
-  The group were in high spirits7 as they set out on their 

round-the-world trip.

>>  strike out [strike-struck-struck]
= start/leave in a new direction:
-  When they saw the plain8 was flooded9, the explorers 

decided to strike out across the mountains.
This phrasal verb is also used metaphorically for a 
change in direction in other aspects of life:
-  After working for the bank for 30 years she decided to 

strike out on her own10 and start a small business.

1 just – (in this case) only 
2 ’d better – had better, must 
3 large – (false friend) big 
4 until well after – till much later 

than

5 sunrise – sun-up (US English), 
dawn, first light

6 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
7 to be in high spirits – be elated, 
be happy and excited 

8 plain – flat area of terrain, 
meadow, flatland, lowland, 
savannah

9 flooded – be covered in water, 
be inundated, be waterlogged

10 on her own – by herself, alone 

Phrasal Verbs 
for Travel
Phrasal verbs relating to travel are 
dominated by just1 a few particles.



We were held 
up because 
Jack had to 
go back to the 
hotel for his 
passport.
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Phrasal Verbs

‘On’ for Continuing
The preposition ‘on’ can transmit the idea of continuing.
>>  keep on [keep-kept-kept]
= continue:
-  Let’s keep on going. There’s still a good three-hour’s drive 

before we reach1 our destination. 

>>  push on
= continue despite difficulties:
-  They pushed on despite the worsening weather conditions. 

>>  press on
= continue despite difficulties, push on:
-  They decided to press on even though they were all 

exhausted.

‘For’ meaning ‘in the direction of’
Another useful phrasal verb is 
>>  make for
= go in the direction of:
-  You should make for the coast and then follow the shore 

line2 southwards3.

>>  head for
= go in the direction of, make for:
-  It looks like it is going to rain. Let’s head for the nearest vil-

lage and find a place to stay the night.
British and American English use this phrasal verb differ-
ently. While British English uses the present continuous 
form ‘be heading for’, US English prefers to use the pas-
sive form ‘be headed for’:

-  We suddenly4 realized5 we were heading for a water-
fall6. (UK English) =

-  We suddenly4 realized5 we were headed for a waterfall6. 
(US English)

Other Phrasal Verbs
>>  give up [give-gave-given]
= stop trying:
-  They decided to give up when they realized that lives 

/laivz/ were at risk7. 

>>  turn back
= return to where you have come from by the same route 
in the opposite direction:
-  They had to turn back because the weather was deteriorat-

ing rapidly.

>>  head back
= return in the direction of one’s point of departure:
-  They were heading back having reached1 the summit8 

when the disaster happened. 

>>  hold sb. up [hold-held-held]
= make sb. wait. 
-  The traffic held me up and I didn’t get to the station in time. 
This verb is often used in the passive:
>>  be held up
= suffer a delay9: 
-  The expedition was held up for a week because of the tor-

rential rain.

1 to reach – get to, arrive at, come to 
2 shoreline – seashore, beach, edge of the 
sea

3 southwards – in southerly direction, 
towards the south

4 suddenly – abruptly 
5 to realize – become conscious 
6 waterfall – cascade, cataract 
7 at risk – in danger
8 summit – peak, mountaintop 
9 delay – hold-up, postponement, period 
of waiting

More Phrasal 
Verbs for Travel
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False Friends

Tourism
As an uncountable noun, tourism is reliable2; it’s what 
tourists do, the holiday business3. However, note that we 
never use it as a countable noun; in other words it does 
not mean an estate car4 (UK English), a station wagon (US 
English). 

Notice that we don’t ‘do tourism’: we go sightseeing (or 
‘see the sights’5). 

The Great Escape
If you don’t have time for a long holiday you can have a 
short break – don’t call this an escape or escapade6: 
- Let’s go to Paris for a weekend escapade break.

False Friends at the Beach
Some people go to the beach to sunbathe (don’t say ‘take 
the sun’) and get tanned (don’t say “bronzed”). To do this 
you could sit in a deck chair – this is not the same as a 
‘hammock ’7.

Miscellaneous Holiday False Friends
>>  a chalet /ˈʃælei/
= a wooden alpine house 
≠ a detached8 house with a garden
-  Why don’t you come and stay at our chalet for a bit of 

skiing?

>>  monument
= commemorative structure (e.g. the Statue of Liberty, the 
Taj Mahal or the Eiffel Tower)
≠ all sights5, historic buildings and landmarks9

-  We’ll have the afternoon free to see the monuments sights. 

>>  a resort
= a holiday destination, a tourist centre
≠ a spring10

Notice that ‘a last resort’ is a final course of action when 
all other options have been unsuccessful. 

>>  a stranger
=  sb. you don’t know yet
≠ foreigner11

>>  a tariff
= import tax
≠ the price of a service, a fare12 (for a taxi or a bus ride13)
- There’s a fixed tariff charge to the airport. 

>>  a villa
= a holiday home
≠ a village 
- They live in a tiny14 flat in the city but they spend the 

summer in their villa on the coast.

1 to hamper sth. – impede sth., 
make sth. more difficult 

2 to be reliable – not be a false 
friend 

3 business – commercial activity 
4 estate car – big family car
5 sights – places of interest

6 escapade – act or incident in 
which there is excitement or 
adventure

7 hammock – type of bed that is 
suspended between two trees 

8 detached – not connected to 
another house on either side 

9 landmark – building or place 
that is easily recognizable

10 spring – helical metal coil
11 foreigner /ˈforənər/ – sb. from 

another country 

12 fare – price of a trip 
13 bus ride – trip in a bus 
14 tiny /ˈtaini/ – very small 

Tourism False 
Friends

Tourism is plagued by false friends, 
which can seriously hamper1 
communication.



Try to visit the village when the annual fète is on.

A medieval feast.
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False Friends

Fiesta
We can use the Spanish word ‘fiesta’ to refer to a celebra-
tion. However, more often than not, the word is used to 
refer to a range of cars made by Ford. 

Feast
The cognate1 of ‘fiesta’ – ‘a feast’4 – is not normally used to 
refer to a holiday (saintly5 or otherwise). It means a ban-
quet or simply a big meal:
-  It was an enormous meal – a veritable feast. 

Fête
Yet another cognate – a fête /feit/ – is different again. It is 
a one-day outdoor event (typically in a village) in which 
people sell locally-produced goods6 and sometimes have 
games and other activities, often to raise7 money for a 
charity8 or other good cause:
-  Try to visit the village when the annual fête is on. 

Festival
A further9 cognate is festival, which normally refers to 
a series of events organized to celebrate something. The 
term is often used to describe musical events such as the 
Glastonbury Festival or the Lollapalooza Festival. 

Festival is often shortened to ‘fest’ in the names of 
events. For example, ‘a beerfest’ is a beer festival. 
-  There’s a lot on this weekend. We can either go to the 

poetry fest or the filmfest. Which do you fancy10?

Festivity
A final cognate is ‘festivity’. This refers to the euphoria 
and exuberance of enjoying oneself rather than11 to a 
specific event. It is used as an uncountable noun and in 
the plural (festivities = celebrations) but rarely in the sin-
gular as a countable noun:
-  The streets were filled with noise and festivity.
-  It is a religiously significant event but tourists are welcome 

to join in the festivities.

1 cognates – etymologically 
related words 

2 to relate to – be connected with 
3 hard – (in this case) difficult 
4 from mediaeval French 

5 saintly – relating to a saint 
(= virtuous Christian who 
supposedly has performed 
miracles)

6 goods – products

7 to raise – (in this case) collect
8 charity – charitable organiza-
tion, not-for-profit organization

9 a further – another, an 
additional 

10 to fancy – (in this case) prefer 
11 rather than – as opposed to, 

instead of 

Fiesta, Feast, 
Fête, Festival 
and Festivity

There is a series of cognates1 
from Latin festum that relate to2 
holidays. However, they have 
specific meanings and it can be 
hard3 to use them correctly.
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Translation

I t comes as a great shock the first time you realize1 that 
phrasebooks often contain translations that are at best 

inadequate and unnatural and, in the worse cases, simply 
wrong. 

Here we analyse some of the English of the Basque 
phrasebook UDA EUSKARAZ (Summer in basque2):

Errors in the Glossary
>>  Wellcome3  >>  A camping4

>>  A parking5  >>  A towell6

>>  Black wine7  >>  A butchery8

>>  Good evening, the carte9 please?10

The Europe of Languages
The Europe of languages does not 
correspond to the Europe of States11. 
It is, in fact, the final result12 of a 
long process wich13 goes beyond14 
politics. It offers families and bran-15

ches of languages which are geneti-
cally16 related. Basque people hare17 
been living in this country since 
the prehistoric age18, and the19 euskara2 
has always been our language. 
The basque2 language (the19 euskara2) is 

one of the oldest European langua-20

ges, a preindoeuropean21 language 
whose relatives are unknow.22

    The19 euskara2 is the expression of 
a singular culture, and old cultu-23

re who24 opens its arms to the 
present-days25, a lenguage26 which 
has suffered a high27 repression 
during the history28, and that we 
must recover between all of us29, 
because the expression and the 
identity of this small but heads-30

trong nation lies31 on it and32 it’s33 
an important part of the 
European cultural inheritance34.35

There is a model version on p. 25.

1 to realize – (false friend) 
become conscious, find out

2 punctuation: the initial letter 
of a language is capitalized in 
English

3 spelling: ‘welcome’
4 wrong word: ‘camping’ can be 

used for the activity but not as a 
countable noun

5 wrong word: ‘parking’ can be 
used for the activity but not as a 
countable noun

6 spelling: ‘towel’
7 incorrect expression: ‘black 
wine’ is meaningless in English, 
it should be ‘red wine’

8 butchery: this word refers to 
‘cruel slaughter’ or a ‘massacre’ – 
they mean a “butcher’s shop”

9 wrong word: the list of dishes 
on offer is called ‘the menu’

10 punctuation: although this 
is a request it is not a question 
and does not need a question 
mark (?)

11 unnatural phrase: the whole 
sentence should be re-written 

12 tautology: ‘final result’ is a bit 
tautological

13 spelling: this basic word must 
be spelt correctly

14 to go beyond (go-went-gone) 
– transcend

15 word division: ‘branches’ can 
only be divided as branch/es

16 wrong word: languages 
cannot be ‘genetically related’. 
In fact, no adverb is needed

17 spelling: a ‘hare’ is a type of 
fast rabbit

18 wrong expression: ‘age’ 
refers to a specific period in the 
past, prehistory is not this. We 
need a less precise term

19 unnecessary word: it should 
be either ‘Euskara’ (with no arti-
cle) or ‘the Euskara language’

20 word division: ‘language’ can 
only be divided lan/guage

21 punctuation: this word must 
be hyphenated

22 spelling: it should be 
‘unknown’. In any case the 
expression is unnatural and 
must be re-written.

23 word division: ‘culture’ can 
only be divided cul/ture

24 wrong word: you cannot use 
the personal relative pronoun 

‘who’ to refer to culture 
25 wrong word: it should be ‘to 

the present’ though the whole 
phrase should be re-written.

26 spelling: it should, of course, 
be ‘language’

27 wrong word: not ‘a high repres-
sion’ but ‘great repression’. 

28 unnatural expression: 
‘during the history’ doesn’t 
sound natural

29 unnatural expression: this 
needs to be rephrased

30 word division: ‘headstrong’ 
can only be divided head/
strong

31 wrong word: it should be 
‘depends on it’

32 omission: the structure would 
sound better as “… and also 
because it is…”

33 style: a contraction is only 
used to imitate spoken lan-
guage and is inappropriate 
here

34 wrong word: a similar 
word would be better than 
‘inheritance’

35 this 65-word sentence is far too 
long and needs to be divided up

Phrasebooks
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She took the bicycle.

What will you drink?
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Translation

As always, we emphasize that this text is included not to 
ridicule anyone but to help you to learn how to translate. 

These phrases come from al’abast: basic communica-
tion in the catalan1 language.

Basic Communication
>>  I’m from the 

Canary Isles2

>>  Are you from Eivissa3?
>>  Do you speak Catalan? 

No, just very little4.
>>  Noway5, That’s 

impossible.
>>  I wish you the 

best of lucks6.

>>  I have a headacke7

>>  It’s a very dry weather8. 
>>  What will you drink?9

>>  There isn’t a lot 
of people.10

>>  There’s a lot of things11

>>  I’m on holidays12

>>  To take the bicycle13. 
To take the bus.

Model version of the text on p. 24:

The Europe of Languages
Europe’s linguistic boundaries14 do not correspond 
to its political borders15. They are, in fact, the result of a 
long process that transcends politics. Many European 
languages are related. However, the Basque people have 
been living in this country since prehistoric times, and 
the Basque language (a.k.a.16 Euskara) has always been 
our language. Euskara is one of the oldest European 
languages, a pre-Indo-European language that has no 
known cognate languages.

The Basque language is the expression of a unique 
culture that is simultaneously ancient and forward-
looking. Euskara-speakers have been brutally repressed 
over the centuries and it is everyone’s responsibility to 
recuperate the language because it is the expression of 
the national identity of a small but headstrong nation and 
also an important part of Europe’s cultural heritage.

1 punctuation: languages are 
always capitalised in English (i.e. 
it should be ‘Catalan’)

2 wrong word: ‘islands’ and ‘isles’ 
are not simply interchangeable 
in geographical names; it 
should be ‘The Canary Islands’

3 wrong word: if there is an 
established translation for a 
name in English you should 
use it when you use English: it 
should be ‘Ibiza’

4 unclear expression: this 
phrase seems contradictory 
in English; it should either be 

‘Yes, but very little’ or ‘Only very 
little(, I’m afraid)’ 

5 spelling: ‘no way’ is two words
6 wrong form: ‘luck’ is singular in 
this expression

7 spelling: ‘headache’ (despite 
the pronunciation!)

8 uncountable noun: ‘weather’ 
not ‘a… weather’

9 unnatural expression: this is 
an invitation not a request for 
information; ‘What would you 
like to drink?’

10 number: ‘a lot of people’ is a 
plural concept

11 number: ‘a lot of things’ is a 
plural concept

12 wrong form: it should be ‘on 
holiday’; ‘the holidays’ usually 
refers to the period when you 
don’t work (or study), but ‘a 

holiday’ is the period spent 
away from home relaxing, etc.

13 incorrect expression: ‘to take 
the bus’ is correct but we’d say 

‘to go by bicycle’. ‘To take a bicy-
cle’ would imply transporting a 
bike but not using it 

14 linguistic boundaries – divid-
ing lines, isoglosses

15 border – frontier 
16 a.k.a. – also known as 

Phrasebooks 2:
al’abast
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Did you enjoy your trip to the Grand Canyon?

They travelled to the desert.
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Confusing 
Words

T here are numbers of words relating to travel that 
have similar meanings but different uses. You must 

be able to distinguish them if you want to speak about 
your travels.

Travel
‘Travel’ does not normally cause problems as a verb:
-  He travelled to Egypt.
or an adjective 
-  She is working in a travel agent’s. 
The word is most troublesome1 when it is a noun. It is 
usually uncountable. This means that you cannot say ‘a 
travel’. However, we sometimes use ‘travels’ to talk about 
our experiences while2 travelling. However, ‘travels’ is 
not countable in the sense that it is incorrect to say ‘two 
travels’, ‘three travels’, etc.
-  On my travels I have met many interesting people.

Trip
If you need a general countable noun to refer to travel-
ling, ‘trip’ is usually your best option. This word is espe-
cially common in reference to business and when you 
are travelling for a short period of time.
-  I’m afraid she’s away on a business trip this week.

However, be careful with the verb ‘to trip (up)’. As an 
intransitive verb it means ‘to stumble3’. In a metaphorical 
sense it also means to make a mistake:
-  I tripped (up) on my shoelace4.
-  I would have aced5 the test but I tripped up on the 

multiple-choice section. 
As a transitive verb it means to cause someone else to 
stumble3:
-  One of the other boys tripped him up and he fell flat on 

his face6.
Likewise7, metaphorically it can mean to cause sb. else 
to make a mistake:
-  The reporter tripped the minister up with an unexpected 

question. 

Journey
A ‘journey’ is usually long (in time or distance) and over-
land8. Notice that despite the word’s etymology9, ‘a jour-
ney’ can last10 only a few hours or many days. This word 
is not normally used as a verb in Modern English:
-  The journey from London to Edinburgh by high-speed 

train takes four-and-a- half hours.

1 troublesome – problematic 
2 while – (in this case) when we 
are 

3 to stumble – (partially) fall, lose 
control of your feet

4 shoelace – cord used to fasten 
a shoe or boot 

5 to ace sth. – pass sth. with a 
high mark/grade

6 fell flat on his face – fall in such 
a way that your face hits the 
ground

7 likewise – in a similar way 

8 overland – along the ground 
(not in the air or by sea)

9 ‘journey’ originally meant a 
day’s travel or a day’s work

10 to last – continue, take, go on for

Travel, Trip 
& Journey
What’s the difference between 
‘travel’ and ‘trip’?



A hitchhiker

In the 19th Century transatlantic voyages took 
many weeks and passengers travelled in very 
cramped conditions.
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Confusing 
Words

>>  Voyage
A ‘voyage’ is usually by sea or in space. This is why those 
two NASA spacecraft1 were called ‘Voyager’. This word is 
not normally used as a verb in Modern English.
-  The voyage from New Zealand to England used to take two 

months.

>>  Tour
A ‘tour’ implies a circular trip or one in which you end 
up2 more or less where you started from. The verb ‘to 
tour’ means visit a series of places (usually ending up 
where you started from):
-  This year they are touring the ‘white villages’ in Andalusia. 

>>  Outing
An ‘outing’ is an ‘excursion’ or a ‘day trip’ – a short trip 
made for pleasure or education. There is no equivalent 
verb (so we say ‘to go on an outing’):
-  Naomi really enjoyed the school outing.

>>  Trek
A ‘trek’ is an arduous journey in which you are walking 
or riding a horse. ‘To trek’ means to walk a long distance. 

Both noun and verb are often used when the person is 
travelling through mountains or forest.

>>  Hike
If the long walk is for pleasure or exercise, ‘a hike’/‘to hike’ 
are more accurate3. These terms also give us the words 
hitchhiker4/to hitchhike. We do not recommend hitch-
hiking in the Anglosphere.

>>  Expedition
An ‘expedition’ is an organized journey for specific 
purpose (discovery, war, etc.).

>>  Flight
A ‘flight’, of course, refers to travelling through the air, i.e. 
flying. However, ‘flight’ is also the noun of ‘to flee’5, so it 
can sometimes mean ‘escape’:
-  The king’s flight signalled the end of the war. 

>>  Cruise
A ‘cruise’ is a pleasurable trip in a boat. ‘To cruise’ means 
to travel at a comfortable speed:
-  They were cruising along when suddenly6 the engine7 

cut out8.

1 spacecraft – (space) rocket
2 to end up – be in the end, be 
finally

3 accurate – precise, exact

4 hitchhiker – sb. who travels 
by asking people s/he doesn’t 
know to take him/her in their 
vehicles 

5 to flee (flee-fled-fled) – run 
away, escape 

6 suddenly – unexpectedly, 
abruptly 

7 engine – motor 
8 cut out (cut-cut-cut) – stop 
working/functioning

Other Travel 
Words
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Hotels

W hen you arrive 
outside a hotel (or 

bed & breakfast) you may 
be able to find out1 if there’s 
a free room for you without 
going in. A sign saying ‘NO 
VACANCY’ means that 
the hotel is full. ‘ROOMS 
TO LET’ means that some 
rooms are still free. If there’s 
no sign, go in and ask.

A General Reminder
Remember that dealing with2 strangers3 is, in one 
sense, more formal than in some other languages. 
We only have one form of ‘you’, so politeness4 is 
expressed by couching5 everything with ‘excuse 
me’, ‘please’, and ‘thank you’. If you go directly to the 
question you will come across6 as rather7 rude8.

Hotel Questions
>>  Excuse me, I’d like a double/single room with double bed 

/ with twin beds9 with a private bathroom / en suite10 
bathroom, please.

>>  How much is it per night?
>>  Does that include breakfast / V.A.T.11 
>>  Can I pay by credit card?
>>  Do you take Visa?

You may want extra information:

>>  How often is the linen12 changed, please?
>>  Do you have any extra blankets13, please?
>>  Is it possible to have a wake-up call14 at 7:30, please?
>>  Is there room service, please?
>>  Do you have a laundry15 service, please?
>>  Could you recommend a local restaurant, please?
>>  Could you book a table, please?
>>  Do you have a street-plan16 of the town, please?
>>  What time’s breakfast/lunch/dinner, please?

1 find out (find-found-found) 
– discover 
2 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – 
interact with 

3 stranger – (false friend) sb. you 
don’t know 

4 politeness – courtesy 

5 to couch – express, formulate
6 to come across – seem 
7 rather – quite, somewhat 
8 rude – (false friend) impolite, 
discourteous

9 twin beds – two single beds

10 en suite /on swi:t/ – in the same 
room, attached

11 VAT /vi: ei ˈti:/ – Value Added 
Tax

12 (bed-)linen – sheets and 
pillowcases

13 blanket – cover for the bed 
(typically used in winter)

14 wake-up call – early morning 
telephone call to stop you 
sleeping

15 laundry – washing clothes
16 street-plan – urban map

Hotels
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Hotels

Great Britain
Accommodation is expensive in the UK. A minimum 
standard of accommodation will start at around £100 a 
night for a double room. A one-star hotel costs around 
£120 a night and a five-star hotel will set you back about1 
£200. However, prices are higher in London.

The cheapest acceptable accommodation is in Bed-
and-Breakfasts (universally called B&Bs), some of which 
are called Guest Houses. These are private homes 
which accept paying guests. Some of them, especially 
rural ones, can be wonderful but have a good look 
around before you book2. That’s what God invented the 
internet for3! 

What you are given for breakfast will vary from some-
thing very simple to ‘the full monty’ (a complete tradi-
tional English cooked breakfast). Since B&Bs tend to have 
few rooms, arrive early or make a reservation before-
hand4. Most tourist offices will make a reservation for 
you. Prices in London and Oxford are usually double.

The United States
Accommodation is much cheaper in the USA. In most 
places you can find a reasonable hotel or motel for 
between $120 and $170 a night for a double room. Motels 
are usually outside the city center and have easy access 
from main roads5. Most offer one or two double beds, a 
TV, a phone and a private bathroom. If you want a room 
outside summer or mid-week6, you may be able to nego-
tiate the price. You may also find ‘discount coupons’ in 
free magazines distributed at local visitors’ centers7. 
Finally, if you are going to stay more than one night, there 
should be a reduction (if you ask for it). In recent decades 
Bed-and-Breakfasts have become increasingly popular in 
the US.

American B&Bs cost between $100 and $150 for a 
double room and always include a big breakfast. Most 
have private rooms.

Revolution!
Of course, the hotel industry in both countries is under-
going8 a revolution as a result of competition from 
AirBnB9 and similar online services.

1 to set you back (set-set-set) – 
(colloquial) cost

2 to book – make a reservation 
3 what... for – why...

4 beforehand – in advance 
5 main road – highway 
6 mid-week – in the middle of the 
week, not at the weekend

7 visitor’s center – tourist 
information centre 

8 to undergo (-go/-went/-gone) 
– experience 

9 a website that enables 
people to rent accommoda-
tion person-to-person

Types of 
Hotels in the 
UK & the USA



My uncle had a villa beside the sea.
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False Friends

Faux Amis 
False friends have been associated with hotels ever since 
the emergence1 of these institutions in Britain in the late 
18th Century. Until then inns2 were primarily places for 
food and drink that offered a few bedrooms. As coach3 
transport improved more people began to travel and new 
institutions whose primary business was offering a bed 
for the night appeared. The term used for these new busi-
nesses – ‘hotels’ – came from the large4 French émigré 
community in England at the time; in French hôtel simply 
means ‘large4 house’.5 This usage has caused problems 
for Anglo travellers for centuries who can’t understand 
why they are not admitted as guests6 at the hôtel de ville.7 

>>  commodities – these are products sold on interna-
tional markets like coffee, sugar or copper8. Things 
which provide comfort are creature comforts. 

>>  complete – this means whole or perfect. We do not use 
this word to say that all the rooms in a hotel are occu-
pied. This is expressed by the adjective full, or by the 
expression no vacancy.9

>>  hostelry – this is a humorous word for a bar or a 
pub. It is not a collective word for hotel and cater-
ing. The study of this is called hotel (and catering) 
management.

>>  lobby – originally this word was used to refer to a clois-
ter in a monastery! It was then adopted to describe 
a corridor or waiting area, such as a foyer. Because 
people wishing to influence politicians would wait 
to speak to them in such places, lobby eventually10 
came to mean ‘pressure group’ too. This is the meaning 
which has tended to be adopted into other languages.

Other Accommodation Options
You could stay in a holiday villa – this is a kind of house, 
not a town or village. Purpose-built holiday homes are 
often called ‘villas’, but normally not bungalows – a bun-
galow is simply a house with only a ground floor11 and 
no upstairs. 

Alternatively you could go camping – remember that 
‘camping’, like other words ending in -ing, is a verb form, 
not a noun. So ‘camping’ is the activity, not the campsite 
where you stay. 

Some holidaymakers take their accommodation with 
them, in the form of a caravan. This semi-false friend 
means a mobile home, normally towed12 behind a car. It 
doesn’t mean a traffic jam13.

1 emergence – gradual 
appearance 

2 inn – tavern with 
accommodation 

3 coach – carriage 
4 large – (false friend) big 
5 hôtel was hostel in mediae-

val French, which came from 
mediaeval Latin hospitale 

(= hospital, residence, asylum)
6 guest – (in this case) customer 
of a hotel

7 the hôtel de ville is the town 
hall (= municipal-administration 
building)

8 copper [U] – (Cu) a metal 
9 notice that ‘no vacancies’ (in 

plural) means there are no 
jobs on offer

10 eventually – (false friend) in 
the end, finally

11 ground floor – single storey, 
structure on only one level 

12 to tow – pull 
13 traffic jam – tailback, traffic 

queue, situation of traffic 
congestion

Hotel False 
Friends

Photo by Carlos Carresi
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1. Visitors are requested1 not to 
throw coffee or other matter2 into3 
the basin4. Why else5 it stuffs the 
place6 inconvenient for the other 
world7. (in an Italian hotel)

2. Visitors are expected to complain 
at the office between the hours of 
9 and 11 a.m. daily8 (from an Athens 
hotel)

3. Here speeching9 American10. (out-
side a Majorcan hotel)

4. The flattening11 of underwear12 
with pleasure is the job of the 
chambermaid13.14 (in a Croatian 
hotel)

5. Not to15 perambulate16 the corri-
dors in the hours of repose in the 
boots17 of ascension18. (in an Aus-
trian skiing hotel)

6. In case of fire, do your utmost19 to 
alarm20 the hotel porter. (in a Vien-
nese hotel)

7. Special room rats21 in August (from 
a hotel in Shanghai)

8. Please dial 7 to retrieve22 your 
auto from the garbage23. (in a hotel 
in Rome)

9. All rooms not denounced24 by 
twelve o’clock will be paid for 
twicely25. (from a hotel in Budapest)

10. If there is anything we can do to 
assist and help you, please do not 
contact us. (in a hotel in Taipei)

Suggested Improvements
1. Please do not pour26 coffee 

or other substances down the 
basin4. If you do it will cause a 
blockage, which is inconvenient 
for other guests.

2. Any formal complaints can be 
made at the office 9-11 a.m. daily.

3. We speak (American) English.
4. The chambermaid13 will be 

happy to collect clothes for 
ironing.

5. Please don’t walk about the 
hotel at night in climbing boots. 

6. In the event of a fire, please alert 
the hotel porter. 

7. Special rates27 for rooms in 
August.

8. Please dial 7 to retrieve your car 
from the garage.

9. All rooms must be vacated by 12 
midday or you will be charged 
for another night.

10. If there is anything we can do 
to help you, please do not hesi-
tate to contact28 us.

1 to request – ask 
2 wrong word: ‘matter’ (= 

material) sounds like a solid; 
‘substances’ would probably be 
sufficiently vague (= imprecise)

3 wrong verb: ‘throw… into’ 
sounds rather violent

4 (wash)basin (UK English) – sink 
(US English), bowl in which you 
can wash your hands 

5 wrong expression: it should 
be ‘if you do’

6 wrong expression: it should 
be ‘it will cause a blockage’

7 wrong expression: we need 
an expression that implies 
other people

8 ambiguous: it sounds like the 
hotel wants people to complain 
every day

9 wrong word: ‘speech’ is a noun, 
not a verb

10 ‘American’ is not a language
11 to flatten – make flat
12 underwear – underclothes, 

undergarments

13 chambermaid – woman who 
cleans hotel rooms 

14 ambiguous: it sounds as if the 
chambermaid uses ‘pleasure’ 
to ‘flatten’ underwear

15 this is not the correct impera-
tive form

16 wrong register: ‘to peram-
bulate’ is very pompous (and 
anyway, it needs a dependent 
preposition)

17 boots – heavy shoes/footwear
18 wrong word: ‘boots of ascen-

sion’ is not English
19 to do your utmost – do 

everything possible, make a 
great effort 

20 to alarm sb. –  make sb. 
nervous

21 wrong word/spelling: you 
need to add a letter

22 to retrieve – recover, 
recuperate 

23 garbage – trash, rubbish, 
waste 

24 wrong word: ‘denounce’ 
means ‘condemn’, ‘criticize’

25 wrong word: ‘twicely’ is not an 
English word

26 to pour – cause a liquid to fall 
in a controlled way

27 rates – (in this case) prices 
28 to hesitate to contact – be 

indecisive about contacting 

Broken English 
in Hotels
An additional service offered by many hotels 
around the world is broken English to entertain 
their English-speaking guests. 



'Start the day in a positive mood with our 
sel service buffet.'
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Spelling

I n Vivian Cook’s excellent book Accomodating Brocolli in the Cemetary 
(sic1) he gives a series of examples of signs from Italian, Greek and 

Spanish hotels and restaurants that contain spelling (and other) mistakes. 
Notice that the number for the footnote is at the end of the phrase not after 
the specific erroneous word. See if you can identify them:

>>  A reserved and particular house2, located directly on his own sandy3 
beach4

>>  Familiar cooking5

>>  Our fine cuisine, wich uses products from the region6, toghether with 
our attentive service7, meets the exacting standardts of our guests8

>>  Open all days except on suday9

>>  Start the day in a positive mood10 with our sel service buffet11

>>  Children’s’ Bed Available12

>>  Bycicles at your disposal from the Hotel for your pleasur13

>>  rooms With matrimonial beds14

>>  furnished with antique mobiles15

>>  wasin in rooms16

>>  All rooms have central air17

>>  we want your back18

>>  Very clen and comfortable All ages wellcome19

>>  Escursions 18 holes golf gruond, riding school, clay pigeon shooting20

As always, we stress21 that texts are included to help learners to think 
about translation. We do not wish to ridicule anyone.

1 sic – (from the Latin for ‘thus’) this spelling 
mistake is intentional

2 wrong words: “reserved” sounds strange in 
the context (it is usually used for people) and 

“particular” (= specific) is wrong. Presumably it 
should be “an exclusive, private house”

3 sandy – covered in sand (= particles of silicon)
4 wrong possessive adjective: “his” is only used 

for boys, men and male animals; it should be “its”
5 wrong word: “familiar” means “well known”; 
the adjective of “family” is “family”. However, 
it might sound better as “homemade food/
cooking/cuisine”

6 spelling: it should of course be “which”. How-
ever, “using local ingredients” would sound 
more natural

7 spelling: it should of course be “together”
8 spelling: it should of course be “standards”
9 spelling, punctuation, etc.: it should be 
“open every day except Sunday”
10 mood – frame of mind, emotional state
11 spelling and punctuation: “self-service”
12 punctuation: it should be “children’s beds 

available” (with only one apostrophe and that 
between the “n” and the “s”) or, if it has to be 
singular, “child’s bed available”

13 spelling and capitalisation: correctly spelt 
it would be “Bicycles at your disposal from 
the hotel for your pleasure”. However, that 
doesn’t sound very natural and “the hotel 
has bicycles available for your use” would 
sound better

14 capitalisation and wrong word: we say “a 
double bed” not “a matrimonial bed”. Moreo-
ver, the capitalisation should be “Rooms with 
double beds”

15 wrong word: a mobile is either a. a cellular 
telephone (and none could be described 
as “antique”) or b. a decoration that is sus-
pended from the ceiling (typically in a child’s 
bedroom) and is moved by the breeze. It 
should be “fitted/equipped with antique 
furniture”

16 spelling?: presumably this should say 
“washbasins in rooms”

17 incorrect expression: it should be “all 
rooms are air-conditioned” or if the centrality 
of the air-conditioning is crucially important, 

“all rooms are connected to the hotel’s cen-
tralized air-conditioning”

18 unclear expression: presumably, they 
mean “we want you back”, i.e. “we want you 
to return”

19 spelling and punctuation: it should 
be “very clean and comfortable. All ages 
welcome”

20 spelling, etc.: “ground” is incorrectly spelt 
but more importantly it is the wrong word. 
It should be “Excursions to an 18-hole golf 
course, a riding school, and to clay-pigeon 
shooting (= shooting at a disk in the air)”

21 to stress – emphasize

Hotel Spellcheck
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US vs UK

Hotels: US vs UK
There are a dozen differences between 
British and American English before you 
even reach1 your hotel room!

Definition UK English US English

reserve a room before you 
arrive at the hotel

make a 
reservation

book a room 

person employed to carry 
cases2 and open doors bellboy bellhop

the collection of bags, cases, 
etc. that a traveller takes with 
him/ her

luggage baggage

a soft bag used mainly3 for 
carrying clothes holdall carryall

a long flat folding4 bag for 
carrying suits5 suitbag garment bag

a large bag used by walkers to 
carry things on their backs rucksack backpack

rectangular piece of card or 
plastic that identifies a bag (luggage) label (baggage) tag

reception area just inside the 
entrance of a hotel (or theatre) foyer lobby

the person who registers that a 
guest has arrived receptionist

desk clerk 
/klɜ:rk/

the place where guests check 
into6 the hotel reception front desk

the floor of the building at 
street level the ground floor the first floor

the floor immediately above 
the previous the first floor the second floor

a box-like device7 for 
transporting people vertically 
between different floors

the lift the elevator

1 to reach – get to, arrive at 
2 (suit)cases – baggage, luggage, 

bags
3 mainly – primarily 
4 folding – that can double over 
5 suits – formal clothing
6 to check into – register with 
7 device – mechanism 



Photo by Sarah Murray
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It’s too cold!

The sauce is really bland!
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Complaining

A s in most countries, you should not complain1 
about food given to you in a private home in 

English-speaking countries. In fact, you only know that a 
native speaker really likes a dish2 when s/he says so sev-
eral times3; we say that it is delicious once simply to be 
polite4! On the other hand, it is normal to complain about 
food in restaurants if it is unsatisfactory. Here are some 
useful phrases:

Complaining About Food
Obviously, the most frequent complaint5 about food is 
that it is cold – Excuse me. The food’s cold. 
However, there are a number of 
other complaints that you might 
not find so easy to express. 

Taste
We use the words ‘hot ’ and ‘spicy’ 
to say that food is piquant (formal) 
or peppery (more specifically 
referring to pepper6). Since7 ‘hot’ 
can refer to temperature, it ’s 
probably safer to use ‘spicy’:
- I’m afraid it’s (far8) too spicy/hot 

for me.

On the other hand, food may have too little flavour9 or 
too little salt. In such cases we describe it as ‘bland’10. The 
word ‘insipid’ also exists but it is rather11 formal:
- This stew12 is really bland. 
If food has too much salt in it, it is ‘salty’. 

When food has too much cream13, sugar, butter14 and/or 
wine so that you cannot eat much of it we say that it 
is ‘rich’15:
- I’m afraid I find this dessert16 too rich. 

Other complaints about taste 
may refer to acidity (‘sour’ or 
‘bitter’) or to sweetness (‘too 
sweet ’):
- The fruit salad is really sour.
- These almonds17 are bitter, so 

you shouldn’t eat them.
- This marmalade18 is too bitter 

for me.
- The coffee’s very bitter here.
- This pudding19 is too sweet for 

me.

1 to complain – protest, make a 
criticism

2 dish – (in this case) combination 
of food on a plate

3 several times – on various 
occasions

4 polite – courteous, well man-
nered, decorous 

5 complaint – protest, criticism
6 pepper [U] – condiment that 
usually accompanies salt on 
the table

7 since – given that

8 far – (in this case) much
9 flavour – taste, savour
10 ‘bland’ is a false friend, it 

does not mean ‘soft’
11 rather – quite, somewhat 
12 stew – casserole, dish of 

meat and vegetables cooked 
together in liquid

13 cream – the yellowish fatty 
substance that is found on the 
surface of milk, used to make 
butter

14 butter – product made from 
milk that is similar to margarine

15 ‘rich’ is a false friend, it 
does not mean ‘tasty’ or 

‘delicious’
16 dessert – sweet, third course, 

eaten at the end of a meal
17 almond – nut from the fruit of a 

small tree (Prunus dulcis) 
18 marmalade – (semi-false 

friend) a type of bitter jam 
made from oranges

19 pudding – (semi-false friend) 
dessert, sweet, third course 
(not necessarily a ‘sponge 
pudding’)

Complaining 
About Food: 
Temperature 
& Taste



There’s a fly in my soup!

Agh, this cookie is stale! Photo by Sonya
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Complaining

Consistency
Scrambled or boiled eggs1 and omelette are a common 
cause of complaint2 because everyone likes them 
cooked to a different point. If they are too liquid we say 
they are “runny” and if they are not at all3 liquid we say 
they are “overdone”:
- My scrambled eggs are too runny for me. 

We use the word ‘stale’ to say that something that has 
been baked4 (e.g. bread, cake or biscuits) is hard:
- This roll5 is stale.

While on the subject of6 bread, people complain about 
toast when it is ‘underdone’ or ‘burnt ’.

If food is more solid than it should be, is too lumpy7 or 
has too much flour8 in it, we can say that it is ‘stodgy’ (or 
‘starchy’ in US English):
- This pudding is really stodgy/starchy.

Not Fresh
Another problem might be that you are given food that 
is not fresh. Butter, milk and eggs are the usual culprits9 
and we have special terms to say that each is not fresh:
- This butter is rancid.
- The milk’s off = The milk’s gone sour.
- These eggs are rotten10 = These eggs aren’t fresh = These 

eggs are off.

There’s a Fly in My Soup!
Here is a 1979 sketch from British comedy duo, More-
cambe and Wise:
Diner: Waiter, there’s a fly in my soup11!
Waiter: They don’t care what they eat, do they, sir?
Diner: But what’s it doing there?12

Waiter: It looks like the breaststroke13 to me, sir.
Diner: I can’t believe it! A fly in my soup!
Waiter: Don’t make a fuss14, sir. They’ll15 all want one.
Diner: But it looks like it’s dead!
Waiter: Yes, it’s the heat that kills them.

1 scrambled eggs – a dish made 
of egg in which the eggs are 
broken and beaten in the frying 
pan (= container for frying)

2 complaint – objection, protest 
3 not at all – (emphatic) not
4 to bake – cook in the oven 
without oil or grease

5 roll – round unit of bread for 
one person

6 while on the subject of – given 
that we are talking about

7 lumpy – granular, uneven, not 
homogenous

8 flour – particles of wheat (= a 
type of cereal/grain) typically 
used to make bread, white 
sauce (= béchamel) or pancakes 
(= crepes)

9 culprit – (in this case) thing to 
blame, thing that is responsible

10 rotten – putrid
11 soup – liquid food usually eaten 

hot (and with a spoon)
12 what’s it doing in there? – a. 

why is it there?; b. what activity 
is it focused on?

13 breaststroke – a style of 
swimming

14 to make a fuss (make-made-
made) – cause a commotion

15 they’ll – (in this case) all the 
customers/diners 

Complaining 
about Food: 
Texture & 
Consistency
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False Friends

>>  aperitif – this is an alcoholic drink 
before a meal. It does not apply to2 food 
before a meal which can be called ‘finger 
food’, ‘an appetiser’ or just ‘a snack’. 

>>  to attend – this is quite complicated. You can attend 
to a customer3 but ‘to serve’ is more common. For 
example, a waiter could ask a customer, ‘Are you being 
served?’ (Are you being attended to?). To attend also 
means ‘to go to’ or ‘to be present at’:

 - How many people attended the dinner?
>>  café – remember that this is a cafeteria not a coffee. By 

the way, you can’t buy beer or alcoholic drinks in an 
Anglo café.

>>  caramel – this is a brown substance made of burnt 
sugar. It is uncountable. It does not mean a sweet (UK 
English) or a candy (US English).

>>  flan – in Britain this French term refers to an open pie. 
As a savoury4 dish it is a synonym for a quiche. In 
the USA a flan can refer to a (sweet) open pie eaten as 
a dessert. However, the Spanish usage – referring to 
baked custard5 – is also found in the USA. 

>>  menu – This word refers to the list of different dishes 
(with their corresponding prices) in a restaurant. 
Drinks are often displayed6 on a separate ‘wine 
list’. It does not mean the set meal which is offered 
at a special price each day. By the way, a cart is a 
two- or four-wheeled7 vehicle pulled by a horse for 
transporting things.

>>  pudding – any dessert not just sponge pudding. For 
example, ‘rice pudding’. Note that in the USA ‘pudding’ 
is a type of custard5 dessert. 

>>  rare – in relation to meat, rare means slightly8 cooked/
fried (as opposed to ‘medium’ or ‘well-done’). In other 
contexts ‘rare’ means that something is valuable 
because it is uncommon. ‘Rare’ does not mean ‘strange’ 
and is not used to describe people.

>>  restoration – this word refers to the restoration of the 
monarch, or the restoring of works of art. However, 
the business of running9 restaurants is called catering 
/ˈkeitəriŋ/.

 - Will there be a catering service?
>>  rich – If food is described as rich this means that it has too 

much oil, butter, cream10 or eggs. This is not a good thing. 
If you want to say that you like food, use delicious.

>>  so-so – between average11 and poor quality; acceptable 
but not good. If we want to say that some food needs 
more salt we say that it is ‘bland’ or ‘tasteless’.

>>  vase (UK /va:z/; US /veiz/) – Remember that a vase is an 
elegant (glass or ceramic) container for displaying12 
flowers not a (drinking) glass. While we’re on the sub-
ject13, remember that a ‘cup’ is a ceramic container for 
tea or coffee, not a (wine) glass.

1 to be aware of – be conscious 
of 

2 to apply to – refer to 
3 customer – (short-term) client
4 savoury – flavoured with salt, 
(opposite of ‘sweet’)

5 custard – mixture of egg, milk 
and sugar

6 to display – show, present, 
exhibit 

7 four-wheeled – that has four 
wheels (circular objects that 
permit a vehicle to move)

8 slightly – (only) a little 
9 running – managing, directing
10 cream – dense white or pale 

yellow fatty liquid which rises 
to the top of milk

11 average – (in this case) 
mediocre, moderately good, 
acceptable 

12 to display – exhibit 
13 to be on the subject – be 

talking about this theme

Restaurant 
False 
Friends
There are a dozen 
restaurant false friends 
you should be aware of1:
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I n US English a diner /ˈdainər/ is a small restaurant. The 
term originally referred to a dining carriage1 on a train 

and early diners were built to look a bit like these. US 
mythology has it2 that most early diners were built from 
disused3 railroad4 carriages but, in fact, very few were. 
Diners began to be purpose-built5 and mass-produced. 
You could set up6 a diner in a few hours. If the location 
didn’t turn out to be right7, they could be transported 
elsewhere on a flat-bed truck8. Many of the famous 
American fast food restaurant chains – such as Kentucky 
Fried Chicken and Dairy Queen – started life as diners. 

Diners tend to be ‘cheap and cheerful’ but they have 
developed their own culture over the last 60 years. A 
brief survey9 of typical American movies will convince 
you of their central role in US culture. In this article we 
offer you a selection of the most important expressions in 
diner jargon10, also known as ‘dinerese’. Don’t worry too 
much about learning these terms, they are mainly used 
between the waiters and the cooks:

>>  All the way
= a sandwich with every condiment in the kitchen
>>  A BLT
= bacon, lettuce /’letis/ and tomato sandwich
>>  A bowl of red
= a serving11 of chilli
>>  Burn it
= grill it until it is ‘well done’
>>  Cowboy with spurs
= a western omelette12 with French fries13

>>  Eve with the lid14 on
= apple pie. Biblical Eve is associated with apples.

>>  Haystack
= strawberry pancakes. ‘Hay15’ is similar to ‘straw16’.
>>  High and dry
= (of sandwiches) with no condiments
>>  Hold the mayo
= with no mayonnaise
>>  Over easy
= a fried egg that has been carefully turned over so that 

the yolk17 is underneath18 but not broken
>>  Put out the lights and cry
= liver and onions. “to put out somebody’s lights” means 

to punch19 him (or her) in the liver20. Onions make 
you cry.

>>  Sunny side up
= a fried egg with the yolk17 uppermost21

>>  Wreck22 a pair/Wreck ’em
= scrambled23 eggs

If you are interested in this jargon, there’s a list of dozen 
more dinerese terms at: www.dinerlingo.com/popular

1 carriage – wagon, coach, car, 
truck

2 has it – says, states, declares
3 disused – old, obsolete, former
4 railroad (adj.) – railway, train
5 purpose-built – prefabricated, 

designed specifically for this 
purpose

6 to set up (set-set-set) – (in this 
case) erect, construct

7 didn’t turn out to be right – 
was not the correct one in the 
end

8 flat-bed truck – big lorry for 
transporting prefabricated 
buildings

9 brief survey – concise/short 
examination

10 jargon – specialized 
vocabulary

11 serving – helping, portion
12 western omelette – omelette 

with minced (= cut into small 
pieces) ham and onions

13 French fries (US English) – 
chips (UK English)

14 lid – cover, covering, top
15 hay – dried grass (= common 

green plant) used as food for 
farm animals

16 straw – dried wheat stems 
used for bedding for farm 
animals

17 yolk /jəuk/ – yellow part of 
an egg

18 underneath – beneath, below, 
under

19 to punch –  hit with one’s fist

20 liver – hepatic organ
21 uppermost – (in this case) 

on top
22 to wreck – break, destroy
23 scrambled – broken and 

mixed

Dinerese
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Trains

I recently read a hilarious letter to a national newspaper 
in Britain in which a native1 tried to explain the British 

train system to an Italian friend. It seems that in the Ital-
ian system the price depends on the distance travelled 
and a return ticket2 costs twice3 as much as a single. 
Logical. By contrast, the British system was ‘liberalized’ 
in the 1980s, which means that the price is supposedly 
determined by market forces. As a result, depending 
on when you travel, a ticket to a local destination can 
cost more than a long-distance fare4 and a return can 
be cheaper than a single. The Italian in question flatly 
refused to5 believe this, and was sure that his English 
friend simply didn’t understand the system properly6!

Fortunately, in the UK the ticket clerk7 is obliged to 
offer you the cheapest ticket available8 for your pro-
posed trip. So the best thing to do is to explain your plans 
and s/he will tell you what your best option is:
>>  Passenger: We want to go down to Oxford and come 

back here tomorrow. What’s the best option, please?
>>  Ticket clerk: I can offer you a “weekend return” which 

costs £14.50 each. or
The fare4’s £14.50 for a weekend return.

Other questions may include the following:
>>  Passenger: Which platform9 does that train leave from?
>>  Passenger: What trains are there coming back from 

Oxford on Sunday evening?
>>  Ticket clerk: There’s one at 18.43 and another at 10 past 

10.
>>  Ticket clerk: All the times are posted10 on the departure 

timetable11 over there.
>>  Passenger: Do I have to change (trains)?
>>  Ticket clerk: Yes, you have to change (trains) at Reading.  
Smoking is banned12 on all trains in Britain, so don’t 
bother asking about that! 

Once you are on the platform9 you probably want to ask 
again:
>>  Passenger: Is this the right train for Doncaster?
>>  Passenger: Does this train stop at Birmingham New 

Street?
If there is a message on the Tannoy13, you probably 
won’t understand it! You can ask someone else on the 
platform9:
>>  Passenger: Excuse me, did you catch14 that last 

announcement, please?
If, once you are on the train, someone’s sitting in your 
seat (they invariably are!) you should say:
>>  Passenger: Excuse me, but I think that’s my seat.
You might also want to ask:
>>  Passenger: Is this the right way to the buffet 

compartment15?

1 native – (in this case) Briton 
2 return ticket – ticket that per-

mits you to go swh. and return 
3 twice – x2, two times 
4 fare – price of a trip 

5 flatly refused to – (emphatic) 
could not

6 properly – fully, correctly 
7 ticket clerk – sb. who sells 

tickets (from a ticket office)
8 available – on offer 

9 platform – where the train 
stops 

10 to be posted – be indicated 
11 timetable – list of times 
12 to ban – prohibit 

13 Tannoy – public-address 
system, loudspeakers 

14 to catch (catch-caught-caught) 
– hear, understand 

15 buffet /ˈbufei/ compartment – 
restaurant/bar on a train 

Travelling 
by Train
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Trains

British vs. American English 
Relating to Trains
There are few differences between British and American English as regards1 train vocabulary but it is worth 
learning2 them. I, for example, had no idea what a boxcar was until I heard it mentioned on an REM song (“Carnival of 
Sorts”) and looked it up3.

Definition UK English US English

the train system the railway the railroad

terminus where passengers can board trains railway station train station

a ticket that only allows4 you to go to another place a single a one-way ticket

a ticket which allows5 you to go to another place and come 
back to your point of departure

a return a round-trip ticket

part of the train where you can sleep
the sleeping car

the Pullman 
(or the sleeper)

the person who sells you the ticket the ticket clerk /kla:rk/ the ticket agent

the person who pushes your luggage6 around on a 
trolley7 (in historical movies!)

a porter a redcap

the person in charge of the train the guard the conductor

the place you can leave your bags the left-luggage office the baggage room

the list of times when trains leave the departure timetable the departure schedule

where cars can cross the train line a level crossing a grade crossing

a train that carries cargo8... a goods train a freight train

...which is made up of9

goods vans10 freight trucks 
or boxcars

the train system which operates under major cities the Underground or 
the Tube

the subway

a perpendicular wooden beam11 under the tracks12 sleeper (cross)tie

1 as regards – in terms of 
2 it’s worth learning – you 
should learn 

3 to look sth. up – try to find sth. 
in a dictionary 

4 to allow – permit 
5 to allow – permit, enable 

6 luggage (UK English) – bag-
gage (US English), bags 

7 trolley – vehicle for carrying 
baggage that you push 

8 cargo – merchandise, goods, 
products 

9 to be made up of – be com-
posed of, be formed by 

10 goods van – wagon for 
merchandise 

11 wooden beam – rectangular 
block of wood

12 tracks – parallel metal rails on 
which the train travels  

13 estate car – big family 
automobile 

14 train nerd – sb. who is 
obsessed about trains 

A US False Friend
A station wagon sounds like something that has to 
be related to trains but in fact it is the US term for an 
estate car13.

Further terminology (strictly for train 
nerds14 and professionals) can be found at: 
www.railway-technical.com/us-uk.shtml
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Functional 
English

General Questions
- Where can I find a trolley5, please?
- Is this the right queue6 for ….. ?

Philosophical Musing7 
In some countries the luggage trolleys5 move freely 
and you press on the bar for them to brake8. In other 
countries the default position9 applies the brake10 
and they only move when you press on the bar. Does 
this say anything about the national character?

Check-in
At the check-in desk the ground staff11 may ask you:

>>  How many bags have you got to check in, please?
>>  Did you pack12 all your bags yourself?
>>  Has anyone asked you to take anything onto the plane 

for them?
>>  Has anybody interfered with your luggage13? 
>>  Has it been left unattended14 at any time?
>>  Are you carrying any sharp15 objects?
>>  Do you have any liquids, creams or gels? 
>>  I’m sorry you can only take liquids in 100 ml containers 

in a re-sealable16 plastic bag.
>>  I’m afraid you have to pay a charge17 for excess 

baggage.
>>  I’m afraid your bag is too big to be taken as hand-

luggage, you’ll have to check it in.

You may want to ask:
>>  Which gate18 should I go to?
>>  Is it far (to Gate18 20)?

1 nowadays – these days 
2 to catch (catch-caught-caught) – 
(in this case) take

3 to take off (take-took-taken) – 
leave the ground, depart 

4 to go on strike (go-went-gone) – 
stop working as a protest 

5 (luggage) trolley – simple 
vehicle that you push for carry-
ing luggage13

6 queue (UK English) – line (of 
people waiting)

7 musing – reflection, mediation 

8 to brake – impede movement 
9 default position – preselected 
option when you don’t select an 
alternative, automatic state 

10 to apply the brake – impede 
movement 

11 ground staff – airline employ-
ees who do not work on the 
aeroplanes 

12 to pack sth. – fill sth., put 
things in sth. 

13 luggage (UK English) – bag-
gage (US English), bags

14 unattended – unprotected, 
abandoned 

15 sharp – pointed, cutting 
16 re-sealable – that can be 

repeatedly sealed/closed
17 charge – cost, payment 
18 (departure) gate – point 

where you go onto a specific 
aeroplane in an airport 

Airport Talk
International travel nowadays1 means 
almost invariably catching2 a plane. 
We can’t ensure that the flight takes 
off3 on time, or that the air-traffic 
controllers or pilots don’t go on strike4, 
but we can help with the English. 
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Functional 
English

If God had meant1 people to fly:
a. He would never have given us railways.
b. He would have made it simpler for people to get to2 

the airport. 

Security & Boarding
>>  Can you place3 your belt4/ keys/ coins5/ any metal 

objects/your laptop6/your shoes/your jacket in the 
tray7, please?

>>  Do you have priority boarding?
>>  Will passenger (Mr A. Smith) please go immediately to 

Gate8 (7)?
>>  Last call for passengers for flight (AL234 to Rome).
>>  Will passengers in seats / with boarding-card numbers 

1-20 please get ready to board9?
>>  Will all other passengers please remain10 seated (this 

instruction is almost universally ignored, even by 
people who understand it)?

>>  Please have your boarding cards ready for inspection 
and your passports open at the photo page.

On The Plane
>>  Would you like a drink?
>>  Tea or coffee?
>>  I feel sick!

There’s a paper bag in the pocket of the seat in front 
of you.

>>  Can you stow your tray11, please?
>>  Put your tray up during takeoff12, please.
>>  Cabin lights will be dimmed13 during takeoff12/ 

landing14

>>  Blinds15 must be kept open during takeoff12 /landing14.
>>  May we remind you16 that the use of mobile phones, 

computers and other electronic equipment is not 
allowed17 during takeoff12/ landing14.

>>  Please remain10 seated until the plane has come to 
a complete standstill18 and the seatbelt19 sign has 
been switched off20 (another instruction that is 
widely21 ignored).

>>  Please refrain from using22 your mobile phone until 
you are inside the terminal building.

1 to mean (mean-meat-meant) – 
want, intend 

2 to get to (get-got-got) – arrive 
at, reach 

3 to place – put 
4 belt – band worn around  

the top of one’s trousers
5 coins – pieces of (typically 
round) metal money

6 laptop – portable computer
7 tray – open container

8 (departure) gate – point where 
you board9 a specific aeroplane 
in an airport

9 to board – go onto

10 to remain – continue (to be), 
stay 

11 to stow one’s tray – put one’s 
tray up, close the little table in 
front of you

12 takeoff – when the plane 
leaves the ground

13 to dim sth. – make sth. less 
bright, lower sth. 

14 landing – when the plane 
returns to the ground, arrival 

15 blind (n.) – cover over a 
window

16 may we remind you – please 
remember 

17 to allow – permit 
18 standstill – stop, halt 
19 seatbelt – safety harness on 

a seat

20 to switch sth. off – turn sth. off, 
deactivate sth.

21 widely – extensively, often 
22 refrain from using – (polite) 

don’t use 

Security, 
Passport 
Control & 
Boarding
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Humour

M ost of us just switch off1 when the stewardess2 on 
the plane starts to explain where the exits3 are and 

what we should do if there is a crash4. We’ve heard it all 
before. Given this general lack of5 interest, some flight 
attendants6 have started to make the in-flight safety lec-
ture and other announcements more amusing7. Here are 
some of these alternative announcements, which are all 
supposedly genuine.

Safety Lecture
One unconventional way of grabbing8 the passengers 
attention was, “There may be 50 ways to leave9 your 
lover but there are only four ways out of10 this airplane...”.

After welcoming travellers aboard, a Southwest Air-
lines employee continued, “To operate your seatbelt11, 
insert the metal tab12 into the buckle13 and pull tight14. It 
works just like every other seatbelt and if you don’t know 
how to operate one, you probably shouldn’t be out in 
public unsupervised”.

Cruising
We often don’t hear from 
the captain until we are up 
in the clouds15 and entirely 
at the pilot’s mercy. Some 
captains have a strange way 
of assuring us that we are in 
safe hands; for instance16: 

“Folks17, we have reached18 our cruising altitude now, so 
I am going to switch19 the seat belt sign off. Feel free to 
move about as you wish, but please stay inside the plane 
till20 we land21... it’s a bit cold outside and if you walk on 
the wings22 it affects the flight pattern23.”

Brutally Honest
Some announcements are surprisingly honest. One 
flight24 was told, “Weather at our destination is 50 
degrees with some broken clouds but they’ll try to have 
them fixed25 before we arrive. Thank you, and remem-
ber, nobody loves you or your money more than South-
west Airlines.”
 
Sophie’s Choice
Sometimes the flight staff26 get a little melodramatic. On 
one occasion an airhostess27 got completely carried 
away28 and said, “In the event of a sudden29 loss of cabin 
pressure, oxygen masks will descend from the ceiling30. 
Stop screaming, grab31 the mask and pull it over your 
face. If you have a small child travelling with you, secure 
your mask before assisting32 with theirs33. If you are 
travelling with two small children, decide now which one 
you love more”.

1 to switch off (intransitive) – 
stop concentrating 

2 stewardess – airhostess27, 
female flight attendant

3 exit – (false friend) way out, 
route for leaving

4 crash – (in this case) accident
5 lack of – absence of, deficient
6 flight attendant – steward or 
stewardess on a plane

7 amusing – entertaining, funny
8 to grab – (in this case) attract, 
capture

9 to leave – (in this case) 
abandon

10 ways out of – exits from, doors 
on

11 seatbelt – safety harness on 
a seat

12 tab – small projecting piece 
of metal

13 buckle – closing mechanism
14 tight – (in this case) so that the 

belt is secure
15 cloud – visible nebulous mass 

of water vapour
16 for instance 
– for example, 
e.g. 

17 folks – (collo-
quial) people, 
(in this case) 
friends, ladies and gentlemen

18 to reach – arrive at, get to 

19 to switch sth. off – turn sth. off, 
deactivate

20 till – until 
21 to land – arrive 
22 wings – (in this case) lateral 

structures that enable the 
plane to fly

23 flight pattern – the way the 
plane flies

24 flight – (in this case) all the pas-
sengers on a plane as a group 

25 to have sth. fixed – organize 
the repair/mending of sth.

26 flight staff – people who work 
on a plane, crew

27 airhostess – woman who 
takes care of passengers

28 to get carried away (get-got-
got) – lose control, say sth. that 
is not appropriate

29 sudden – unexpected 
30 ceiling – (in this case) part of 

the plane above your head
31 to grab – seize, take hold of, 

grasp
32 to assist – (false friend) help
33 theirs – (in this case) his or 

hers

In-Flight 
Announcements

Photo by Abuk Sabuk
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Humour

Saying Goodbye
The flight staff1 sometimes choose rather2 eccentric 
ways of saying goodbye. One wag3 told passengers, “As 
you exit the plane, please make sure to gather4 all of your 
belongings5. Please do not leave 
children or spouses6.”

Another goodbye that suggested 
that those who have our lives in 
their hands are occasionally less 
than serious was, “We’d like to 
thank you folks for flying with us 
today and the next time you get 
the insane7 urge8 to go blasting 
through9 the skies in a pressurized 
metal tube, we hope you’ll think of 
us here at US Airways.”

One announcement was meant 
to ensure that the passengers left 
the plane promptly10, “Last one off 
the plane must clean it!”

Rough11 Landings12

Maybe it’s the relief13 at getting all 
the passengers and crew14 safely 
back on the ground15 but many of 

the more wacky16 comments by flight staff are made after 
rough11 landings12. For example, after an arduous arrival 
in Phoenix (Arizona), a flight attendant told passengers, 
“Ladies and Gentlemen, please remain17 in your seats 
until ‘Captain Crash’18 and the Crew have brought the 
aircraft to a screeching19 halt20 up against21 the gate22. 
Once the tire23 smoke has cleared and the warning 
bells24 are silenced, we’ll open the door and you can pick 
your way25 through the wreckage26 to the terminal.”

Another flight attendant in similar circumstances 
announced, “We ask you to please remain17 seated as Cap-
tain Kangaroo bounces27 us to the terminal.” In a similar 
vein28, on a flight into Amarillo (Texas), an American Air-
ways flight attendant came on the PA29 and said, “Ladies 
and Gentlemen, welcome to Amarillo. Please remain17 

in your seats with your seatbelts 
fastened30 while the Captain 
taxis31 what’s left of our airplane to 
the gate22!” 
 
A Word of Warning
For any flight staff thinking of 
imitating some of the more out-
rageous32 comments, a word 
of warning: too much sarcastic 
humour may lose you your job. On 
a UK flight, the captain announced, 
“Ladies and gentlemen, we will 
land33 on the Isle of Man shortly34. 
There is a small time delay35 so if 
you would like to set your watches 
back36 about 50 years....!” Unfor-
tunately, the Head of the tourist 
board37 for the Isle of Man was 
on the plane, and that pilot was 
fired38 too.

1 flight staff – people who work 
on a plane, crew

2 rather – somewhat, surprisingly 
3 wag – sb. who is trying to be 
funny

4 to gather – (in this case) collect 
5 belongings – possessions, 
property

6 spouse – husband or wife
7 insane – (false friend) crazy, 
mad

8 urge – impetuous desire
9 to go blasting through – (in 
this case) fly in a jet through 

10 promptly – quickly, without 
delay

11 rough /rʌf/ – difficult, arduous, 
turbulent 

12 landing – return to the 
ground15, arrival

13 relief – reassurance, consola-
tion, alleviation

14 crew – (in this case) people 
who work on a plane

15 ground – terrain, terra firma 
16 wacky – crazy, bizarre, 

eccentric
17 to remain – continue (to be), 

stay
18 crash – (in this case) accident
19 screeching – making a loud 

high-frequency noise
20 halt (n.) – stop 
21 up against – next to, beside

22 gate – (in this case) entrance 
between a specific plane and 
the airport

23 tire (US English) – tyre (UK Eng-
lish), pneumatic ring around 
a wheel

24 warning bell – sound of an 
alarm 

25 to pick your way – walk 
carefully

26 wreckage – wreck, debris, 
detritus, ruins, fragments

27 to bounce – move like a kanga-
roo, a rabbit or a ball 

28 vein – (in this case) style, 
attitude

29 PA – public-address system, 
loudspeaker

30 fastened – closed, shut, locked
31 to taxi – (of planes) drive slowly 

along the ground 
32 outrageous – scandalous 
33 to land – arrive 
34 shortly – soon, in a few 

moments
35 delay (n.) – setback, difference, 

postponement
36 to set a watch back (set-set-

set) – delay a timepiece 
37 tourist board – organization 

responsible for organizing 
local tourism

38 to be fired – be sacked, lose 
one’s job

In-Flight Announcements: 

Please 
Remain Seated
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Functional 
English

Customs Quips1

D ue to 2 re cent Ru s sia n 
expansionism in the Crimea and 
eastern Ukraine, the Baltic States 
are a little nervous about being 
invaded by Russia. A few months 
ago on arriving in Lithuania a 
visiting English businessman was 
asked: “Occupation?”, to which he 
responded, “Oh, no. I’m just here 
on business!”

The most famous customs 
quip1, of course, was made by 
Oscar Wilde. When asked if he had 
anything to declare on arriving in 
New York (by ship), he responded, 
“I have nothing to declare but3 
my genius!”

More poignantly4, when going 
into South Africa during Apartheid 
you had to fill out5 a form6 which, 
among other things7, asked you 

1 quip – joke, witticism, funny 
comment

2 due to – because of 
3 but – (in this case) except for, 
apart from 

4 more poignantly – evoking 
more painful emotions and 
sadness 

5 to fill out – fill in, complete 
6 form – printed document with 
spaces for information to be 
inserted 

7 among other things – inter alia, 
in addition to other questions

8 to deal with sb. – interact 
with sb. 

9 (suit)case – rigid rectangular 
travel bag

10 to come through (come-
came-come) – appear, be deliv-
ered, come out

11 rucksack (UK English) – back-
pack (US English) 

12 holdall (UK English) – carryall 
(US English) 

13 strap – thong, cord, belt

14 name tag – label15 with one’s 
name on it

15 label – identifying rectangle of 
paper or plastic

16 to intend to – plan to
17 baggage-handler – sb. who 

loads and unloads baggage 
onto and off a plane 

18 have managed to break – 
(sarcastic) have broken 

19 wheel – roller, rotating 
component that permits a 
vehicle to roll along the ground 

20 trolley suitcase – wheelie bag

21 stay (n.) – (in this case) visit 
22 a fellow – (in this case) another 

Arrival, 
Immigration & 
Baggage Reclaim

to declare your race. The standard anti-
Apartheid practice was to fill this box with 
the word ‘human’.

In any case, we do not recommend 
trying to be funny when dealing with8 
immigration officials.

Exercise
Who might say these things and 
where?

1.  Could you open this suitcase9, 
please?

2. Excuse me, I think that’s my case9.
3. Excuse me, my bag hasn’t come 

through10. It’s (a green rucksack11 
/ a large holdall12) with (an orange 
strap13/a name tag14/a label15 saying 
‘Madrid’).

4. How long do you intend to16 stay in 
this country?

5. I’m afraid the baggage-handlers17 
have managed to break18 the 
wheels19 on my trolley suitcase20.

6. What is the purpose of your stay21?

Answers:
1. A customs officer.
2.  A fellow22 traveller at baggage 

reclaim
3. A traveller at the baggage-reclaim 

helpdesk.
4. An immigration officer.
5. A traveller at the baggage-reclaim 

helpdesk.
6. An immigration officer.
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Vocabulary

Air Travel: Visualizing Vocabulary

Excess luggage Loading the hold

Stowing your 
hand luggage

Take-off

In the cockpit Aisle seat, middle 
seat, window seat

Landing

Refueling (and boarding)

Passport control The carousel at 
baggage reclaim

A suitcase A holdall A chest A trunk
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Translation

5

1.
Distinguished Visitor:
It is known that all the turistic1 services in Mallorca 
are maintaining a correct relation price quality2 , but 
even though3, we wish to prize4 the establishments and 
services that to5 the opinion of our visitors, surpass 
notoriously6 for their quality.

To be able to7 fill out these questionnaires you must 
write the name of this8 establishment, installation or 
turistic1 service, as is shown below, and you must give a 
punctuation9 between 6 and 1010 points11 hoping12 that 
the service that you must punctuate has been the best in 
the relation price-quality2.
 [sign seen in Mallorca Airport, Spain]

2. Please feel yourself at home.13

 [Welcome sign in a Taiwanese airport]

3. International Fright14 Information
 [China Airlines magazine]

4. We will now be serving snakes15.16

 [a Singapore Airlines stewardess17]

5. Do not use in peacetime.18

 [sign at Beijing airport]

6. People with peace-maker do not pass.19

 [sign on a metal-detector in a French airport]

7. We take your bags and send them in all directions.20

 [sign at an airline ticket office in Copenhagen]

8. No electric people carrying vehicles past this point.21

 [sign in Heathrow airport, London]

1 wrong word: ‘turistic’ is not 
English – the adjective of ‘tourist’ 
is ‘tourist’

2 direct translation: it should be 
‘good value for money’

3 wrong expression: ‘even 
though’ means ‘despite the fact 
that’; it should be ‘even so’ (= 
despite this)

4 wrong word: ‘to prize sth.’ 
means ‘to think highly of it’ (i.e. 
it refers to a thought, not an 
action). It should be ‘award a 
prize to’ or ‘reward’

5 wrong preposition: it should 
be “in the opinion of…”

6 wrong word: ‘notoriously’ 
means ‘infamously’, ‘scandal-
ously’ (i.e. being famous for the 

wrong reasons)
7 tortuous structure: it should 
be ‘In order to fill out…’ or simply 

‘To fill out…’
8 wrong word: ‘this’ implies that 
we are talking about a specific 
entity, which is then contra-
dicted by the three alternative 
types mentioned (i.e. estab-
lishment, installation or tourist 
service)

9 wrong word: ‘punctuation’ is 
an aspect of grammar (full stops, 
commas, speech marks, etc.). It 
should be ‘mark’

10 style: stylistically it is consid-
ered better to write out small 
numbers, i.e. ‘between six and 
ten’

11 a scoring system between 
six and ten is illogical unless 
someone is trying to falsify 
the results so that all the 
marks seem positive! It 
should be one to five.

12 unclear structure: who is 
hoping? From the structure 
of the sentence it should be 
the ‘distinguished visitor’ who 
is hoping that the service has 
been the best! It should proba-
bly be ‘We hope…’

13 unnecessary word: it should 
be ‘please feel at home’. The 
verb ‘to feel yourself’ implies 
masturbation!

14 wrong word/misspelling: 
one letter should be changed. 

‘Fright’ means ‘an abrupt 
intense feeling of fear’

15 snakes – serpents 
16 misspelling: a similar word 
17 stewardess – airhostess 
18 a little lateral thinking is 

required here. The opposite 
of ‘peacetime’ is a state of 
emergency...

19 misspelling: eliminate one 
letter 

20 ambiguous: it sounds as if 
the bags are arbitrarily sent in 
different directions rather than 
being sent to any place that 
you have chosen.

21 punctuation: a minor change 
would make this sign clear

Broken Wings: 
Mistranslation 
& Flying
Here are a few notices in broken 
English from airports. See if you can 
improve them (the footnotes will help 
you). There is an improved version of 
each message on p. 47 (opposite).
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An electric people-carrying vehicle. 
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Translation

5

1.
Distinguished Visitor:
The tourist services in Mallorca are 
renowned for1 offering good value for 
money, but even so, we wish to reward2 
those establishments and services that, in 
the opinion of our visitors, provide out-
standing3 quality.

To fill out4 this questionnaire please 
write the name of the service-provider, 
as shown below, and award a mark of 
between 6 and 10 – the highest marks 
for the service that has offered the best 
value-for-money.

2. We want you to feel completely at home.

3. International flight information.

4. We will now be serving snacks.

5. Emergency exit only.

6. People who have pacemakers5 must 
not pass.

7. We send your bags anywhere you want.

8. No electric people-carrying vehicles6 
past this point.

1 to be renowned for – be known and admired for 
2 to reward – recompense 
3 outstanding – exceptional 
4 to fill out – fill in, complete 
5 pacemaker – piece of technology that stimulates 
the cardiac muscle and regulates its contractions

6 electric people-carrying vehicle – electric 
vehicle that transports people (not baggage)

Improved 
Flight 
Translations
Here are improved versions of 
the messages in broken English 
given on p. 46 (opposite).



They flew in medical supplies.

The volunteers were flown out in a military aircraft.
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Phrasal Verbs

>> Take off (take-took-taken)
= leave the ground7

- He caught the red-eye8 back to 
Boston. His plane took off at six-thirty.

>> Touch down
= land, return to the ground
- We touched down two hours ago.
>> Cut out (cut-cut-cut)
= (of engines9) stop functioning
- Although one of the engines9 cut out, 

I wasn’t unduly10 nervous because 
I could see that the cabin crew11 
remained12 calm. 

‘Fly’ Multi-Word Verbs
However, there are many more 
multi-word verbs relating to flight. 
The meanings of these should be rel-
atively simple to understand:

>> Fly away/off (fly-flew-flown)
= leave flying
- She flew off into the sunset13.
- The helicopter ascended vertically 

and then flew off into the clouds14. 

>> Fly by/past (fly-flew-flown)
= pass flying
-  We flew past the crowd15 of spectators. 
>> Fly in/out (fly-flew-flown)
= enter/leave by aeroplane
- The President will be flying in tomor-

row to see the disaster for herself. 

>> Fly sb./sth. in (fly-flew-flown)
= bring sb./sth. by aeroplane
- The air force flew in medical sup-

plies16 for the refugees17 in remote 
mountain communities. 

>> Fly sb./sth. out (fly-flew-flown)
= take sb./sth. by aeroplane
-  They flew the injured18 climbers19 

out by helicopter.

>> Fly over (fly-flew-flown)
= pass over sth./sb. in a plane
-  We will be flying over the English 

Channel in a few minutes.

1 odd – strange 
2 to fly off to (fly-flew-flown) – go to by plane 
3 strange – unknown 
4 eagerly – enthusiastically 
5 largely – more or less 
6 attempt – effort 
7 the ground – the land (as opposed to ‘the 

air’)
8 red-eye – (US English) flight on which 

passengers will get little sleep because of 
the time of departure or arrival 

9 engine – motor 
10 unduly – excessively 
11 cabin crew – members of an aircraft crew 

who look after the passengers
12 to remain – stay, continue to be 
13 sunset – nightfall, dusk, the end of the day
14 cloud /claud/ – visible nebular mass of 

condensed water vapour floating in the 
atmosphere

15 crowd – multitude, large group of people
16 supplies – provisions 

17 refugee – displaced person, asylum seeker
18 injured – hurt, suffering lesions 
19 climber /ˈklaimər/ – sb. who ascends 

mountains 

Fly By: 
Phrasal Verbs 
of Flight
What an odd1 thing tourism is. You fly off 
to2 a strange3 land, eagerly4 abandoning all 
the comforts of home, and then expend vast 
quantities of time and money in a largely5 
futile attempt6 to recapture the comforts 
[of] home. - BILL BRYSON
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Idioms

Improvisation
>>  (to fly) by the seat of your pants3

   (fly-flew-flown)
= operate by instinct. (See also ‘to fly blind4’, ‘to wing it’, 
both of which mean more or less the same thing). The 
phrase, which was first used by US airmen in the Second 
World War, refers to the feeling of whether5 you are 
going up or down (or are banking6) felt by the pressure 
of your bottom7 on the pilot’s seat:
- They have no formal qualifications so they manage the 

company by the seat of their pants. 

>>  to be flying blind4

= not know what you are doing; improvise. The expres-
sion refers to a pilot flying without being able to see 
where s/he is going, perhaps because of bad weather. In 
such a situation a pilot can use her/his intuition or instru-
mentation and so, by implication, someone who is (meta-
phorically) ‘flying blind’ may be able to achieve8 her/his 
objective:
- Without some serious market research we’ll be flying blind 

in that country.

>>  to wing it (colloquial) 
= improvise. The expression originally referred to flying 
without a flight plan or even without a clear destination.

Leaving the Ground9

>>  to get sth. off the ground9 (get-got-got)
= get something started. This expression is often used in 
the negative (with “can’t”/“couldn’t”). The phrase refers to 
a plane taking off10. It dates from the 1960s and may spe-
cifically be a reference to space flight:
- They couldn’t get their consultancy business off the 

ground9 and it closed after nine months.

>>  to ground sb. (US English)
= not allow11 a child to go out as a punishment12. A plane 
(or a pilot) is grounded if she, he or it is not allowed11 to 
fly. This verb is often used in the passive:
- He’s been grounded because his Dad caught him smoking.

>>  to take off (take-took-taken)
= become popular or successful. The verb literally refers 
to a plane leaving the ground9. Metaphorically, it is used 
to refer to products and fashions, and is often accompa-
nied by ‘really’:
- That new dance has really taken off, hasn’t it?

1 to be around – (colloquial) exist
2 just over – a little more than
3 pants – (US English) trousers 

(UK English)
4 blind /blaind/ – not able to see 
5 whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be 

used after a preposition)

6 to bank – fly with one wing 
(= lateral structure that enables 
a plane to fly) higher than the 
other in order to turn

7 bottom – bum, arse, backside, 
derrière

8 to achieve – accomplish, get, 
obtain, reach

9 ground – terrain (in contrast to 
‘the air’)

10 to take off (take-took-taken) – 
leave the ground 

11 to allow – permit 
12 punishment – punitive meas-

ure, disciplining act

Flying Idioms: 
Winging It

Aeroplanes have been around1 
for just over2 a hundred years. 
However, in that century they have 
had a significant impact on the 
English language. Here are some of 
the most common flying idioms we 
use in English.
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>>  to take a nosedive (take-took-taken)
= fall sharply1 in value. The metaphor refers to a plane 
falling out of the sky, nose2 first:
- Sales took a nosedive at the beginning of the year because 

of the unfavourable economic climate.

>>  to go into a flat spin (go-went-gone)
= panic. A flat spin in the early days of flight was when 
the pilot lost control of the plane and it began to descend 
in tight3 circles while remaining4 almost horizontal. 
The expression is also sometimes given as ‘to go into a 

tailspin’. Literally, a tailspin is similar to a ‘flat spin’ but in 
this case the tail5 of the plane is higher than the nose and 
the tail describes circles as the aircraft descends.  

>>  to bail out
= disassociate oneself from a risky business. The met-
aphor is of a pilot parachuting out6 of a plane that is 
going to crash:
- She didn’t think the company had much of a future so she 

bailed out and set up7 her own business. 

>>  a golden parachute8

= a clause9 in the employment contract of some top exec-
utives that allows for10 generous compensation if they 
lose their jobs. A parachute lets you down gently; this one 
is ‘golden’11 in that it is ‘generous’/‘sumptuous’:
- The director seemed less worried by the closure than the 

employees – but of course he had a golden parachute.

>>  to go pear-shaped (go-went-gone)
= go (very) wrong. This expression became popular in the 
1980s but was used earlier in RAF slang. It refers to the 
characteristic ‘pear12-shape’ of a (small) plane that has 
crashed nose2 first into the ground13:
- I was happily working away on the computer when sud-

denly, for no apparent reason, it went pear-shaped!

1 sharply – significantly, 
dramatically

2 nose – (in this case) the front of 
a plane

3 tight – small, (opposite of 
‘wide’)

4 to remain – continue to be
5 tail – (in this case) back end of 

a plane

6 to parachute out of – leave 
and then use a parachute8 

7 to set up (set-set-set) – create, 
establish

8 parachute – textile canopy 
used to slow the descent of a 
falling object or person 

9 clause – article or stipulation in 
a contract 

10 to allow for sth. – make 
sth. possible

11 golden – (literally) made 
of gold (Au) 

12 pear /peər/ – (Pyrus) 
a type of fruit that is 
spherical below and 
more or less conical on top

13 ground – terrain (in contrast 
to ‘the air’)

Flying Idioms: 
Falling Out 
of the Sky

Half a dozen aviation idioms are 
used to talk about business failure.
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Other Flight Expressions
>>  to push the envelope
= go beyond1 established limits; 
be a pioneer. In aviation, the ‘enve-
lope’ is the known limit of an air-
craft’s range2 or power. If a plane is 
pushed3 beyond1 its limit new possi-
bilities are revealed:
- People who are pushing the envelope 

in biotechnology can find themselves 
vilified4 by some people and lion-
ized5 by others. 

>>  to be flying low
= an euphemism to tell someone that 
the zip on his trousers6 is open. 
This expression explains why the 
zip on your trousers is often referred 
to as your ‘fly’ (US English)/‘flies’ (UK 
English). The idea is that, when a pilot 
is flying low, he (or she) is in danger 
of a catastrophe:
- By the way, John, you’re flying low!

>>  to get weaving /ˈwi:viŋ/
= become active, begin an action. 
This is another piece of World War II 

slang from the RAF. Pilots were 
said “to weave” when they took 
evasive action by causing the 
plane to zigzag:
- Is that the time? We’d better get 

weaving!

>>  on a wing and a prayer
= with little chance7 of success8 
(but with an optimistic attitude). 
The phrase comes from a World War 
II song based on the words of a pilot 
of a damaged plane radioing9 to 
ground control10:
Though there’s one motor gone,
We can still carry on11

Coming in on a wing12 and a prayer13.

>>  to fly in the face of (danger/logic) 
(fly-flew-flown)
= act in a way that ignores danger or 
defies14 logic. Apparently, the expres-
sion is a reference to someone flying 
into bad weather instead of15 trying 
to avoid16 it:
- You’re flying in the face of common 

sense!

>>  (the) sky’s the limit
= there is no limit to what we can do/ 
to our enjoyment. The expression 
probably refers to the fact that there 
is no obvious limit to the sky, planes 
can apparently ascend indefinitely:
- Once you’ve got that professional 

qualification the sky’s the limit. 

Remember, idioms are not just 
useful in themselves. Anglos 
like to play with language so, for 
example, if you watch a documen-
tary about planes and air travel 
or read an article about them, it’s 
likely to be17 full of these terms.

1 beyond – further than
2 range – scope, distance a 

vehicle can travel
3 to push – (in this case) force
4 to vilify – insult, condemn, 

denounce, criticize
5 to lionize – glorify, 

honour, exalt, venerate
6 zip on his trousers 

(UK English) – 
zipper on his 
pants (US English)

7 chance – possibility, 
opportunity

8 success – (false friend) a posi-
tive result, a triumph

9 to radio – connect by radio
10 ground control – the people 

and equipment that monitor 
aircraft and direct them  

11 to carry on – continue, keep 
going

12 wing – (in this case) lateral 
structure that enables a plane 
to fly

13 prayer – appeal (= petition) 
to God 

14 to defy – (in this case) disobey, 
resist, challenge

15 instead of – rather than, as 
opposed to 

16 to avoid – evade, not go 
through

17 it’s likely to be – it will prob-
ably be 

Flying Idioms: 
Pushing the 
Envelope
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Taxis

Basic Vocabulary
A taxi can also be called a taxi-cab 
or a cab (especially in America and 
Australia). That’s why a taxi-driver 
can also be called a cabbie (or 
cabby).
- Excuse me, Cabbie. How far is it to the 

airport, please?

To hail a taxi means to put your 
hand in the air and shout ‘taxi!’ in the 
(vain) hope that one will stop.
- The hotel doorman3 hailed a taxi for 

me.

A special place where taxi-drivers 
stop and wait for customers is called 
a taxi rank (in Britain) or a cab 
stand (in the USA).
- There’s a cab stand at the end of the 

street.

Several verbs can be used with cab/
taxi:
to take a taxi, to catch a taxi, to go 
by taxi.
- Let’s go by cab.

You get into and get out of a taxi, 
the same verbs that we use for all 
cars.

To allow4 sb. to get into a vehicle 
before taking him/her somewhere is 
to pick sb. up:
- The taxi picked me up outside the 

hotel.

To stop a vehicle and allow4 sb. to 
get out is to drop sb. off:
- The cab dropped me off at the 

entrance to the theater.
- Just drop me off on this corner, 

please. 

The price of the journey (= what you 
have to pay) is called the fare.

The device5 which tells you the 
cost of the journey is called a (taxi) 
meter.6

It is customary7 to give a 10% tip8 
to the taxi-driver if you are satisfied 
with the service.

To Taxi: False Friend
This is a verb used in reference to 
aeroplanes not cars. It means to 
move into position across an airport 
on the ground9 like an ordinary 
land10 vehicle:
- The plane landed and then taxied to 

Gate 22. 
Only planes taxi, taxi-cabs don’t.

1 (it’s) too bad that – it’s a pity that, 
unfortunately

2 to run (run-ran-run) – manage, govern
3 doorman – porter (UK English only)
4 to allow – permit, enable 
5 device – mechanism, gadget, machine

 

6 in fact, taxis are named after the ‘taxi-
meter’ which was invented in Germany 
to indicate the distance travelled and 
the fare which must be paid. These 
devices5 were first installed in London 
motor-cabs in 1907 and these cars were 
soon known as taxi-cabs or taxis. 

7 to be customary – be the accepted 
convention

8 tip – gratuity, additional payment of money 
for a service (e.g. in a bar, a hotel or a taxi)

9 the ground – the terrain (in contrast to ‘the 
air’)

10 land (adj.) – terrestrial (as opposed to ‘aerial’)

Taxi!

Too bad that1 all the people 
who know how to run2 the 
country are busy driving 
taxicabs!
 GEORGE BURNS (1896-1996)
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Taxis in London
There are two types of taxi in London the big black cabs 
and mini-cabs (which look like taxis in other places in 
the world). To drive a black cab you have to have ‘the 
knowledge’. This means that 
the taxi-driver has passed 
a special exam. Trainee1 
taxi-drivers have to spend sev-
eral years studying and riding 
around2 London on a moped3 
to learn all the streets. Because 
of ‘the knowledge’, black-cab 
drivers consider themselves 
professionals. They will always 
know how to get to an address. 
It is exceedingly unlikely4 
that they will try to cheat5 you 
or to take you by any other 
route than the quickest. Unfor-
tunately, black cabs are very 
expensive.

Minicabs can only be called 
by telephone or by going to a 
special base (they cannot be 
hailed6 in the street). Local 
people will know where the 
nearest office is. Minicabs have 
to quote7 a price up-front8 
rather than9 using a meter10. 
Minicab drivers are not as 

professionally qualified as black-cab drivers and so you 
should ask when you take one how much it will cost, 
approximately, to reach11 your destination. The advan-
tage of mini-cabs is that they are much cheaper.

This situation has been complicated by the arrival of 
Uber which operates in London, much to the ire of black-
cab drivers. 

Taxis in New York
Taxi-drivers in New York have short hair-cuts, a fetish 
about Jodie Foster and want to “clear all the scum12 off 
the streets!” No, you are more likely to13 come across14 
a recently-arrived Asian driving a cab in ‘the Big Apple’ 
than Robert de Niro. This is fine15 except that he (and 
only very occasionally, she) may not speak standard 
American English.

Take Advantage 
of your Cabbie
Both in Britain and America 
it is often convenient to have 
where you want to go written 
clearly on a piece of paper. 
First, you should try to tell 
the cabbie where you want to 
go but, if that fails16, have the 
address written down. The pro-
nunciation of place-names is 
notoriously17 difficult. Having 
said that, you should remem-
ber that in a taxi you have an 
English-speaking resident of 
the city you are in who has no 
choice but18 to talk to you. You 
will have a genuine opportu-
nity to speak, listen and find 
out about19 the town at no 
extra cost – take advantage of 
this opportunity and chat to20 
the cabbie. However, you may 
not necessarily agree with 
his views!

1 trainee – apprentice, learner, 
student 

2 to ride around (ride-rode-rid-
den) – tour on a motorcycle

3 moped /ˈmouped/ – light motor-
cycle (less than 50cc)

4 unlikely – improbable 
5 to cheat – (in this case) ask for 
more money than the correct 
fare 

6 to hail – shout for a taxi to stop 
7 to quote – offer 
8 up-front – beforehand, before 
the trip 

9 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of 

10 (taxi-)meter – machine that 
measures distances and tells 
you the cost of a trip 

11 to reach – get to, arrive at 

12 scum – (in this case) undesira-
ble people 

13 you are more likely to – it is 
more probable that you will 

14 to come across (come-came-
come) – encounter 

15 fine – OK, great 
16 to fail – be unsuccessful, not 

have the desired result 

17 notoriously – (false friend) 
infamously 

18 but – (in this case) except, 
apart from 

19 to find out about (find-found-
found) – discover interesting 
information about 

20 to chat to sb. – talk to sb. in a 
friendly and informal way 

London Taxis
vs. New York
Cabs
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Directions

T he stereotype of a tourist is a foreigner1 who 
approaches you on the street to ask you how to get2 

somewhere. These short interactions can be crucial to 
one’s enjoyment of a holiday as a tourist. Your ability to 
answer such questions effectively can determine the vis-
itor’s impression of the locals3. Every tourist you help is 
an investment4 in your town’s future prosperity!

Asking for Directions
You may be happy asking for directions in English:
- How can I get to the petrol station from here, please?
- Where’s the nearest bank, please?
- Am I going the right way for the city centre?
- And the station? Whereabouts5 is it?
but are you so confident6 when it comes 
to understanding7 the answer?

Giving Directions
Directions are normally given in the 
imperative tense (the infinitive without ‘to’, 
+ “don’t” in negative):
>>  Go straight ahead8.
>>  Go straight on9 past the 

shopping centre.
>>  Turn left.
>>  Take the second turning on your right.
>>  Turn right at the traffic lights10.
>>  Go through the park.
>>  Veer11 right.
>>  Don’t cross the bridge, turn left.

>>  Turn right, then left, then left again.
>>  Go up the hill as far as12 the castle – it’s the second 

turning13 on the right.

Things to Remember
Things to remember if you are driving in Britain, Ireland 
or the USA:
>>  The British and Irish drive on the left. Be extra careful 

at roundabouts14

>>  Most distances are marked in 
miles (1km = 0.62 miles)

>>  Some people may express dis-
tances in yards (100 yards = 
91.44 meters)

>>  Americans often express dis-
tances in driving time:

- Our home is 20 minutes from the 
mall15. 

>>  Petrol is usually expressed in 
gallons (1 US gallon = 3.785 liters; 
1 UK gallon = 4.544 litres)

Note that non-metric measure-
ments are being phased out16 in 
Britain and Ireland, but people will 
continue to use them in speech for 
some time.

1 foreigner – sb. from another 
country 

2 to get (get-got-got) – reach, 
arrive

3 the locals – local people 
4 investment – effort that will 

produce advantages later 
5 whereabouts? – where?
6 confident – sure, self-assured
7 when it comes to 

understanding – when you 
have to understand 

8 go straight ahead (go-went-
gone) – advance without turning

9 go straight on (go-went-gone) – 
advance without turning

10 traffic lights – red, amber and 
green lights that control the 
flow of traffic 

11 to veer – change direction 
gradually

12 as far as – until you arrive at
13 turning (UK English) – turn-off, 

side road, turn (US English)
14 roundabouts (UK English) – 

traffic circle (US English) 
15 mall (US English) shopping 

centre (UK English)

16 to phase out – eliminate 
gradually

Asking for 
& Giving 
Directions
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A team of researchers from China, the USA, Canada, Ger-
many and Teruel recently published a field study of nine 
dinosaur trackways1 from the Qianjiadian area in the 
journal PLoS ONE.

The sauropod and theropod trackways from the 
Jurassic-Cretaceous boundary2 described in the article 
are the first set of predominantly saurischian footprints3 
to have been documented in East Asia from that transi-
tional period. The most abundant tracks4 were made by 
Grallator-Eubrontes, which have been attributed to small- 
and medium-sized carnivorous trackmakers5 that were 
probably coelurosaurs. The sauropod trackways belong 
to medium-sized and large individuals, and some of them 
have been attributed to a Titanosauriform sauropod.

Dino-Zoo: a French Prehistoric Park
A fascinating prehistoric display6 that will bring to life 
the evolution of humans and animals from the earliest 
forms of life to just 100,000 years ago. 

See prehistoric people and animals – recreated to 
reflect the latest scientific research – in an exceptional 
setting7. They are laid out along a landscaped path8 that 
is accessible to all.

1 trackway – sequence of 
footprints (=marks caused by 
walking)

2 boundary – frontier 
3 footprints – marks caused by 
walking

4 tracks – footprints, marks 
caused by walking

5 trackmaker – individual that 
leaves tracks4

6 display – exhibition, show 
7 a setting – surroundings, a 
backdrop, a habitat

8 (foot)path – track, route

56 Pronouncing place names

57 Stress in place names

58 Defending Australian place names 

59 Descriptive toponyms 
around the World

60 Embarrassing US toponyms

61 Toponyms and colonial blunders

62 Confusing demonyms

63-65 Toponyms in everyday English

66 de-Anglicizing place names

Exercises 18 and 27

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

56 Watch: an amusing video about 
pronouncing British place names at:

 https://goo.gl/fBRpH1

60 Speak: should place names be maintained 
come what may or should they be 
changed to respect current social values?

66 Speak: is it disrespectful to change 
the spelling and/or pronunciation 
of foreign place names?

Suggested 
Improvements

Here are improved versions of the 
texts on p. 83:

TOPONYMS
CONTENTS
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Toponyms

P ronouncing toponyms1 causes confusion and con-
troversy even for native English-speakers. One 

Anglo tourist visiting the Sistine Chapel asked Vatican 
officials if it was possible to see the other 15 chapels.2 An 
Englishman was heard saying that he had once crossed 
the Seventh Bridge.3 When he was asked where the other 
six were, he said he wasn’t sure, except that the Fourth 
Bridge was outside Edinburgh.4

For decades there was a major controversy in Los 
Angeles over whether5 the city’s name should be pro-
nounced directly according to English rules or with some 
attempt6 to respect the original Spanish pronunciation. 
To avoid causing offence7, many local people took to 
using8 the initialism ‘LA’. So, place names are difficult 
and you shouldn’t worry too much about them. If you are 
going to visit a specific place, find out9 how to pronounce 
it from the internet.

Q: Why were The Hobbit and the Lord 
of the Rings filmed in New Zealand?

A: Because the capital is ‘Orcland’10!

Essential Toponyms1

Having said that, there are a series of place names that 
you need to know how to pronounce correctly in order to 
function in English. 

The ‘u’ sound /ʌ/ causes problems in:
>>  Dublin /ˈdʌblin/ >>  Calcutta /kælˈkʌtə/
>>  Edinburgh /ˈedinbʌrə/ >>  London /ˈlʌndən/

Visitors have additional problems with some of the previ-
ous toponyms1 because of the unstressed sound /ə/. This 
also affects:
>>  Ottawa /ˈotəwə/ >>  Yorkshire /ˈjɔ:rkʃə/11

>>  Auckland /ˈɔ:klənd/12

Some names you just13 have to learn to pronounce 
individually: 
>>  Arkansas /ˈa:rkənsɔ:/14 >>  Canberra /ˈkænbərə/
>>  Chicago /ʃiˈka:gou/ >>  Melbourne /’melbərn/
>>  Reading /ˈrediŋ/ >>  Seattle /siˈætəl/
>>  Sydney /ˈsidni/ >>  Washington /ˈwoʃiŋtən/

1 toponym – place name 
2 ‘Sistine’ sounds similar to ‘16’
3 the Severn Bridge is the prin-

cipal route into Wales near 
Bristol. ‘Severn’ is a homo-
phone of ‘seven’ and so was 
confused with ‘seventh’. 

4 the Forth Bridge is outside 
Edinburgh. ‘Forth’ is a homo-
phone of ‘Fourth’

5 whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be 
used after a preposition)

6 attempt – effort 
7 to avoid causing offence – so 
as not to cause offence 

8 to take to using (take-took-
taken) – start to use 

9 to find out (find-found-found) – 
determine, discover, learn 

10 ‘Orcland’ is a homophone of 
‘Auckland’ 

11 -shire at the end of English 
county (= district) names is 
always pronounced with 
this very short syllable (/ʃə/).

12 -land at the end of Anglo 
placements is always pro-
nounced with this short, 
unstressed syllable (/lənd/)

13 just – simply 
14 in illogical contrast to the 

adjacent state of Kansas 
/ˈkænzəs/

Pronouncing 
Place Names
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Trochee: Oo
Most English place names are pronounced as a trochee3. 
This is perfectly logical since4 English tends to stress the 
first syllable of nouns:
Belfast Cambridge Cardiff 
Glasgow Ipswich Norwich
Reading Sheffield Swansea

In fact, the stress on the first syllable is so strong that 
in many cases the vowel in the second syllable is 
pronounced /ə/, the shortest vowel sound in English. The 
letters in blue are pronounced as a /ə/:
Bradford Brighton Bristol 
Dover Durham Lincoln
London Luton  Oxford 
Plymouth Portsmouth Stratford

This tendency towards pronouncing place names as 
trochees is so strong that many names that foreigners5 
(including Americans!) would like to pronounce with 
more syllables are pronounced as trochees. In the follow-
ing place names the silent syllables are in red:
Bournemouth Farnborough Folkestone
Gloucester Newbury Leicester
Salisbury Worcester

Dactyl: Ooo
Where place names have three syllables English tends to 
pronounce them as a dactyl, i.e. with the stress still on the 
first syllable: 

Birmingham Coventry Edinburgh
Lancaster Liverpool Manchester
Newcastle  Nottingham

In fact, English does not like words to be more than three 
syllables long, and the third syllable in toponyms that 
look like they have four syllables will often be silent:
Canterbury Middlesbrough

Monosyllabic Toponyms
Of course, some English place names are monosyllabic, 
in which case there is no question of where the stress 
should fall6:
Bath Hull /hʌl/ Leeds     York

Exceptions
Of course, there are exceptions in which the stress is not 
on the first syllable. Two are:
Aberdeen Dundee
- though tellingly7 these are Scots Gaelic rather than8 
English toponyms.

The Rest of the Anglosphere
In the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand most 
names of English origin – e.g. Auckland, Boston, Brisbane, 
Melbourne, Darwin, Sydney – follow the trochee/dactyl 
model, though the existence of native/non-English – 
e.g. Chicago, Montreal, Toronto – names complicates 
the picture9.

1 to tend towards – have a ten-
dency of having

2 stress pattern – sequence of 
stressed (= emphasized) and 
unstressed (= not emphasized) 
syllables

3 trochee /ˈtrouki:/ – one 
stressed syllable followed by an 
unstressed syllable

4 since – (in this case) given that, 
because

5 foreigner – sb. from another 
country 

6 to fall (fall-fell-fallen) – (in this 
case) go, be 

7 tellingly – significantly 

8 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of 

9 picture – (in this case) situation 

Stress & 
Toponyms
Pronouncing place names can 
cause problems. However, English 
toponyms generally tend towards1 
two marked stress patterns2, which 
we can represent as Oo and Ooo.
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Toponyms

I recently heard about an Englishman in Australia rid-
iculing Australian geographical names. The fact is that 
Australians don’t seem to have gone to1 a great deal of2 
effort in naming the physical features3 of their country: 
The Australian Alps, 
The Blue Mountains, 
Eighty-Mile Beach, 
The Great Australian Bight4, 
The Great Barrier Reef5, 
The Great Dividing Range6, 
The Great Sandy7 Desert,  
The Grey Range and so on8 can hardly9 be called imag-
inative! The standard answer to this ribbing10 is “Shud-
dup11 you Pommie12 bastard!” but I believe these com-
ments deserve13 a more complete putdown14. 

The Boringness of Toponyms
The fact is that most geographical names around the 
world are fundamentally boring. The difference is that 
they are in other languages. Spanish speakers, for exam-
ple, might be amused15 to hear that The Colorado River, 
Nevada and Montana all sound quite exotic to English 
ears. In our own countries, names are often based on 
terms in the foreign languages16 of the previous occu-
pants of the land17. For example there are the roman-
tic-sounding Cairngorm Mountains in Scotland. They 
take their name from the highest peak18, Cairn Gorm. But 
this simply means ‘blue rock’ (from cairn = rock, gorm = 
blue) in Gaelic. Not much more exciting than The Blue 
Mountains, is it?

Spain’s great Guadalquivir River means nothing more 
exciting in Arabic than ‘big river’ (from al-wadi = river + 
al-kabir = big). And what about the Amu Darya River with 
its associations with Alexander the Great and Tamer-
lane19? Well, the term comes from amu dario in Uzbek 
meaning… wait for it… ‘long river’.

Similarly, Chesapeake Bay, the largest inlet20 of the 
Atlantic in the Eastern Seaboard of the USA, derives its 
name either from the Algonquian21 chesipoc, mean-
ing ‘big river’ or the Delaware word kcheseipogg, which 
means ‘great salt water’.

1 to go to (an effort) – make (an 
effort)

2 a great deal of – a lot of, much
3 physical features – geographi-
cal attributes

4 bight /bait/ – curve or recess in 
a coastline, bay. Homophone 
of ‘bite’

5 reef – underwater obstacle 
created by coral

6 range – group/line of mountains
7 sandy – covered in sand/dunes 
(= like a beach)

8 and so on – et cetera, etc. 
9 hardly – not really
10 ribbing – ridiculing, teasing
11 shuddup – (slang) shut up!, be 

quiet!, silence!
12 Pommie – Australian term for a 

British person

13 to deserve – (in this case) 
should be given

14 putdown – snub, rebuff, humil-
iating reply

15 amused – entertained 
16 foreign language – other 

language which is not your own
17 land – (in this case) territory 
18 peak – summit, top of a 

mountain

19 Timur Lenk (d. 1405), 
Turko-Mongolian ruler of 
Samarkand, conqueror of 
most of Central Asia

20 inlet – bay, bight4, estuary
21 Algonquian – referring to 

a family of languages once 
spoken across a vast area of 
eastern North America

In Defence of
Australian 
Geographical 
Names
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Toponyms

Y ou could easily travel round the globe visiting places 
whose names were basic descriptions. Taking just1 

names that begin with A2, here’s a short list:

>>  The Adriatic (Sea) may make you think of ship-
wrecks3 in Shakespeare’s Twelfth Night but its name 
comes from adur in Illyrian4, which meant nothing 
more exciting than ‘water’. 

>>  And all those Australian names (mentioned on the 
previous page) with ‘Great’ at the beginning are just5 
equivalents of ‘Alaska’, which comes from alakshak – 
an Aleut (Eskimo) word meaning ‘great land’6. 

>>  Algeria /ælˈdʒiəriə/ gets its name from the capital, 
Algiers. This city’s name means simply ‘the islands’ 
(al-jara’ir) in Arabic. 

>>  ‘The Alps’ just means ‘the heights’ (i.e.7 mountains): the 
Swiss mountain range8’s name probably comes from 
the Ligurian9 word alb (= height). 

>>  Most people would feel a thrill10 of excitement at the 
mention of the Altai Mountains, birth place of Chingis 
(‘Genghis’) Khan, treasure trove11 of fossils. But the 
name comes from the Mongolian word alt (= gold) refer-
ring to the fact that gold was found there.

>>  A number of British rivers are called ‘the Avon’ 
/ˈeivən/, such as the river that runs through Straf-
ford-upon-Avon.  Shakespeare is called ‘the Bard12 of 
Avon’ in reference to the river that runs through his 
birthplace. But the fact is that ‘Avon’ means nothing 
more than river in Brythonic13 (abona). 

>>  Arabia just means ‘the empty land’6 – an appropriate 
Semitic name with a Latin ending to describe a penin-
sula that is largely14 desert. 

We could go on15 all day. But the point should be clear: 
you shouldn’t criticize Australia’s Great Dividing Range 
(or the Rocky Mountains in the USA for that matter16). 
Most geographical names are originally simple descrip-
tions. In a thousand years’ time when everyone in Aus-
tralia speaks neo-Indonesian (or whatever) they will 
marvel17 at the name of the ‘Greit Divaidin Reinj’!

1 just – (in this case) only 
2 we could have chosen any 

other common letter
3 shipwreck – ship disintegrating 

on rocks
4 Illyrian – an Indo-European 

language spoken in Dalmatia at 
the time of the Roman Empire

5 just – (in this case) simply 

6 land – (in this case) territory 
7 i.e. – (id est) that is 
8 mountain range – group of 

mountains 
9 Ligurian – a pre-Italic Indo-

European language that was 
spoken in Switzerland and 
Northern Italy

10 thrill – sensation, tingle, shock

11 treasure trove – (in this case) 
place where sth. can be found 
in abundance 

12 bard – (in this case) poet 
13 Brythonic – a Celtic language 

spoken in England around the 
time of the Roman Conquest 

14 largely – mostly, primarily 

15 to go on (go-went-gone) 
– continue 

16 …for that matter – and in fact 
also…

17 to marvel – be impressed by, 
admire

Around the 
World with 
Descriptive 
Toponyms
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Toponyms

Puerile English-speakers have delighted for years 
in1 the fact that foreign place names can sound like 

swearwords2 in English. The most famous is Wanking3 
in Austria but there’s also Crap4 in Albania and Bollock5 
in the Philippines. That a few toponyms6 in other lan-
guages sound like taboo English words is a predictable 
coincidence. However, what is more unusual is that scan-
dalous place-names survive in the Anglosphere. 

Uncle Sam’s Names of Shame7

The USA is the heartland of8 scandalous place-names. 
At the end of the 19th Century it was common for set-
tlers9 to invent salacious10 place-names. However, as 
times change, so do social mores11 and what was once 
considered a bit of earthy12 fun becomes offensive. 
Take the case of the summit13, Squaw Tit, near Phoenix, 
Arizona. Some people might be offended by the word 
‘tit14’. Nevertheless15, it is the word ‘squaw16’ that has 
caused most controversy and Squaw Tit was changed 
to Piestewa Peak in 2007. Most people would probably 
agree that toponyms that contain ethnically offensive 
terms should be changed. However, what is considered 
offensive can change over time. Niggerhead17 Point in 
New York State was changed to Negrohead18 Point in 
1955. Some years later this name had to be changed again 
and it ended up19 as Graves Point20. 

But if there is consensus that racist slurs21 should not 
appear on maps what about names that might offend 
the more puritanical sections of the population? Should 
Dildo22 in Newfoundland change its name? Residents of 
this fishing village near St. John’s have been campaigning 
unsuccessfully for a name change. And what about Mollys 
Nipple23 in Utah, and Outhouse24 Draw in Nevada? 

In 1968 the US cartographical authorities changed 
the name of Whorehouse25 Meadow26 in Oregon, to 
Naughty27 Girl Meadow. There was an outcry28 in the 
area and the federal authorities had to reinstate29 the 
original name in 1976.

1 to delight in sth. – enjoy sth. 
2 swearword – offensive term, 

taboo word 
3 ‘wanking’ means ‘masturbat-

ing’ in British English
4 ‘crap’ is a colloquial word for 

excrement
5 ‘bollock’ is a colloquial word 

for testicle 
6 toponym – place-name
7 shame – embarrassment, 

humiliation 
8 heartland of – centre of, most 

important area for
9 settler – colonist
 

10 salacious – indecent, risqué, 
vulgar

11 social mores /ˈmɔ:reiz/ – the 
customs of a society

12 earthy – bawdy, vulgar, indecent
13 summit – top of a mountain 
14 tit – (in this case/colloquial) 

mammary gland
15 nevertheless – however 
16 squaw – (considered insulting) 

Native American woman. The 
term was frequently used in 
westerns. It may come from 
the Mohawk word ojiskwa 
(= vagina)

17 the word ‘nigger’ is highly 
offensive to most English 
speakers, Black or White. 
You should never use it.

18 the word ‘negro’ /ˈni:grou/ is 
considered patronizing and 
so offensive (though less so 
than ‘nigger’)

19 to end up – become... in the end 
20 ‘Graves’ may refer to ‘tombs’ 

or it might be a surname. In 
any case it is not offensive to 
anyone.

21 slur – (in this case) insult 
22 a ‘dildo’ (probably from Italian 

diletto) is an artificial penis

23 nipple – darker protruding 
circle of skin at the end of a 
breast

24 outhouse – small building 
containing a toilet, separate 
from but near to a house 

25 a ‘whorehouse’ is a brothel 
(= house of prostitution)

26 meadow – a field of grass and 
wild flowers near to a river

27 naughty /ˈnɔ:ti/ – misbehaving, 
salacious10

28 outcry – scandal, great protest
29 to reinstate – restore, 

re-establish

Embarrassing 
Names at 
Home
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Toponyms

Giving Directions
I was once driving on a motorway in Germany with an 
elderly British gentleman who knew no German. After 
about an hour he said, “It’s a big place this Ausgang1, eh?” 
The comment might seem quite stupid in retrospect but 
place names from around the world are based on similar 
levels of linguistic ineptitude. 

There must have been a similar episode at some 
stage2 in Anatolia. You can just imagine one day an 
Ottoman Turk came up to3 a Greek and said pointing, 
“What’s that city called, my good man?” The Greek under-
stood the question as “Where does that road lead to4?”) 
and replied, ‘eis ten polin’, which means ‘to the city’. As a 
result, the capital of Turkey is called Istanbul. 

The English in America
When an English reconnoitre party5 arrived in what is 
modern-day Virginia in the late 16th Century they asked 
the local people (no doubt speaking loudly6 and clearly) 
“What is this place called, please?”. The Native Americans 
answered, windgancon – meaning “What beautiful clothes 
you are wearing!”. Unfortunately, Windgancon was only 
the name of the region for a short time; the colonists soon 
changed it to Virginia – in honour of the supposedly vir-
ginal Queen Elizabeth I. 

French Explorers
A number of theories surround the name of Canada. The 
one that is currently most popular with etymologists 
is that French explorer Jacques Cartier heard the local 
people referring to the place they lived as kanata and 
presumed that the word was the name of their village or 
of tribal lands. In fact, this word in Huron means simply 
‘camp’ or ‘village’. 

A much more amusing7 (though less probable) theory 
is that the name of Canada comes from an Iroquois 
expression which means something like, ‘Piss off! ’8

When the French first arrived in the Ivory Coast 
(which for some reason, we are now expected to call 
Côte d’Ivoire) they asked some native women where 
they were. The local ladies replied, “T’chan m’bi djan”, 

which the explorers studiously wrote down. 
Unfortunately, the women had understood, 
“What have you been doing?” and had 
answered, “I’m coming from cutting leaves9”. 
The phrase was immortalized in the name of 
the capital: Abidjan.

Let’s Have A Party
There is an annual carnival before Lent10 in 
Melbourne Australia that has been celebrated 
since 1954. It is called Moomba because the 
first organizers thought this was the local 
Aboriginal term for “Let’s have a party!”. It was 
only after the name had become firmly estab-
lished that the Native Australians revealed 
that moomba actually11 means ‘buttocks’12 or 
‘anus’. It was too late to change the name and 
the carnival is still called Moomba!

1 Ausgang means exit (= a road 
that lets you leave the motor-
way) in German. Every few 
hundred metres he had seen 
a sign pointing to Ausgang

2 at some stage – at some time/
moment

3 to come up to (come-came-
come) – approach

4 to lead to (lead-led-led) – go to
5 reconnoitre party – group of 
explorers

6 loudly – in a loud voice, at full 
volume

7 more amusing – funnier, more 
entertaining 

8 piss off! – (offensive) go away!
9 leaves – foliage 
10 Lent – (Christianity) 40 days of 

penitence before Holy Week

11 actually – (false friend) in fact, 
really

12 buttocks 
– backside 

Colonialists 
Aren’t 
Etymologists
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Demonyms

W hat adjective should be used to describe the citi-
zens of the United States? [No, facetious1 answers 

please!] You might say ‘North American’ but this is 
also technically wrong because in English Mexico and 
Canada are part of North America too. In fact, the least 
ambiguous adjectival form to use is ‘US’:
- They are both North American. She is a Mexican and he is 

a US citizen.

Britons and Bretons
North America is not the only part of the world where 
country and region names get confused2. For example, 
people from the UK are ‘Britons’ and the adjective used 
to describe people and things from that country is either 
‘British’ or ‘UK’:
- They sell over a thousand different UK food products. 
(Great) Britain should not be confused with Brittany – a 
region of northwest France – whose people are called 
Bretons. The adjective for Brittany is ‘Breton’ and the 
language the Bretons speak is also called ‘Breton’. Notice 
that although everybody in the UK can speak English 
only those people who come from England can be called 

‘English’. For example, the Scots for the moment are ‘Brit-
ish’ but they are not ‘English’ (and never have been).

Congolese?
Central Africa has its own similar problem. Since 1997 
the country formerly3 known as Zaire /zaiˈiə/ (adjective 
‘Zairean’) has been officially known as the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo. This name change was rather4 
confusing because the neighbouring5 country to the 
north-west is called The Republic of Congo. Now the 
two countries are differentiated as ‘Congo-Kinshasa’ 
and ‘Congo-Brazzaville’. The adjective ‘Congolese’ is still 
ambiguous, though ‘DRC’ is often used as the adjective 
for ‘former6 Zaire’. 

A similar problem affects the names of two West 
African nations: Niger /ni:ˈʒeə/ and Nigeria /naiˈdʒiəriə/. 
The adjective for Nigeria is ‘Nigerian’. Unfortunately, 
we don’t have an adjective for Niger, so we have to say 
‘of/from Niger’. 

Macedonia
The ancient homeland7 of Alexander the Great was 
Macedonia (also sometimes called ‘Macedon’). Macedo-
nia is also the name of the province of Greece centred 
on Thessaloniki. In 1991 the southern part of Yugoslavia 
became independent and named itself Macedonia. If 
there is a Greek person within earshot8 you have to say 
FYR9 Macedonia (adjective ‘FYR-Macedonian’). Notice 
that we do not call a diced10 fruit salad a ‘Macedonia’ 
(though if you want to be very pompous you can call it 
a ‘macédoine’).11

1 facetious – frivolous, jocular, 
joking

2 to get confused (get-got-got) 
– (in this case) be confused (by 
people)

3 formerly – previously 

4 rather – somewhat, quite, 
reasonably 

5 neighbouring – adjacent, 
next-door

6 former – ex- 
7 homeland – motherland, patria

8 within earshot – who can 
hear you

9 FYR – former-Yugoslav republic 
of

10 diced – cut into small cubes

11 this fruit salad does not 
come from Macedonia (FYR 
or otherwise). The origi-
nally French name refers to 
the mixture of peoples in 
Macedonia!

Confusing 
Demonyms
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Toponyms

M any ‘universal’ words are toponymous1: most 
people know that champagne comes from Cham-

pagne province in France and that sardines are named 
after2 the Italian island of Sardinia. The bikini got its 
name from the atomic bomb tests at Bikini Atoll3 in 
the Pacific.4 Other toponyms need little explanation: 
few people would be surprised to hear that Brussels 
sprouts5 are associated with the capital of Belgium. In 
this article we look at toponyms that are either peculiar 
to English, have an interesting etymology or are difficult 
to recognize as such6.

Toponymous Dogs
Many names for breeds7 of dogs are toponymous – just 
think of Alsatians and Dalmatians. Another breed of 
large8 dog is the labrador. These yellow or black dogs 
– which are typically used as guide dogs for the blind9 
– get their name from the coastal region of Labrador in 
Canada. And then there is the Pekinese, whose name 
comes from Peking, known today as Beijing. The spaniel 
was first used as a hunting10 dog in Ireland, however, the 
breed’s name refers to the country they were believed to 
have first come from – Spain. 

The Original Limo
A limousine is a large luxury car. The name comes from 
the province of Limousine in France. The word was ini-
tially applied11 to the first cars with proper12 protection 
against the weather. The collapsible hoods13 of these 
cars reminded people of the hoods worn14 by the people 
of Limousine.

China from... China
In English the uncountable noun china refers to porce-
lain. Obviously, the word comes from the name of The 
People’s Republic (via the Persian word chini).

1 toponymous – referring to 
place names

2 to name after – give sth. the 
name of sth. else

3 atoll – coral island in the form of 
a ring or a group of coral islands

4 the connection is that the 
swimsuit was considered 

‘explosive’
5 Brussels sprouts – spherical 
green vegetable that looks like 
very small cabbages

6 as such – (in this case) as 
toponyms

7 breed (n.) – type (of dog, cat, etc.)
8 large – (false friend) big 
9 the blind – people who cannot 
see

10 hunting – ‘sport’ of killing 
animals

11 to be applied to – be used to 
describe

12 proper – full, serious
13 collapsible hood – covering 

over the top of a car that can be 
open or closed

14 to wear (wear-wore-worn) – 
have on (as clothing), (in this 
case) use 

Toponyms: 
Around the 
World with 
English Words
Everyday English can be 
a lesson in geography.
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Toponyms

O ne area that has a large1 number of toponymous 
expressions is that of textiles. This is logical because 

fabrics2 were often identified in terms of where they 
came from. So, for example, there is a net-like3 material 
called tulle /tju:l/ that is used to make veils. The word 
comes from the French city of 
Tulle. 

It is much more difficult to 
decipher the toponym in satin 
/ˈsætin/. The name of this popular 
glossy4 fabric made of silk5 (or 
manmade6 fibres) comes (believe 
it or not) from the Chinese sea-
port of Qingjiang.

Meanwhile7, cashmere wool 
comes from a type of goat8 
common in Kashmir – a dis-
puted region between Pakistan 
and India. Still9 in the Indian 
Subcontinent, there is a type of 
white unprinted cotton cloth10 
called calico. This term originally 
referred to the Southern Indian 
coastal city of Kozhikode (for-
merly11 known as Calicut).  The 
East India Company originally 
brought the cloth to Europe 

from this trading12 station in Malabar. However, in the 
United States ‘calico’ is a cheap brightly-printed type of 
cotton cloth. From this we get the adjective ‘calico’ to 
describe a piebald13 animal. For example, a calico cat 
has orange and black patches14 – otherwise known as a 
‘tortoiseshell’15. 

Another textile with cat connections16 is angora. 
Angora wool originally referred to the silky hair of goats8 
or rabbits from Angora. Today the Turkish capital is 
called Ankara.

The name of damask also comes from the Middle 
East. This is a figured17 woven18 fabric2 made of silk or 
linen19 with a pattern20 visible on both sides. The word 
damask refers to the Syrian capital, Damacus. 

Returning to the Middle East, 
the name of muslin /ˈmʌzlin/ 
comes from Mosul in neigh-
bouring21 Iraq. In British English 
muslin is a fine delicately 
woven18 cotton fabric2. By con-
trast, in US English muslin is a 
coarse22 cotton cloth, suitable for 
shirts and sheets23. 

Continuing in the region, 
gauze is a very thin material used 
for making bandages24. The term 
comes from the name of the Pal-
estinian city of Gaza. 

Toponyms have even come 
into English from the depths25 
of Central Asia. One example is 
buckram, a type of stiffened26 
cloth used for making collars27 
and lining28. Buckram is a cor-
ruption of the name Bukhara 
in Uzbekistan.

1 large – (false friend) big, 
significant 

2 fabric – (false friend) type of 
cloth/textile

3 net-like – similar to a net (= 
mesh)

4 glossy – shiny, lustrous, bright
5 silk – a delicate soft thread 
produced by caterpillars to 
make their cocoons and used to 
make textile

6 manmade – artificial 
7 meanwhile – at the same time
8 goat – (Capra) type of farm 
animal

9 still – (in this case) continuing
10 cloth – textile 
11 formerly – previously 

12 trading (adj.) – commercial 
13 piebald – dabbled, spotted
14 patch – blotch, irregular mark
15 tortoiseshell – (literally) like 

the ‘home’ of some tortoises

16 an angora cat has long fluffy 
hair

17 figured – marked with figures/
illustrations

18 woven /ˈwouvən/ – made by 
repeatedly crossing a single 
thread through two sets of long 
threads on a loom (= a special 
frame)

19 linen – strong cloth made 
using fibres from the flax plant 
(Linum usitatissimum)

20 pattern – design, decoration, 
motif

21 neighbouring – nearby, 
adjacent

22 coarse – rough (opposite of 
‘smooth’)

23 sheets – bedclothes 
24 bandage – covering for a 

wound (= serious cut)
25 depths – (in this case) remot-

est parts
26 stiffened – made more rigid
27 collar – (false friend) part of a 

piece of clothing that covers 
the neck

28 lining – extra layer (= covering) 
inside a piece of clothing

Toponymous 
Textiles
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Toponyms

Clothing
Jeans may be considered All-American but the word is a 
corruption of the name of the Italian city of Genoa. The 
tough1 material from which jeans are made is called 
denim. The term, which was originally serge2 de Nim, 
comes from the name of the French city of Nimes. 

Jodhpurs are trousers of a very different type. They 
are baggy3 at the top and tight4 below the knees5 and 
are worn6 by horse-riders. The word comes from the 
name of the Indian city of Jodhpur. 

In English a woollen facemask (as worn by bank-
robbers and terrorists) is called a balaclava. The name 
comes from Balaclava, the site of an important battle in 
1854 in the Crimea War. 

A duffel coat is a type of thick hooded7 coat. The word 
comes from Duffel near Antwerp in Belgium.

One synonym for a pullover/sweater in English is 
jersey. This word comes from the name of one of the 
Channel Islands, Jersey. 

A tuxedo8 - often shortened to ‘tux’ – comes from the 
name of the Tuxedo Park Country Club9 in New York.10 

Finally, the usual name for a neckcloth11 is a cravat. 
This word is a corruption of Hrvat – the name by which 
Croatians who served as mercenaries in the French army 
in the Seventeenth Century referred to themselves. 

Food & Drink
A currant is a type of dried12 grape13. The term is a 
deformation of the name of the Greek city of Corinth. 
Meanwhile14, there is a type of plum15 called a damson. 
This fruit was believed to come from Damascus because 
it was introduced into southern Europe from the Syria 
capital in the Middle Ages. Peach16 is also indirectly a 
toponymous word. The English word comes from the 
Latin term, persicum, which meant ‘Persian (plum)’.

Other food and drink toponyms include: bourbon 
(whiskey) – from Bourbon County17 in Kentucky; sherry – 
from a corruption of the name of Jerez in Spain; and may-
onnaise – from the city of Mahon in Minorca.

1 tough /tʌf/ – (in this case) 
resistant

2 the French word serge refers 
to a type of textile

3 baggy – loose-fitting, ample, 
voluminous, (literally) bag-like

4 tight – close-fitting, secure
5 knee – articulation in the 
middle of one’s leg 

6 to wear (wear-wore-worn) – 
dress in, (in this case) use

7 hooded – with a hood (= cover-
ing for the head)

8 tuxedo (US English) – dinner 
jacket

9 country club – (US English) 
exclusive sports and social club

10 notice that a tuxedo is never 
called a ‘smoking jacket’. A 
smoking jacket was a comfort-
able jacket worn by Victorian 
gentlemen when they smoked 
after dinner (similar to a 
dressing gown/bath robe).

11 neckcloth – covering for the 
neck

12 dried – desiccated 
13 grape – fruit from which wine 

is made
14 meanwhile – at the same time
15 plum – (Prunus) type of fruit 

that is purple on the outside 
and yellow inside

16 peach – (Prunus persica) fruit 
with a soft pink-yellow outside 
that is yellow and juicy inside

17 county – rural administrative 
district

Toponymous 
Food & 
Clothing
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Toponyms

W here there is an anglicized version of a for-
eign place name, should we replace it with the 

local-language name? Is it wrong to say Saragossa, 
Moscow, Corunna, Munich, Naples and Florence? Appar-
ently, the problem started when Peking was changed to 
Beijing. This was followed by Bombay becoming Mumbai.

Consistency
The problem is to find some sort of criterion to deter-
mine which names should change and which should 
not. Is there any logic calling the Chinese capital Beijing 
if we continue to call the People’s Republic ‘China’ rather 
than1 Zhong Guo? If we say: “respect city names but retain 
the translated names of countries” – what happens with 
regions?

Pronunciation Problems
Often names are changed because certain sounds don’t 
exist in English. That’s why Den Haag, München, Køben-
havn, Mallorca and Coruña were changed into The 
Hague, Munich, Copenhagen, Majorca and Corunna in 
English.

The Long Blue River
Sometimes using a local name is not enough. Once2 
Jesuit missionaries knew the Yangtze3 River as ‘the Blue 
River’ to distinguish it from the Yellow River (translation 
of Huang Ho). Now we are being urged4 to use ‘Chang 
Jiang’ (= long river) instead of5 Yangtze River because 
that is currently the preferred name in the People’s 
Republic.

A Sign of Importance
There is an argument that we only change the names of 
cities we consider important. That’s why the French and 
Spanish call London Londres but leave Birmingham as is; 

the city in the west Midlands6 has never had important 
ties7 to the Continent. 

In any case, should we only use the local name if the 
people in that country respect English names – for exam-
ple languages that say ‘New York’ instead of5 Nuovo York 
or Nueva York? Do only English-speakers obsess about 
such things?

The Chinese Solution
While English worries about de-Anglicizing foreign top-
onyms, the Chinese8 have been busy recently ‘trans-
lating’ foreign place names. The new toponyms are 
transliterations9 of the foreign place names that pro-
duce both an approximation of the sound of the original 
name and a complimentary10 translation in Chinese. 
So, for instance11, London becomes lundun (= match-
ing12 honest), New York is turned into niuyue (= bond13 
agreement), England morphs into ingguo (= country of 
heroes) and America is meiguo (= beautiful country). 
Nobody could possibly complain about14 such positive 
translations.

1 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of 

2 once – at one time (in the past) 
3 Yangtze (yang zi) means 
‘prosperous child’

4 to urge – encourage, pressure

5 instead of – as opposed to, in 
preference to

6 i.e. Birmingham
7 tie (n.) – (in this case) connec-
tion, relationship

8 the Chinese – Chinese people 

9 transliteration – representa-
tion of a term in the characters 
of a different language

10 complimentary – flattering, 
admiring

11 for instance – for example 

12 matching – corresponding 
13 bond – thing that ties down or 

formalizes
14 to complain about – protest 

about, object to

De-Anglicizing 
Place Names



The quiet village of Piltdown; at the heart of an 
international scandal!

Artist's impression of 
Piltdown Man

The Piltdown gang: Dawson standing centre right, 
Woodward standing far right
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History

I n 1908 the Sussex solicitor1 and keen2 amateur palae-
ontologist Charles Dawson (1864-1916) was presented 

with3 curious bone4 fragments by local workmen. The 
workmen who knew of Dawson’s pas-
sion for archaeology were more than 
willing to5 point out6 the exact spot in 
the gravel pit7 in Piltdown where the 
fragments had been found. Understand-
ably, Dawson’s interest was piqued8 and 
such was his unremitting9 passion for 
geology and palaeontology, a passion 
nurtured in his childhood years, that 
the solicitor1 began conducting his own 
excavation in the pit. Over the follow-
ing two and a half years, Dawson spent 

many an hour10 digging11 in the gravel 
pit7, but it was not until the autumn of 
1911 that he found another larger piece 
of bone. This was part of the frontal 
region of a skull12 which included a por-
tion of the ridge13 extending over the 
left eyebrow14. Sometime later Dawson, 
this time accompanied by Arthur 
Smith Woodward (1864-1944), Keeper of 
Geology at the British Natural History 
Museum, found an apelike15 jawbone16 
at the same gravel pit7. With these few 

bones the pair reconstructed the entire head of what 
they triumphantly called ‘Piltdown Man’. Woodward, 
cock-a-hoop17 at the discovery was confident18 enough 
to report in the highly19 prestigious journal Nature that 
“remains20 of a human skull12 and mandible, considered 
to belong to the early Pleistocene period21, have been 
discovered by Mr Charles Dawson in the gravel deposit 
north of Lewes, Sussex”. Both men claimed22 that this 
was indeed23 “the long-awaited missing link” and Wood-
ward proceeded to name it Eoanthropus Dawsoni or Daw-
son’s Dawn24 Man.

1 solicitor – lawyer, legal 
representative

2 keen – enthusiastic 
3 to present sb. with sth. – give 
sth. to sb. 

4 bone (adj.) – osseous 
5 to be willing to – be ready to, 
be prepared to

6 to point out – indicate 
7 gravel /ˈgrævəl/ pit – place 
where gravel (= aggregation of 
small rounded stones) are mined

8 to pique – stimulate, arouse
9 unremitting – constant, 
endless

10 many an hour – a lot of hours 
11 to dig (dig-dug-dug) – excavate 
12 skull – cranium 
13 ridge – elevated line
14 eyebrow – upper limit of the 

eye-socket marked by a band 
of hair

15 apelike – simian

16 jawbone – mandible 
(technical)

17 to be cock-a-hoop – be elated, 
be euphoric 

18 to be confident – be self-
assured, (in this case) be 
convinced

19 highly – very 
20 remains – fragments 
21 the period from approxi-

mately 2.5 million years ago 
to 11,700 years ago

22 to claim – declare 
23 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
24 dawn – sunrise, sunup 

Piltdown:
the Dawn Man
by Colman Keane



Piltdown Man

Charles Dawson
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History

B y the time the discovery was announced in Decem-
ber 1912 at a meeting of the Geological Society held1 

in Burlington Gardens London, it was hailed2 by the 
majority of the scientific community as the missing evo-
lutionary link between ape3 and man. The remains4 
were estimated to be about half a million years old. Not 
surprisingly, the press had a field day5. Newspapers 
all over the world ran sensational headlines6 and the 
extraordinary story commanded front page headlines 
in over a score7 of major British, European and Amer-
ican broadsheets8. The New York Times9 announced 
that “Darwin’s theory has been proved true” and that 
“a race of apelike10 and 
speechless11 men inhabited 
England hundreds of thou-
sands of years ago where 
they had for their neigh-
bours the mastodon and 
other animals now extinct”. 
The Guardian claimed12 it 
was “one of the most import-
ant pre-historic finds13 of 
our time” while The London 
Times was full of the story 
stressing14 that “the true 
missing link was a British 
missing link”.

A Sceptical Minority
When in late August 1913 the Jesuit priest15 and noted 
palaeontologist Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, who had met 
and worked with Dawson on several occasions, found 
a projecting lower canine in the same quarry16 close to 
the very17 spot where the jaw18 had been found, Smith 
Woodward was delighted19. The tooth, he argued, ful-
filled his prediction of his shape20, size and wear21 and 

in his view confirmed that the so-called 
Piltdown Man was indeed22 from the 
Pleistocene period23. Nevertheless, from 
the very outset24 there were dissent-
ing voices most notably those of Hugo 
Obermaier25 and Marcellin Boule 26 
who raised doubts as to27 whether28 
that apelike10 jaw18 and human skull29 
belonged to the same individual. How-
ever, their arguments were swept 
aside30 and the new species was 
accepted by a majority of the scientific 
community as a major find13 and for 
decades the skull was regarded by sci-
entists as31 an authentic specimen.

1 to hold (hold-held-held) – (in 
this case) organize 

2 to hail – welcome, celebrate 
3 ape (n.) – simian 
4 remains – skeletal fragment, 

fossil 
5 to have a field day (have-had-
had) – have a great time, enjoy 
an opportunity for hyperbole

6 headline – title in a newspaper 
7 a score – twenty 
8 broadsheet – (historical) 
enormous newspaper (considered 
more serious than ‘tabloids’)

9 Sunday, 22 December 1912. 
10 apelike (adj.) – simian
11 speechless – (in this case) not 

able to talk 
12 to claim – state, declare, say 
13 find – discovery 
14 to stress – emphasize 
15 priest – churchman, cleric
16 quarry /’kwori/ – place where 

stone is extracted 
17 very – exact, precise 
18 jaw – mandible (technical)
19 to be delighted – be euphoric
20 shape – form 

21 wear – erosion 
22 indeed – (emphatic) really 
23 the period from approxi-

mately 2.5 million years ago 
to 11,700 years ago

24 the very outset – (emphatic) 
start, beginning

25 (1877-1946) This distin-
guished German specialized 
in the archaeology and 
palaeontology of Spain 
and worked at the Muséum 
National d´Histoire Natur-
elle in Paris.

26 (1861-1942) He was Profes-
sor of Anthropology at the 
Muséum National d´Histoire 
Naturelle in Paris.

27 to raise doubts as to 
– question 

28 whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot 
be used after a preposition)

29 skull – cranium 
30 to sweep aside (sweep-swept-

swept) – ignore
31 to regard as – consider to be 

Piltdown: 
‘The First 
Englishman’
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History

N ot until 1953 did a team made 
up of1 Joseph Weiner, Kenneth 

Oakley and Wilfred Le Gros use a 
radioactive fluorine-based test to date 
the skull2. The research team con-
cluded that the skull fragments were 
many thousands of years older than 
the jawbone3. Furthermore, they 
determined that the jaw had been 
stained4 with potassium dichromate 
to make it look older. Evidently, some-
one had planted the jaw and skull2 
fragments at the Piltdown site in what 
was a frightful5 case of scientific 
skulduggery6. Piltdown was undoubt-
edly the most brazen7 and damag-
ing8 scientific hoax9 of all time. It set 
the development10 of evolutionary 
research back11 by decades and much 
research time was aimlessly12 wasted 
following false leads13. 

Not surprisingly, since Weiner’s 
The Piltdown Forgery14 was published, 
many suspects have been proposed. 
The culprit15 has never been really dis-
covered and so the story is to this day 

a fascinating whodunit16 with many possible perpetra-
tors in the frame17. The list of suspects includes Dawson, 
Woodward, Conan Doyle (who was living at Crowbor-
ough at the time), Teilhard de Chardin and Martin Hinton 
(1883-1961).

Prime Suspects 
The prime suspect in the late 20th 
Century was Martin Hinton. In 1911, 
Hinton wrote to Woodward offering 
his services to the British Museum. 
Woodward was unable to18 accede 
to Hinton’s request19 and it is possible 
that Hinton decided to play an elabo-
rate hoax9 on a man who had refused 
him regular employment. A ‘smoking 
gun’20 against Hinton was found in 1978 
when a trunk21 bearing22 his initials23, 
was discovered in the British Museum 
containing fossils apparently treated 
in the same manner as the Piltdown 
remains24. This was taken as proof 
that Hinton had played a mammoth25 
practical joke26, a prank27 which, in 
the words of Professor Peter Bowler, 
“had gone horribly wrong28, and was 
designed to make Woodward look a 
fool29”. According to this theory, Hinton 
realized30 when so many scientists 
jumped on the bandwagon31 from 
1912 onwards32 that it would be profes-
sional suicide to expose his prank.

Then, in 2003 Dr Miles Russell pub-
lished evidence that Dawson’s whole 
academic career33 was based on “fraud 
and deception34” – including 38 sepa-
rate forgeries14 – in order to gain “inter-
national recognition”.

1 made up of – composed of
2 skull – cranium 
3 jawbone – mandible (technical)
4 to stain – discolour
5 frightful – terrible, scandalous 
6 skulduggery – fraudulence, 

machinations
7 brazen – audacious, flagrant 
8 damaging – bad for one’s 

reputation
9 hoax /houks/ – elaborate 

imposture 
10 development – advance

 

11 to set sth. back (set-set-set) – 
postpone the progress of sth., 
delay sth.

12 aimlessly – for no purpose, in 
a futile way

13 lead /li:d/ – (in this case) 
evidence 

14 forgery – fake, hoax
15 culprit – person to blame, 

person responsible
16 whodunit – mystery
17 in the frame – under 

consideration
18 was unable to – was not able 

to, couldn’t 

19 request – act of asking for sth., 
(in this case) proposal 

20 smoking gun – a piece of 
apparently incontrovertible 
incriminating evidence 

21 trunk – chest, big suitcase 
22 bearing – inscribed with 
23 M. A. C. H. denoting Martin 

Alistair Campbell Hinton.
24 remains – fragment, fossil 
25 mammoth (adj.) – enormous, 

gigantic
26 practical joke – trick, strata-

gem designed to ridicule  
27 prank – practical joke26, hoax9 

28 to go wrong (go-went-gone) 
– misfire, not have the desired 
result

29 fool – idiot, imbecile 
30 to realize – (false friend) 

become conscious 
31 to jump on the bandwagon 
– support/defend sth. that is 
popular/fashionable

32 from 1912 onwards – after 
1912 

33 career – trajectory 
34 deception – (false friend) 

duplicity, fraudulence

Piltdown 
Man: the Hoax 
Revealed
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Dinosaurs

Dinosaurs for Kids
Of course there is not one answer to that question. To 
start with, fascination with dinosaurs is partly age related. 
It has been noted that children between four and 10 tend 
to find dinosaurs tantalizing2. Of course, if you ask five-
year-olds what they like about dinosaurs, they’ll tell you 
that they’re ‘neat’3, which doesn’t help much. Palaeontol-
ogist Stephen Jay Gould (1941-2002) gave a more helpful 
explanation when he said that dinosaurs are “big, scary 
and (fortunately for us) dead”. So, dinosaurs are scary 
but not terrifying. I think there is another attraction, too. 
There is a standard scale in a child’s world that goes 
from the small but visible to grownup4 size5. There are 
living things that are a bit bigger – some children encoun-
ter horses and cows occasionally – but there is clearly a 
‘normal’ size range6. Creatures that are completely out-
side that ‘normal’ are thus7 fascinating and apparently 
supernatural. Moreover, the idea that there existed mon-
sters that dwarf8 grownups4 even more than adults 
dwarf children is comforting.

Dinosaurs for Grownups
The appeal9 of dinosaurs to adults is somewhat different. 
Dinosaurs connect with our love of science fiction. They 
inhabit an alternative world where other, non-human 
rules10 apply11 but they have the advantage over science 

fiction that they actually12 existed. Moreover, curiously 
we can relate to13 them in a way that we can’t relate to 
most creatures today. Many, possibly most dinosaurs 
were bipedal like us. Indeed14, it seems that some dino-
saurs, such as Bambiraptor feinbergi or Iguanodon, even 
had the equivalent of opposable thumbs15.

Adults also love dinosaurs as metaphor. The dino-
saurs disappear (if we ignore avian dinosaurs16) despite 
the fact that they dominated the world for many tens of 
millions of years. We often need reminding of17 this to 
check18 our own hubris19. 

Finally, dinosaurs are perfect for popular science. 
In recent decades we discover a new dinosaur every 
fortnight20 or so. Moreover, every few years there is a 
paradigm shift21. How can physics, maths or geology 
compete with that?

1 animals such as mammoths, 
mastodons and sabre-tooth 
tigers 

2 tantalizing – fascinating, 
mesmerizing 

3 neat – (in this case) cool, great 
4 grownup – (colloquial) adult 

human 
5 size – dimensions, proportions 
6 range – diversity, scope 

7 thus – for this reason 
8 to dwarf sb. – make sb. look 
small

9 appeal – attractiveness, 
fascination 

10 rules – limitations 
11 to apply – be in force, pertain 
12 actually – (false friend) really 
13 to relate to – respond to, feel 

an affinity for 

14 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
15 opposable thumb – opposa-

ble digit on a human hand
16 avian dinosaur – bird 
17 to need reminding of – need 

to remember 
18 to check – limit, control 
19 hubris /ˈhju:bris/ – arrogance, 

vanity 
20 fortnight – two weeks 

21 paradigm /ˈpærəˌdaim/ 
shift – fundamental change in 
knowledge

Why 
Dinosaurs?
Why do dinosaurs fascinate people? 
We know of creatures that are 
older. We know more about the 
megafauna of the Pleistocene1.

23
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A dragon-like dinosaur or a dinosaur-like dragon?

Tsintaosaurus 
spinorhinus      
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Dinosaurs

Dragons
Dinosaur fossils have been thought to be dragon’s teeth 
and bones1 in China for millennia. In the 2nd Century BCE 
dinosaur fossils were unearthed2 during the building 
of the Dragon-Head Waterway3 and documented. As 
recently as 2007, dinosaur fossils were being ground 

up4 by Chinese farmers and used as medical ‘remedies’ 
for diverse ailments5. The connection is so well estab-
lished in the People’s Republic that many dinosaur names 
include the word long, which means ‘dragon’. 

Gryphons
There is compelling6 evidence that the gryphons7 of Eur-
asian legends emerged from ancient discoveries of Proto-
ceratops’ fossils (just as the Cyclopes emerged from the 
discovery of mammoth8 skulls9). 

Jobars, the Unktehi & Thunderbirds
In Africa the Tuareg of Niger /ˈni:ʒeə/ have long identified 
dinosaur fossils as those of the Jobar monster of local 
legends. This was acknowledged10 by palaeontologists 
in 1997 when they named a new Jurassic species from 
the region Jobaria tiguidensis. 

Over in the New World it is believed that Sioux myths 
about a water monster called Unktehi which was killed 
by ‘Thunderbirds’11 may have been inspired by fossils of 
dinosaurs and pterosaurs, respectively.

Unicorns
There was even a unicorn dinosaur: Tsintaosaurus 
spinorhinus. While12 the Ancients probably did not know 
about fossils of this Cretaceous dinosaur from Shandong 
Province in China, it is interesting to note that this 
herbivore’s horn13 came out of its forehead14 just15 like a 
unicorn’s and unlike16 a rhinoceros’s.

1 bones – skeletal material, (in 
this case) fossils

2 to unearth – discover, dig up, 
excavate

3 waterway – canal 
4 to grind sth. up (grind-ground-
ground) – triturate 

5 ailment – medical problem 

6 compelling – convincing 
7 also spelt ‘griffin’
8 mammoth – type of extinct ele-
phant of the Pleistocene epoch

9 skull – cranium 
10 to acknowledge – concede, 

recognize

11 thunderbird – a 
mythical  
monstrous bird

12 while – (in this 
case) although 

13 horn 
– protuberance

14 forehead – brow, the area 
above one’s eyes 

15 just – (in this case) exactly 
16 unlike – in contrast to 

Myth and 
Dinosaurs
Many of the world’s myths 
may have been the result 
of ancient fossil finds.

23
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Dinosaurs

The Victorians
The Victorians invented palaeontology. Before 1830 
everyone accepted that the world had been created by 
God on Sunday 23rd October, 4004BC (a few minutes 
before midnight, apparently). There 
was no palaeontology because 
there was nowhere for it to go. 
Then geologist Charles Lyell proved 
that the world was millions of years 
old. Suddenly1, there was a remote 
past in which the gigantic fossilized 
monsters that people were discov-
ering across the country could live 
in. In 1842 anatomist Richard Owen 
coined2 the word ‘dinosaur’3. Then, 
in 1854 when the Crystal Palace in 
which the Great Exhibition had been 
displayed4 was moved to Syden-
ham, Owen filled the surrounding 
gardens with concrete5 models of 
the dinosaurs whose fossils people 
had been digging up6 for decades. 
It was a stroke7 of genius; the pub-
lic’s imagination was ignited and 
dinomania was born. Owen inciden-
tally was a bit of a crackpot8. He 
delighted in9 dissecting the animals 
that had died at London Zoo and 
one day his wife came home to find 
a dead rhino in the hallway10!

The Bone Wars
By the 1850s dinomania had spread to11 the USA 
and two rich Americans – Edward Drinker Cope 
and Othniel Charles Marsh – exhausted their for-
tunes in a fossil feud12 that became known as ‘the 
bone wars’. On the plus side13, between them they 
discovered 144 species of dinosaur – including 
iconic species such as Brontosaurus, Stegosaurus, 
Triceratops, Allosaurus and Diplodocus; they rev-
olutionized our understanding of the Mesozoic14. 
However, at the same time both men resorted to15 
spying, theft16, bribery17 and violence in pursuit 
of18 their rivalry. Their teams of palaeontologists 
sometimes acted more like thugs19 stoning20 each 
other from rival sites21. Marsh even dynamited one 
promising excavation at Como Bluff rather than22 
let it fall into Cope’s hands!

The cowboy attitude of US palaeontologists 
didn’t die with Marsh and Cope but it was less 
destructive in the 20th Century. Roy Chapman 
Andrews, the inspiration for ‘Indiana Jones’, took 
the science to Mongolia in the 1920s. In 1985 astro-
naut Loren Acton took a Maiasaura Peeblesorum 
fossil with him on the space shuttle23, making it 
the first dinosaur in outer space!

1 suddenly – abruptly, 
unexpectedly 

2 coin – invent (a term)
3 dinosaur – (literally) terrible 
(= deinós in Greek via Latin) + 
lizard (= saûros in Greek)

4 to display – exhibit, show 
5 concrete – type of artificial 
stone made from cement and 
gravel 

6 to dig up (dig-dug-dug) – dis-
cover, excavate 

7 stroke – (in this case) act 
8 crackpot – eccentric, madman 
9 to delight in – enjoy 
10 hallway – hall, entrance to a 

home 
11 to spread to (spread-spread-

spread) – extend to, propagate 
to 

12 feud – fierce rivalry, vendetta 
13 on the plus side – what was 

positive was that
14 Mesozoic – the age of the 

dinosaurs (the Triassic, Jurassic 
and Cretaceous periods)

15 to resort to – turn to, adopt, 
utilize 

16 theft – robbery 
17 bribery – illegal payments 

18 in pursuit of – to advance 
19 thug – hooligan, bandit 
20 to stone – throw stones/

rocks at 
21 site – excavation 
22 rather than – as opposed to, in 

preference to 
23 space shuttle – spaceship that 

can return to Earth for reuse

Early 
Adventures in 
Palaeontology
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Tyrannosaurus rex once reigned supreme in the popu-
lar imagination. Nothing could rival the gigantic killing 
machine. Then slowly as palaeontology advanced over 
recent decades a series of rivals to the tyrant’s throne1 
emerged; both Spinosaurus and Gigantosaurus were 
bigger and meaner2 than the reigning king of the dino-
saurs. Worse still, T. rex’s terrible reputation suffered a 
series of body blows3.

15 years ago a team from Berkeley concluded that 
the T. rex’s top speed would have been about 18km/h 
suggesting that it couldn’t 
chase down4 any but5 the 
slowest of herbivores. A 
T.-rex tooth6 embedded7 
in a healed8 wound9 in a 
herbivore’s tail10 suggests 
that the Tyrannosaurs did 
hunt11 at least occasionally 
but they probably lived 
primarily off12 carrion13. The 
Californian palaeontologists’ 
conclusions were based on 

the tyrannosaurs’ leg muscles but there is another reason 
that the T. rex may not have been up to14 too much 
vigorous hunting. Detailed inspections of specimens have 
led to the conclusion that the giant carnivores suffered 
from gout15. Other dinosaurs suffered from septic 
arthritis, and this may have affected T. rex too. However, 
tyrannosaurs almost certainly did not suffer from cancer 
as this seems to have only affected hadrosaurs16 for 
some reason. 

Chicken Big
Suffering painful joints17 is one thing but at least T. rex could 
strike a pretty terrifying pose18, right? Well, not necessar-
ily. There is increasing evidence that the tyrannosaurs were 
covered in multi-coloured feathers making it look more 
like a giant chicken than a terrible lizard. Indeed19, blood20 
sequencing from Harvard Medical School suggests that 
the T. rex’s closest living relative21 is in fact the chicken. 
Likewise22, research from Spain in 2015 suggests that the 
feet of carnivorous dinosaurs like the tyrannosaurs were 
similar to those of chickens and ostriches23. 

However, some discoveries have made the tyrant king 
more fearsome24. It is now believed that T. rex hunted 
in packs25, which not only means that their prey26 had 
to contend with27 more of the carnivores but also that, 
necessarily, they were more intelligent than we previously 
thought. In fact, their brains were bigger than ours in 
absolute terms.

1 throne – (in this case) domi-
nance, supremacy

2 meaner – nastier, more vicious 
3 body blow – setback, reverse 
4 to chase down – catch 
5 but – (in this case) except for 
6 tooth – fang, denticulation 
7 embedded – inserted 
8 healed – that had cured itself/
got better

9 wound – lesion 
10 tail – appendage that is a flexi-

ble extension of the vertebrae 

11 did hunt – (emphatic) hunted, 
pursued, caught

12 to live off – eat, consume
13 carrion – cadavers of animals 

as food for scavengers
14 to be up to sth. – be in 

condition for 
15 gout /gaut/ – painful arthritic 

medical problem caused by 
defective metabolism 

16 hadrosaur – big bipedal 
Cretaceous herbivore

17 joint – (in this case) articulation 

18 to strike a pretty terrifying 
pose (strike-struck-struck) – 
look frightening 

19 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
20 blood (adj.) – relating to the 

red liquid in veins and arteries 
21 relative – relation 
22 likewise – in a similar way 
23 ostrich – (Struthio camelus) 

big flightless African bird
24 fearsome – terrifying 
25 pack – group 
26 prey – victims 

27 to contend with – worry about, 
deal with 

The 
Tyrannosaur’s 
Odyssey
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W hat is a bird? Your first instinct is prob-
ably to say an animal that flies and has 

feathers1. However, a moment’s reflection will 
tell you that these attributes are inadequate. 
A number of birds – such as kiwis, ostriches2, 
penguins and emus – don’t fly and many crea-
tures that are not birds – such as insects, and 
bats – do. Indeed3, we know that birds did not evolve 
from the best-known prehistoric fliers: pterodactyls. 
Both saurischians4 and ornithiscians5 had plumage 
but, despite the name, birds are descended from thero-
pod saurischians, not Ornithiscia. Translating from the 
Greek, palaeontology says that avian dinosaurs (i.e. birds) 
evolved from lizard-hipped6 dinosaurs rather than7 
bird-hipped8 dinosaurs. If we ignore the pelvis, birds 
have a lot in common with theropods like velociraptors – 
from the structure of their eggs, their joints9, their med-
ullary bones10 and their feet to their nests11. Velocirap-
tors were also covered in feathers1. 

The Incredible Shrinking12 Theropod
The idea that birds had evolved from dinosaurs was pro-
posed by Thomas Henry Huxley back in 1876. However, 
the connection was rejected13 from the 1920s to the 

1960s. Then, in 1964 John Ostrom discovered Deinony-
chus, a missing link between Velociraptors and birds. The 
extraordinary thing is that the evolution from theropods 
to birds involved 50 million years of continual shrink-
ing14, according to research from the South Australian 
University, published in 2014. The shrinkage involved 
1,549 skeletal changes and ran through15 120 species 
over the period. The process took the average16 weight 
of an adult from 238kg to 0.5kg. We tend to think of 
dinosaurs as vast but diminishing17 size obviously pro-
vided competitive advantages for this line of theropods. 
It allowed18 them to leap19, then glide20 and climb trees 
and finally to fly. It also meant that they could chase21 
insects. Whether it was the ability to fly in search of 
scarce22 food or the fact that they were insectivores, the 
serendipitous23 changes allowed18 avian dinosaurs to 
survive, unlike24 the rest of their clade25.

1 feathers – plumage 
2 ostrich – a big flightless African 

bird

3 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
4 saurischians /̩ sɔ:ˈriskiənz/– one 

of the two principal groups of 
dinosaurs. Saurischians had 
a pelvic structure like that 
of lizards (= iguanas, Komodo 
dragons, etc.)

5 ornithischian /̩ɔ:rniˈθiskiənz/– 
member of one of the two 
principal groups of dinosaurs. 
Ornithischians had pelvic 
structures like that of 
modern birds

6 lizard-hipped – saurischian, 
having a pelvic structure like 
that of a lizard (e.g. an iguana or 
a Komodo dragon)

7 rather than – as opposed to, 
instead of 

8 bird-hipped – ornithiscian, 
having a pelvic structure like 
that of a bird 

9 joint – (in this case) skeletal 
articulation

10 bone – piece of a verte-
brate’s skeleton

11 nest – structure 
in which a bird or 
dinosaur keeps its eggs

12 shrinking – decreasing in size, 
becoming smaller 

13 to reject – refuse to accept, 
opposite of ‘accept’

14 shrinking – shrinkage, 
reduction in size 

15 to run through (run-ran-run) – 
involve, affect 

16 average – typical, median 
17 diminishing – reducing 
18 to allow – permit, enable 
19 to leap – jump 
20 to glide – float through the air 
21 to chase – pursue, hunt 
22 scarce – insufficient, opposite 

of ‘abundant’ 
23 serendipitous – fortunate 
24 unlike – in contrast to 
25 the rest of their clade – (in 

this case) other dinosaurs, non-
avian dinosaurs

Avian 
Dinosaurs
All birds are dinosaurs but 
not all dinosaurs were birds. 
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A Deinonychus

A Kulindadromeus
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Dinosaurs

G reco-Roman statues look ‘right’ in white marble1. 
Their monochrome makes them look ‘classical’ 

compared to the colours of other sculptural traditions. It 
therefore comes as a bit of a shock to discover that all 
Greek and Roman sculptures were originally painted in 
bright colours; it’s simply that the paint has fallen off over 
the intervening2 millennia. 

A surprisingly similar disconcerting revelation has 
occurred in palaeontology. Dinosaurs were always pre-
sented in dull3 tones of green and brown – and 50 
shades4 of grey – until very recently. However, in 2010 
a British and Chinese team announced that they had 

1 marble – hard crystalline meta-
morphic translucent stone 

2 intervening – intermediate
3 dull – sombre, opposite of 
‘colourful’

4 shade – tone
5 feathers – plumage 
6 stripe – band, streak 
7 patch – mark, big spot 
8 to strengthen – consolidate 

9 to develop – (in this case) 
evolve 

10 display – exhibition 
11 scaly /ˈskeili/ – squamate, like the 

cutaneous covering of a reptile 
12 scales – resilient cutaneous 

covering of a reptiles body 
13 feathered – that have plumage 
14 dino-fuzz – type of 

proto-plumage that was downy 
(= fluffy) 

15 saurischians /̩ sɔ:ˈriskiənz/– 
one of the two principal groups 
of dinosaurs. Saurischians 
had a pelvic structure like 
that of lizards (= iguanas, 
Komodo dragons, etc.)

16 ribbon – (literally) long thin 
section of textile

17 ornithischian /̩ɔ:rniˈθiskiən/– 
member of one of the two 
principal groups of dinosaurs. 

Ornithischians had pelvic 
structures like that of 
modern birds 

18 half (plural ‘halves’) – one of 
two parts that together form 
a group 

19 to inherit sth. – (in this case) 
derive sth. genetically

Dinosaurs
in Technicolor

managed to identify pigment in a variety of dinosaurs’ 
feathers5 using electron microscopy. The results sug-
gested that dinosaurs – far from being dull3 – had black, 
white, brown, red and yellow stripes6 and patches7 in 
their plumage. This strengthens8 the theory that feath-
ers5 developed9 for display10 purposes and were only 
adapted for flight much later. 

We will probably never know if scaly11 dinosaurs were 
colourful because fossilized scales12 do not retain pig-
ment, apparently. However, given that we now know that 
feathered13 dinosaurs were colourful, the logical con-
clusion would seem to be that all dinosaurs were. In any 
case it is becoming increasingly clear that more and more 
dinosaurs had plumage, proto-feathers or dino-fuzz14. 
We used to think that only saurischians15 were feath-
ered. However, in 2014 a team from the Royal Belgian 
Institute of Natural Sciences in Brussels discovered that 
Kulindadromeus zabaikalicus had three types of feath-
ers5: proto-feathers, dino-fuzz and strange ‘ribbon’16 
feathers5. This is significant because K. zabaikalicus was 
an ornithischian17, not a saurischian. In other words both 
halves18 of the dinosaur family tree developed feathers5 
or inherited19 feathers5 from their common ancestors.
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I n 2010 a panel of 41 scientists reviewed the previous 
two decades of research and concluded that it was the 

Chicxulub meteorite that had caused the Cetaceous-Pa-
laeogene extinction event that caused the extinction of 
all non-avian dinosaurs 65 million years ago. In broad 
terms1 then the case is closed. However, the picture is a 
little bit more complex than the headlines2 of the 2010 
decision suggest. To start with, the massive volcanic 
activity in the Deccan plateau in India in the late Creta-
ceous was no doubt a contributing factor. 

A More Complex Picture
First, the impression is that the meteorite impacted and 
surgically3 eliminated non-avian dinosaurs while leaving 
birds, mammals, insects and amphibians unharmed4. A 
moment’s reflection will tell you that 
this is absurd. The meteorite and its 
aftermath5 were responsible for kill-
ing off approximately 60% of all life 
(75% of species) on Earth. Non-avian 
dinosaurs disappeared, as did the ple-
siosaurs (unless Nessie exists!). Ptero-
saurs had been on the decline for 
millions of years and they disappeared 
around the time of the K-T extinc-
tion6 (though they would have prob-
ably gone7 anyway). In fact, the same 
is true for whole groups of non-avian 
dinosaurs, such as stegosaurs and, to 
a lesser extent8, sauropods and ther-
apods. Moreover, the extinction of the 
non-avian dinosaurs was anything 
but9 immediate. The fossil of a hadro-
saur discovered in 2011 was dated to 
64.8 million years ago. 64.8 compared 

to 65 may look like a quibble10 but that means that some 
dinosaurs survived longer than the total time that Homo 
sapiens has existed. 

Surviving on Bugs11

This still leaves the question: why did some species that 
had existed for over a hundred million years disappear 
while12 others survived and prospered? Size13 is one 

factor. Every creature larger14 than a 
crocodile seems to have disappeared 
from the land and the sea. The croc-
odiles survived because of their slow 
metabolism; they can go months 
between meals. By contrast, the giant 
herbivores needed a constant and 
massive supply of vegetation to sur-
vive and this simply didn’t exist in the 
cold, dark post-meteorite world. The 
giant carnivores needed the giant her-
bivores to survive. 

On the other hand, those creatures 
that were insectivores – mammals, 
amphibians and birds – seem to have 
flourished. The compost community 
living on mulch15 and carcasses16 
must have expanded and been the 
basis for a new eco-system until the 
plants returned.

1 in broad terms – generally 
2 headlines – titles in 
newspapers 

3 surgically – with precision 
4 unharmed – unhurt, uninjured
5 aftermath – consequences

 

6 K-T extinction – mass extinc-
tion between the Cetaceous and 
the Tertiary periods

7 to go (go-went-gone) – (in this 
case) disappear, become extinct 

8 to a lesser extent – to a lesser 
degree 

9 anything but – definitely not 
10 quibble – insignificant 

difference 
11 bugs – creepy-crawlies, insects 
12 while – at the same time as 
13 size – dimensions 
14 larger – bigger 

15 mulch – compost, putrefied 
plant matter

16 carcass – dead body of an 
animal 

The K-T 
Extinction



Cryolophosaurus ellioti (‘Elvisaurus’)      

Irritator chalengeri

Dracorex hogwartsia
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Dinosaurs

L inguistically, palaeontology is a mess1. Even the 
word ‘dinosaur’ is half Latin, half Greek, which for 

linguists is like mixing red wine and Coca Cola. Dinosaur 
names are a bewildering2 amalgamation of Latin, 
Greek, English, Chinese and other languages. Could 
there be a sillier3 name than Yunnanosaurus youngi4? 
This is because naming dinosaurs is a very whimsical5 
process. In 2006, for example, Bob Bakker named a 
pachycephalosaur Dracorex 
hogwartsia, which means ‘the 
dragon king of Hogwarts’, a 
reference to Harry Potter’s school, 
obviously. Irritator challengeri was 
given its genus name6 because 
the fossil had been tampered 
with7 by a fossil-poacher8 and it 
required a lot of arduous work to 
restore it to its original state. The 
species name came from that of 
Prof. Challenger in Conan Doyle’s 
dinosaur novel, The Lost World.9 
Such whimsical5 nomenclature 
might make you suspect silliness 
behind Pantydraco caducus but in 
fact the genus name comes from 
the Welsh quarry10 Pant-y-ffynnon 
where the ‘dragon’ (draco) was 
first discovered. 

Ozraptor subotaii is not named 
after11 the Wizard of Oz but the 
other ‘Oz’12 – it was found in West-
ern Australia. 

Lessemsaurus sauropoides was 
named after popular science writer 
‘Dino’ Don Lessem. The process of 
honouring past palaeontologists 
slid into13 the ridiculous when a 
late-Jurassic herbivore was named 
Drinker nisti in honour of Edward 
Drinker Cope (see p. 74).

Popular names for dinosaurs 
are often even more ridiculous 
than their scientific ones. The 
nickname14 of Cryolophosaurus 
ellioti is ‘Elvisaurus’ because some 
people think it looks like Elvis 
Presley. More humiliating still, the 
Natural History Museum’s Diplod-
ocus cast15 is popularly known as 
‘Dippy’16. You have to search as 
far as Mongolia for a little respect 
for dinosaur intelligence; the 
genus name of Tarchia gigantea 
means ‘brainy’17 in Mongolian.

1 to be a mess – be chaotic 
2 bewildering – confusing, 

perplexing 
3 sillier – more ridiculous 
4 the Yunnanosaurs were first 

found in Yunnan Province in 
southern China. This species 
was named in honour of C.C. 
Young by Yang Zhongjian, 
who discovered it. You could 

say it was Yang’s Yunnano-
saurus youngi!

5 whimsical – capricious 
6 genus name – the first part of 

the name used in the binomial 
nomenclature of taxonomy (e.g. 
the Homo in Homo sapiens)

7 to tamper with – manipulate

 

8 fossil-poacher – sb. who ille-
gally takes fossils to sell them, 
‘commercial palaeontologist’

9 Conan Doyle is most famous 
for his Sherlock Holmes novels 

10 quarry – place where stone is 
extracted 

11 to name X after Y (UK English) 
– name X for Y (US English), give 
Y’s name to X to honour Y

12 ‘Oz’ is an informal name for 
Australia

13 to slide into (slide-slid-slid) – 
degenerate to become

14 nickname – informal name 
15 cast – copy 
16 dippy – (UK informal) stupid, 

foolish
17 brainy – intelligent 

Dinosaur 
Names



U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement 
(ICE) officials return a Tyrannosaurus Bataar 
skeleton to the government of Mongolia

Tarbosaurus (Tyrannosaurus bataar) Photo by K Neenan Photography

Photo by Michael Johnson
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O ne of the downsides1 of the last 25 years of dino-
mania has been the emergence2 of illegal traf-

ficking in dinosaur fossils as big business. The trade3 in 
fossils hit the headlines4 in 2014 when Eric Prokopi from 
Florida was jailed5 for the illegal sale of a Tarbosaurus 
(Tyrannosaurus bataar) from Mongolia. Dinosaur fossils 
have become must-have trophies for the rich and famous 
– Nicolas Cage and Leonardo DiCaprio have been cited as 
celebrity collectors. However, museums also participate in 
the lucrative US market.

In one sense this is just6 the same old story of the 
rich West pillaging7 developing8 nations. In the major 
fossil-finding countries – Mongolia, China, Brazil and 
Morocco – it is illegal to export dinosaur fossils, which are 
considered part of the national heritage9. 

Ignoring these legal niceties10, some people argue 
that commercial palaeontology is a good thing. The local 

farmers who usually find the fossils benefit and more 
fossils are found. After all, there are too few academic 
palaeontologists to go round11. Thanks to commercial 
digging12 museums get specimens and the science 
advances.

However, these arguments ignore two key facts. First, 
commercial diggers want to maximize profit and to do so, 
they are not above13 manipulating fossils. In November 
1999 National Geographic published a feature article14 
on the discovery of a missing link between dinosaurs and 
birds: Archaeoraptor liaoningensis. Embarrassingly, it was 
later revealed that the Archaeoraptor was a fake15 made 
up of16 bits from a Microraptor and pieces of a Yanornis, 
an early bird. Prokopi’s Tarbosaurus was also recon-
structed from several individuals. 

However, the worst aspect of commercial digging is 
that trafficked dinosaur parts have no context. It’s like 
the TV trope17 when a forensic investigator complains18 
about ordinary cops19 tampering with20 the crime 
scene21. The location and geology of a dinosaur find22 
can be as important as the fossil itself. Indeed23, palae-
ontological CSI24 accounts for25 a significant part of our 
recent advances in palaeontology.

1 downside – drawback, 
disadvantage 

2 emergence – appearance, 
advent 

3 trade – buying and selling, 
commerce 

4 to hit the headlines (hit-hit-hit) 
– appear in the news
5 to jail sb. – send sb. to prison 
6 just – (in this case) simply 

7 to pillage – rob, plunder 
8 developing – Third-World 
9 heritage – patrimony 
10 niceties /ˈnaisəti:z/ – details, 
nuances 

11 to go around (go-went-gone) 
– be everywhere they are needed
12 digging – excavations 
13 not be above – be capable of 
(sth. undignified)

14 feature article – prominent 
article 

15 fake – falsification 
16 to be made up of – be com-
posed of 

17 trope – (in this case) repeated 
scene 

18 to complain – object, protest 
19 cop – police officer

20 to tamper with – disturb, 
interfere with 

21 crime scene – place where an 
offence has been committed 
and forensic evidence can be 
gathered 

22 find – discovery 
23 indeed – (emphatic) in fact 
24 CSI – crime-scene21 investigation
25 to account for – represent 

Dino Trafficking



Photo by Cobalt from PhoenixVelociraptor and Protoceratops: 
fighting dinosaurs
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T he careful excavation of a palaeontological 
site1 can reveal much more than a dinosaur 

specimen. The context in which the creature died 
often offers a vignette into2 the world of dinosaur 
behaviour3, which is far more4 interesting than 
mere morphology. Take, for instance5, ‘Big Mama’ 
a late Cretaceous Mongolian fossil discovered in 
1994. It was sitting on its nest6 incubating its eggs 
when a sand dune7 collapsed burying8 both the 
mother and her clutch9. 

A more sinister nest6 site1 was discovered in Gujarat, 
India, in 1986. A snake10 called Sanajeh indicus was 
coiled around11 a group of sauropod eggs. These giant 
plant-eating dinosaurs did not care for their nests6 but 
rather12 abandoned their hatchlings13 to fend for 
themselves14. The serpent could not open its mouth 
wide enough15 to swallow16 the eggs whose shells17 
were too thick to break. So, the snake was simply waiting 
for the eggs to hatch18 so that it could feast on19 the 
newborn sauropods. But before the banquet could 
commence, a landslide20 buried8 the snake10 and its 
meal. And so it remained for 68 million years.

Nothing, however, can compare to a snapshot21 of 
dinosaurs locked in22 mortal combat. In 1971 a unique 
74-million-year-old find23 was made in the Gobi desert. 
A Velociraptor and a Protoceratops died fighting each 
other. The Velociraptor had sunk24 its claw25 into the 

herbivore’s neck, perhaps rupturing the carotid artery. 
However, the Protoceratops managed to lock its jaws26 
on the carnivore’s right arm. It is not entirely clear why 
they are still entangled27. The heavier herbivore may 
have collapsed on its predator, trapping28 it forever or 
they may both have been victims of a landslide20. 

Another incredible freeze-frame moment29 comes 
from the end of the Jurassic. A fossil found in Germany 
in 2009 shows a complex snapshot21 of the lost world 
of predation. A pterosaur had flown down30 low along 
the surface of a lagoon and dipped31 its jaws32 into the 
water to catch a fish. However, in that instant, a bigger 
fish called an Aspidorhynchus grabbed33 the pterosaur’s 
left wing34. The two struggling35 animals – the pterosaur 
with the small fish still in its throat36 – sank down37 into 
water low in oxygen. The Aspidorhynchus was unable to 
disengage38 its teeth from the pterosaur and died.

1 site – location, spot 
2 vignette into – illustration of 
3 behaviour – conduct, habits 
4 far more – much more 
5 for instance – for example 
6 nest – group of eggs

7 sand dune – mountain of parti-
cles of silicon

8 to bury /ˈberi/ – cover, inter 

9 clutch – group of eggs 
10 snake – serpent 
11 to be coiled around – form a 

circle around 
12 but rather – (in this case) by 

contrast they 
13 hatchling – baby recently 

emerged from an egg
14 to fend for oneself – survive 

alone 
15 wide enough – sufficiently 
16 to swallow – consume, devour 
17 shell – outer covering of an egg
18 to hatch – open 
19 to feast on – devour, eat 
20 landslide – avalanche 

21 snapshot – image of an instant
22 locked in – engaged in, in 
23 find – discovery 
24 to sink sth. (sink-sunk-sunk) 
– insert

25 claw – talon
26 to lock one’s 

jaws on – close 
one’s mouth on

27 entangled 
– interacting, 
trapped together

28 to trap – catch, 
imprison 

29 freeze-frame moment 
– snapshot21

30 to fly down (fly-flew-flown) – 
descend flying

31 to dip – insert 
32 jaws – (in this case) beak, 

mandible 
33 to grab – seize, catch 
34 wing – modified arm used for 

flying
35 struggling – fighting 
36 throat – oesophagus 
37 to sink down (sink-sank-sunk) 
– descend 

38 to disengage – separate, 
disconnect 

Palaeontological

CSI
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Pronunciation

First things first – pronounce it 
/ ˈdainəsɔ:r/. It’s important to pro-
nounce the diphthong in the first syl-
lable but pronouncing the -saur (like 
‘saw’, ‘soar’ and ‘sore’) is almost more 
important because the syllable crops 
up1 in many paleontological terms, 
such as:
>>  Tyrannosaurus /̩tairænəˈsɔ:rəs/
>>  Stegosaurus /̩ stegəˈsɔ:rəs/
>>  Brontosaurus /̩brontəˈsɔ:rəs/
>>  Plesiosaurus2 /̩ pli:siəˈsɔ:rəs/

Dinosaurs with ‘Eyes’
The /ai/ sound in the first syllable of 
‘dinosaur’ is also how we pronounce 
the -i- in 
>>  Tricerotops /traiˈserətops/
>>  Titanosaurus /taiˌtænəˈsɔ:rəs/

‘c’ as /s/
Also notice in that name that the 
English c- is pronounced /s/ before 

-i- and -e-. This affects not only 
‘Tricerotops’ but also 
>>  ‘Protoceratops’ /ˌproutə’serətops/ 
and 
>>  ‘Velociraptor’ /vəˌlosiˈræptər/. 

It’s All Greek to Me!3

Some names cause a problem 
because of English rules about how 
to pronounce words that come from 
Greek. For instance4, Greek words 
spelt -ch- are usually pronounced /k/ 
(think ‘chemistry’). As a result we say:
>>  Archaeopteryx /ˈa:rkiˈoptəriks/
>>  Brachiosaurus /̩breikiəˈsɔ:rəs/
>>  Ichthyosaurus /̩ ikθiəˈsɔ:rəs/
>>  Ornithischian /̩ɔ:rniˈθiskiən/
>>  Saurischian /̩ sɔ:ˈriskiən/
Similarly, in Greek words with pt- at 
the beginning, the ‘p’ is silent:
>>  Pterodactyl /̩terəˈdæktil/
>>  Pterosaur /̩terəˈsɔ:r/

Likewise5, the p- is silent at the 
beginning of (Greek) terms beginning 
ps-:
>>  Psittacosaurus /siˌtækəˈsɔ:rəs/

It is because terms come from Greek 
that we spell them -ph-, even though 
we pronounce them /f/:
>>  Dilophosaurus /diˈlofəˈsɔ:rəs/
>>  Lophorhothon /ləˈfɔ:rəθən/

Finally, -th- is always pronounced /θ/ 
in palaeontological names:
>>  Ichthyosaurus /̩ ikθiəˈsɔ:rəs/
>>  Ornithischian /̩ɔ:rniˈθiskiən/
>>  Lophorhothon /ləˈfɔ:rəθən/

You Choose
A few names you just6 have to learn 
how to pronounce in English. For 
example:
>>  Iguanodon /iˈgwa:nədon/ or

/̩ igjuˈa:nədon/

-us and Them
All these genus names7 can be 
Anglicized by omitting the final -us. 
- Tyrannosaurs were the apex preda-

tors in the region. 
Notice, in any case that this final -us 
is always pronounced /əs/ in palaeon-
tological terms.

1 to crop up – appear 
2 not a dinosaur but a prehistoric sea crea-

ture. Nessie is supposedly a plesiosaur.

3 it’s all Greek to me – I don’t understand 
anything

4 for instance – for example
 5 likewise – in a similar way, similarly

6 just – (in this case) simply 
7 genus name – genus taxon, the first part of 
the name used in the binomial nomenclature 
of taxonomy (e.g. the Homo in Homo sapiens)

‘Dine-a-sore’ 
Pronunciation
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Translation

T he language of palaeontology does not present many 
special translation difficulties, though there may be 

the occasional surprise. For instance1, did you know 
that we call the ‘hand’ of a bipedal dinosaur a ‘manus’? 
Anyway, since2 the theme of this dossier is dinosaurs, 
here are a couple of dinosaur-related broken translations. 
Try to improve these texts. The first was published on the 
Fundación Dinópolis Website3. Improved translations are 
offered below:

A computer4 that involved researchers 
from China. USA, Canada, Germany and 
Teruel just published in the journal PLoS 
ONE study of 9 fields footprints5 (foot-
prints) of dinosaurs located in the area 
of Qianjiadiang.6

Traces7 of sauropod and theropod 
dinosaurs of Jurassic-Cretaceous tran-
sition described in the article are the 
first set dominated by saurischians 
that is documented in East Asia during 
that time interval.6 The most abundant 
type tracks8 are Grallator-Eubrontes , 
carnivorous dinosaurs that small and 
medium belong probably to the group 
of coelurosaurian attributed.6 Traces 
of sauropods belong to individuals of 

medium and large, and some of them 
attributed to a representative group of 
Titanosauriformes.6

Dino-Zoo: a French 
Prehistoric Park
A fascinating prehistoric fresco9 rela-ting10 
the evolution of animal and human life 
since11  the  very  first  forms of life  up to12  
100 000 years before our era13.

In an exceptional setting14 prehistoric 
men15 and animals – reproduced according 
to the last16 scientific data17 – are laid18 all 
along a landscaped path19 accessible to all. 

There are improved versions of these 
texts on p. 55.

1 for instance – for example 
2 since – (in this case) since 
3 you can find this translation 

and the original Spanish text 
at  http://goo.gl/mfaA09

4 wrong word: the intended 
word means a group of people 
who work together 

5 footprints – marks caused by 
walking

6 word order: this sentence 
needs to be completely 
reordered 

7 wrong word: the intended 
word refers to a series of 
footprints 

8 tracks – footprints5

9 unnatural expression: we 
wouldn’t use ‘fresco’ metaphori-
cally; it’s a display

10 word division: ‘relating’ can 
only be divided re-lat-ing

11 wrong word: ‘since’ would be 
fine if it was ‘…since the first 
appearance of life.’ However, 
we can’t say ‘since… up to…’; it 
has to be ‘from… to…’

12 up to – (in this case) until 
13 unnatural expression: 

‘before our era’ sounds clumsy 
(= awkward, unnatural); it 
should be ‘ago’

14 a setting – surroundings, a 
backdrop, a habitat

15 wrong word: we can use ‘Man’ 
to refer to humanity (though it 

is a bit sexist). However, ‘men’ 
would seem to exclude ‘women’ 

– but there are prehistoric 
female figures in the park

16 wrong word: ‘last’ does not 
mean ‘most recent’ it means 
that there won’t be any more! It 
should be ‘latest’

17 unnatural expression: ‘data’ 
sounds like numbers; it should 
be ‘research’ or ‘discoveries’

18 wrong word: ‘laid’ implies that 
they are horizontal. It should 
be ‘laid out’ (= distributed, 
placed)

19 (foot)path – track, route

Dinosaur 
Translations
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Picture Description: Holiday Snapshots1

1. Describe the first picture.
>>   What can you see in the 

foreground2?
>>   What can you see in the 

background3?
>>   How would you describe the 

surface the woman is standing on?
>>   What is she doing?
>>   What time of year do you think it is?

1 snapshot – quick informal photograph 
2 the foreground – the part of the picture closest to the viewer accord-

ing to the perspective 

3 the background – the part of the picture furthest from the viewer 
according to the perspective

4 the actual experience – (emphatic) the experience itself 

>>   When you have finished, listen to the model version (audio 
track 15). How is your answer different from the model version? 
Write down any new vocabulary you have learned.

A

2. Describe the second picture.
>>   What can you see in 

the foreground1?
>>   What can you see in the 

bottom left-hand corner?
>>   How would you describe the 

surface the man is standing on?

3. What do the two pictures 
have in common?

>>   How are they different?
>>   Do you take a lot of photos 

when you are on holiday?
>>   What sort of things do 

you photograph?
>>   What do you do with 

your photographs once 
you’ve taken them?

>>   Do you take more photographs now 
that there is digital photography?

>>   Is there anything you miss 
about analogue photography?

>>   Does taking photos ever 
diminish your enjoyment of 
the actual experience4?

B

C



AUDIO SCRIPTS
The following pages contain the transcriptions 
of what is spoken on the audio files.

SPOKEN-ENGLISH TIPS
Spoken English is significantly different from the written language: 
A more limited vocabulary is generally used 
and it is, by definition, more colloquial.
Moreover1, spoken English uses many more 
incomplete or badly constructed sentences. 
On the other hand, intonation and stress can be used in speech.

HOW TO USE THE AUDIO SCRIPTS
Follow our eight-step process to get the most out of the audio scripts:

Before you listen we recommend that you read through 
the relevant section of the footnotes2 (not the text itself). 
This should give you some idea of the subject3 and help you 
to understand the more difficult vocabulary as you listen.

When you listen the first time, don’t expect to 
understand everything; listening practice should 
not be a painful4 process. Simply see how much  
meaning you can extract from the recording.

Listen more times going back to the footnotes 
to integrate the information you have.

Once you understand reasonably well, do the relevant exercise.

Finally, read the audio scripts as you listen again.

Stop each time you get lost or encounter a 
structure that interests or confuses you.

Repeat words or phrases whose pronunciation surprises you.

Two or three days later, listen to the text again without 
reading to see if your understanding has improved5.

This process is intense and time-consuming. However, it will 
eventually6 solve the problem most learners have of relating7 the 
spoken word to the written. Once you’ve done that, the rest is easy!

1 moreover – what’s more, furthermore
2 footnotes – notes at the bottom of the page (in 
this box)

3 subject (n.) – (in this context) theme 
4 painful – (in this context) arduous, unpleasant
5 to improve – get better 
6 eventually – (false friend) in the end 
7 to relate – associate, connect, link 

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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Industries (7m38s)
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8. Monologue 2 [British English] (3m27s)
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11. Monologue 5 [US English] (3m04s)

12. Taxi Talk (0m31s)

13. The Missed Birthday Party (10m48s)

14. Pronouncing Place Names (0m35s)

15. Picture Description (3m36s)

16. Giving Directions (0m54s)

Total time: 1h04m45s
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

10

1 to be plagued by – be full of, suffer from 
2 large – (false friend) big 
3 amount – sum, quantity 
4 cul-de-sac – dead end 
5 y’know – (pause filler) like, sort of, kind of, I 

mean 
6 to keep sth. going (keep-kept-kept) – (in this 

case) stop the extinction of sth. 
7 to invest – (in this case) spend 
8 properly – in the correct way 
9 do protect – (emphatic) protect 
10 do have to – (emphatic) have to, must 
11 particularly – (false friend) especially 
12 just – (in this case) only 
13 cage – barred enclosure

14 actually – (false friend) in fact 
15 to be frowned upon – be disapproved of 
16 I mean – (pause filler) sort of, kind of, y’know, 

like 
17 just – (in this case) simply 
18 to come to the end of the road (come-

came-come) have no future 

19 to release – emit 
20 dam – barrier across a river
21 item – (in this case) point, question 
22 to overlap – (in this case) coincide 
23 to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – tackle, try 

to solve 
24 larger – bigger

1. Conservation
(7m38s)

Englishman (EM): Don’t you think 
that our attitude to conservation is 
plagued by1 sentimentality?
Irishman (IM): Yes, I think we’re 
spending a large2 amount3 of money 
on animals that have come to an evo-
lutionary cul-de-sac4 and I think we 
should – y’know5 – let them go with 
dignity. What’s the point in – y’know5 
– artificially keeping them going6?
EM: Well, I don’t know about dignity.
First American man (USM1): Well, 
I think we could keep them going. 
I think we could keep them going 
and probably more importantly 
keep them going in their natural 
environments.
Englishwoman (EW): You could 
say the same of human beings. Why 
do we invest7 so much money in 

keeping human beings alive longer? 
I think if it’s done properly8, if it’s 
done properly, then you do protect9 
and you do have to10 protect the hab-
itat of an animal. So it’s not, it’s not 
a thing that’s done in isolation and 
zoos, particularly11 modern ones, 
don’t just12 keep animals in cages13, 
in fact that is actually14 frowned 
upon15 these days.
EM: So, you’re saying the answer is 
zoos. Because, I mean16, I think what 
we’re talking about is, for example, 
with the ridiculous situation in the 
People’s Republic of China where you 
have – y’know5 – an ecological disas-
ter in general and then you have lit-
erary millions, if not billions, spent in 
keeping a ridiculous, low productive 
species like pandas going as a nation 

symbol. And, I mean16, you can spend 
that money so much more effectively 
in terms of the entire ecosystem, in 
terms of just17 saying, look, pandas 
have come to the end of the road18. 
Let’s actually14 worry about how 
much we’re polluting the environ-
ment, how many heavy metals we’re 
releasing19 into the atmosphere et 
cetera, et cetera, and the dams20 
we’re building.
Second American Man (USM2): 
Well, I think in the case of…
EW:  I don’t think they, I don’t think 
they’re different items21. I think they 
overlap22.
EM: Pandas only live in a very spe-
cific place.
EW: And I think you can deal with23 
these things separately but the way 
it’s done is definitely relevant. Why 
we’re interested. I think humans 
identify with the larger24 mammals 
much more than with microsystems 
or small animals or insects. There 
are fewer more specialized interest 

Mini-debates
(23m17s)
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

10

25 sort of – (pause filler) kind of, y’know, I 
mean, like 

26 to be going – (in this case) be surviving 
27 sort – type, kind 
28 tiny – very small, minute 

29 hugely – very 
30 trophic chain – food chain 
31 to overspend (-spend/-spent/-spent) – 

spend too much money 
32 underlying – fundamental 

33 to allow – permit 
34 to develop – (in this case) progress 
35 rainforest – jungle 

groups who are interested in…
EM: But any species in which you 
have – sort of25 – a few dozen speci-
mens going26 which are primarily… 
the stock primarily comes from zoos. 
In the moment you have a differ-
ent human regime of one sort27 or 
another that species is going to dis-
appear. Why spend billions trying to 
keep a species like the pandas going 
when they occupy a tiny28 ecological 
niche and, I mean16, they’re not really 
a hugely29 integrated part of an eco-
system or a trophic chain30.
USM1: Well, I think in this case I 

agree with Susannah in that I think 
they should be connected, our efforts 
should be connected. We should be 
trying to maintain the pandas as part 
of the ecological system that they are 
from. And we should be, yes, it should 
be proportional and we shouldn’t 
overspend31 on the pandas com-
pared to with what we spend on what 
would be their natural habitat but it 
should be rationalized, it should be.
EW: I think there’s an underlying32 
objective here that needs defining 
and is quite problematical which is to 
say what should we really be trying 

to do, should we be trying to pre-
serve the natural world in the way 
it has been in the past? Or should 
we be allowing33 the whole thing 
to develop34 in the way it’s going to 
develop? Should we be trying to limit 
human reproduction which is prob-
ably one of the biggest problems on 
the planet anyway? I mean16, where 
do we start with this whole thing? 
Because, for example, if you take the 
rainforest35 in South America you’ve 
got to talk about not just12 the forest 
itself but everything that depends 
on it including humans, including 
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

36 ghastly – horrific, horrendous 
37 clearing – destroying 
38 to feed (feed-fed-fed) – generate food for 
39 to apply – use 
40 population size – number of individuals, 

(in this case) genetic diversity  
41 in the long term – in the long run

42 silly – ridiculous 
43 gonna – (slang) going to 
44 gene pool – genetic diversity 
45 just – (in this case) quickly 
46 financial resources – sums of money 
47 cheetah – very fast African cat
 

small tribes of humans. I mean16, you 
could take your argument to some 
ghastly36 end conclusion which is to 
say, well, this is just12 a small tribe, 
there are not that many of them left 
and clearing37 the rainforest35 or 
that area of the rainforest serves a 
much bigger purpose because then 
we can feed38 also more people so 
we should just17 let them disappear.
EM: Firstly, I don’t apply39 the same 
logic to human communities as I do 
to animal communities. Secondly, I 
think that there is a minimum pop-
ulation size40 which means that a 

species is no longer viable in the 
long term41. That population size, 
the limit of that, the lower limit of 
that, has been passed quite clearly in 
terms of, for example, rhinoceroses. 
We simply don’t want to be the last 
species... sorry... be the last genera-
tion to see rhinoceroses. But we’re 
going to be in any real sense. Either 
you keep them in a zoo or you accept 
the fact that because of silly42 human 
things like oriental medicine and 
things like that they’re going to disap-
pear. But they’re gonna43 disappear 
anyway because they haven’t… the 

gene pool44 is not big enough. Sorry, 
the third part of my argument, just45 
to finish, is that I believe that there 
are limited financial resources46. Of 
course, if we say there is absolutely 
no limit on the financial resources 
and save the pandas, save the chee-
tahs47, save the whales, save the 
rhinos, and look after the environ-
ment. But it’s not gonna43 happen.
USM1:  So, you’re saying that actu-
ally14 in the case of rhinos, I think 
it’s important to clarify, in the case 
of rhinos and pandas there are actu-
ally14 so few left that genetically there 

10
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48 to throw money into (throw-threw-thrown) 
– spend money on 

49 to harvest – collect, gather 
50 disease – illness 
51 room – space; opportunities 
52 Noah’s Ark – (literally) a massive ship full of 

animals in the Bible
53 estate – farm, (in this case) vineyard 

54 to be owned by – be the property of 
55 huge – enormous, gigantic 
56 to get one’s own back (get-got-got) – take 

revenge, wreak vengeance 
57 rather than – as opposed to, instead of 
58 to tell the difference (tell-told-told) 
– distinguish 

59 as well – too, also 

60 to take over (take-took-taken) – take con-
trol over 

61 smart – (in this case) intelligent 
62 savvy – savoire faire, acumen. This word 

comes from the Spanish ¿sabe Usted?
63 Dutch – (false friend) from Holland

 

isn’t enough diversity for them to 
create...
EM: For a very long term-future. 
They’re in a cul-de-sac4.
USM1: You know, sufficient progeny 
to… Well, if – y’know5 – if the sen-
tence is already there then it would 
be silly42 to just17 throw tons of 
money into48 that when there could 
be a bigger prize. I can see that.

EM: I think it’s very important to 
harvest49 some genes from these 
animals or whatever and put them 
in somewhere where they can, their 
DNA can be kept for a future when 
it’s just12 – sort of25 – us, Frisian cows, 
cats and dogs and cockroaches in the 
future and some… we get some dis-
ease50 from dogs or cats and most 
of the human population dies out and 

then there’s room51 to regenerate all 
the animals it’d be quite nice to do so 
in a – sort of25 – Noah’s Ark52 sense. 
But for the moment there’s no way 
that we are going to be able to pro-
vide space in the future for a realistic 
rhinoceros population or panda popu-
lation or whatever.

2. Globalization and Iconic Industries 
(7m38s)

EW: I read the other day that over 
100 of the wine-producing estates53 
in Bordeaux are owned by54 the Chi-
nese and that 80% of the wine from 
Bordeaux is exported to the People’s 
Republic. Surprised?
USM: Yeah, but I understand it. I 
mean16, the huge55, huge consumer, 
consumer society that China is and…
USW: Or French imperialism.
EW: Getting their own back56.
EM: Yeah, but, I mean16, also there’s 
a tendency to think of China as – 
sort of25 – a country rather than57 
thinking of it almost as a continent 
in terms of – y’know5 – representing 
whatever it is, more than a seventh of 
the world’s population.
USW: Yeah, but to us it’s like a big 
block of misinformation, really. We 
don’t… we can’t tell the difference58 
between different regions in China. 
We don’t know much about them.
EW: There’s paranoia about them 
as well59, isn’t there? That they’re 
taking over60 a lot of industries. I’m 
surprised at the French more than 

anything that they sold it.
USM: I think they’re smart61. I 
mean16, it’s just17 business savvy62 
I think, they sell their product to… 
they’ve known how to market their 
product, I think.
EM: But it’s no longer their product – 
I think that’s the point, though.
EW: Yeah, I thought they’d be 
more proud – “keep it French!” 
– nationalists.
EM: I’ve read on occasions things 
about – sort of25 – people trying to 
buy the national product – y’know5 – 
for example trying to “buy British” or 
trying to “buy American” or whatever 
as a – sort of25 – patriotic gesture and 
it’s hilarious to read through these 
things because, of course, a lot of 
the things that you think are of your 
national identity in fact are owned 
by54 – y’know5 – Dutch63 people or...
USW: Well, now if you go into a Span-
ish supermarket the white asparagus 
which is a very typical thing to have 
most of it is Chinese.
USM: Oh, really?

10
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64 tincan – tin, metal container
65 to polish sth. – clean sth. so that it gleams (= 

reflects light)
66 shrimp – small free-swimming crustacean
67 prawn – marine crustacean that resembles 

a big shrimp
68 to shell sth. – (in this case) eliminate the 

exoskeleton 

69 resources – things of value (e.g. fuel) 
70 to make business sense (make-made-

made) – be logical from a financial point of 
view 

71 to harvest – collect, gather
72 ’cos – (slang) because 
73 to upset (-sat/-set/-set) – irritate and sadden 
74 a chocolate product manufactured by 

Cadbury’s 
75 cocoa – particles of triturated cacao (used to 

make chocolate)
76 fuss – commotion 
77 didn’t realize – (false friend) wasn’t 

conscious 
78 to buy out (buy-bought-bought) – buy, 

purchase

USW: Yeah, most of the white aspar-
agus, I mean16, look at the can64. I 
look at the cans at the supermarket 
and they’re all from China. The Span-
ish ones are very expensive. So the 
Chinese are producing a cheaper 
national product even though it’s not 
national.
EM: Yeah, I mean16, my problem with 
that wouldn’t be patriotic, it would 
be just17, I mean16, the whole thing 
where you have – sort of25 – apples, 
British apples being sent to South 
Africa to be polished65 or…
USW: Is that a real case or you 

heard?
USM: Yeah.
EM: Yeah. Scots shrimps66 and 
prawns67 are sent to somewhere in 
the Southeast Asia to be shelled68 
and come back.
EW: No!
EM: And the waste of resources69 
and that sort27 of thing, I mean16, on 
an ecological side of things. So, you 
know, if it’s probably… I mean16, it 
obviously makes business sense70 
to be importing asparagus half 
around the world.
USW: I mean16, but when I go to the 

market I look at the origin of fruit. I 
don’t like to buy something that was 
harvested71 in Chile and now it’s in 
Europe. It just17 doesn’t, it doesn’t 
make sense to me to be buying that 
product.
EM: That’s ’cos72 you’re not British. 
If you’re British you have to accept 
that fruit comes from other countries, 
apart from apples at least from Israel 
or from Spain.
EW: Something that upset73 me, 
and I’m not very nationalist but... is 
that Cadbury’s is being sold to the 
Americans.
USM: Yeah.
EM: Oh, no!
EW: That’s quite sad ’cos72 Cadbury’s 
chocolate was something that, well, 
I mean16, I’m not a big chocolate fan 
and I can’t actually14 tell the differ-
ence but a friend of mine even said 
that Creme Eggs74 now don’t quite 
taste the same.
EM: I was going to say that the Brit-
ish concept of chocolate isn’t as pure 
as a lot of continental producers and 
the American concept of chocolate is 
even less pure, I think has even less 
cocoa75 and so, if that affects the 
product then that would seriously 
upset73 me.
EW: And apparently it has, yeah.
USM: I thought, maybe I didn’t hear 
the news correctly, I thought there 
was a big fuss76 about a month ago 
about the Cadbury egg in the States 
and between the States and the UK. 
But I think, but I thought, I must’ve… 
I thought the license, it was a ques-
tion of licensing of the production of 
Cadbury eggs in the States and they 
couldn’t being imported anymore. But 
I don’t think, I didn’t realize77 that the 
entire company was bought out78.

10
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 79 meat packaging – meat processing and 
distribution 

80 pork – meat from pigs 
81 holiday ham – (US English) big roast ham 

typically eaten over the Christmas period
82 backlash – negative reaction 
83 to rear its ugly head – (of sth. unpleasant) 

appear 

84 instead of – rather than, as opposed to 
85 to get over sth. (get-got-got) – (in this 

case) stop thinking sth. because you have 
matured 

86 to sell off (sell-sold-sold) – sell 
87 a nationalized British manufacturer of 

vehicles 
88 to invest in – buy, acquire 

89 all over the place – all around the world 
90 proper – (in this case) adequate 
91 do have – (emphatic) have 
92 official French guarantee of the origin 

and quality of a product 
93 to be considered highly – be regarded as 

prestigious
 

EW: Yeah, yeah, Cadbury’s, yeah.
USM: OK. I think this happens...
USW: I’m sad about that. There’s 
something about it.
USM: I think the Chinese are… having 
bought up all of this wine in France 
doesn’t really surprise me because 
they seem to be… China seems to 
be going around the world and 
buying up a lot of businesses in the 
food industry. In the States not too 
long ago, they bought a company I 
believe it’s called Smithfield which is 
the biggest, one of the biggest meat 
packaging79 and pork80 producers 
in the States. They make the typical – 
y’know5 – the typical holiday ham81 
that everyone buys and the Chinese 
bought out this traditional American 
company. And there was some back-
lash82 when that happen and I’d say 
racism reared its ugly head83 in that 
case.
EM: Sure but, I mean16, the… the 
United States does not play a minor 
role in world globalization shall we 
say! It’s a curious way of seeing the 
world that you only buy into other 
countries but other countries don’t 
buy into you.
USW: But that was a big thing for 
Americans, the – y’know5 – buying 
Ford instead of84 Toyota.

USM: Sure, yeah, proud... American 
made.
EM: I think we got over85 that in the 
1970s when we basically sold off86 
all our industry in... like Leyland87 
and all this type of thing. And so 
there’s much more of a concept in 
Britain of having an open economy 
and Britain investing in88 financial 
services all over the place89 and a 
lot of manufacturing in Britain is Chi-
nese, Japanese, American and that’s… 
people, I think people are generally 
much more calm about that. I have 
more problems with products which... 
where there’s not a proper90 control 
of the name of the product when, 
for example, things are called ‘Ched-
dar’ and they’ve never been close to 
– sort of25 – southwest England and 
don’t have the same quality quite 

clearly – y’know5 – whoever is pro-
ducing them. But, I mean16, if there 
is an imitation being made in other 
countries and it’s clearly…
USW: And you do have91 that infor-
mation. Most people don’t know that 
there’s a ‘Cheddar’ in England!
EM: Yeah, no but it’s interesting. 
Presumably that’s just17 historical. I 
mean16, you have Camembert being 
protected as a – y’know5 – with an 
appellation contrôlée92 or whatever 
just17 because of the moment that 
was inserted into the global market 
presumably, but Cheddar wasn’t con-
sidered highly93 until later on and by 
which time the term was considered 
generic presumably. But you’d know 
the difference, I can tell you, you 
know the difference.
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3. Dinosaur Bones
(8m01s)

IM: I think we should stop wasting 
time digging around94 for dinosaur 
bones95. That money could be used 
to find a cure for Ebola, for example.
USM2: Could, yeah, but isn’t there 
already quite bit of money invested 
in96 medical research97? I mean16, is 
it a ridiculous amount3 of money that 

we’re investing in paleontology now-
adays98? I don’t know the figures99...
IM: I’m not really sure about the 
figures99, but, I mean16, just17 think 
there is… we have plenty of100 dino-
saur bones95 in museums around the 
world already. I mean16, how many 
bones do you need?

USM2: I think it’s not only a ques-
tion of bones95 and seeing them in 
museums. I mean16, paleontology is 
the study of the history of life, right? 
Studying fossilized records, fossilized 
remains101 gives us an insight into102 
what has been and where we are now 
and what we can prepare for in the 
future.
EW: I think they must be related103 
as well59 because the study of 
ancient life can show us how life has 
developed104 and what we might 
need to know in order to protect 

94 to dig around (dig-dug-dug) – excavate 
speculatively 

95 bones – skeletal material (in this case) 
fossils 

96 to invest in – spend on 

97 research – scientific investigation 
98 nowadays – these days 
99 figures – statistics, numbers 
100 plenty of – more than enough 
101 remains – detritus, residue, remnants 

102 insight into – understanding of
103 to be related – be interconnected 
104 to develop – (in this case) evolve
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modern life, animal life, human life.
USM1: Well, even before we studied 
all that stuff105 we got to where we 
are now. We didn’t go extinct from – 
y’know5 – not studying it. I mean16, 
the study of paleontology is only – 
y’know5 – from what maybe as far 
back as106 the 19th Century and…
EM: Mid-19th Century.
USM1: Yeah, mid-19th Century, we got 
that far without studying bones95.
IM: Exactly.
EW: Yeah, but how much further 
would we have got if we had not 
started studying.
EM: I don’t think you really claim107 
that paleontology is practical, has a 
practical usage very much. You get 
more out of studying what is cur-
rently living than studying fossilized 
remains101. I think the problem is, the 
problem that you’re all, the mistake 
that you are all making is to think 
that the allocation108 of money is... to 
misunderstand the way that money is 
allocated by universities. Universities 
allocate money to create publicity 
for themselves. There is a big public 
interest in dinosaurs, apart from any-
thing else because of a series of films, 
but, in general, kids109 love dinosaurs. 
And, so, if you can discover a new 
dinosaur or especially if you can dis-
cover a new bigger dinosaur then you 
get to be… it’s quite important news 
these days. It’s a – sort of25 – thing 
that does often make110 national 
news if there’s not a lot going on111. 
It certainly makes112 all of the major 
national newspapers in most West-
ern countries. So that is good for the 
university because that is a way of 
getting their name in the papers113 
and getting name recognition. And 

it’s actually14 a much cheaper way of 
getting name recognition than, say, 
plasma physics or astro-physics or...
EW: But I was just about to114 say, I 
mean16, that’s a really, really danger-
ous route to take because if that… 
EM: Well, that’s why they do it!
EW: If that was a valid argument you 
could say, well let’s get rid of115 the 
mathematics department and the 
pure logic departments. What on 
earth116, what value on earth do they 
have to current problems?
EM: For marketing? Very, very little. 
And that’s, I mean16, the good thing 
about a maths department is they 
spend very little. They spend on 
chalk117.
EW: And computers.
EM: But, I mean16, all departments 
spend on computers. I mean16, they 

don’t usually you need more powerful 
computers in the physics department 
than in a maths department. Maths is 
just17 little men sitting around looking 
bored.
USM2: I don’t know about that.
USM1: And little women.
EM: Mainly118 little men. 
USM2: But what’s the problem with 
marketing at university, marketing the 
paleontology department of the uni-
versity, what’s wrong with that?
EM: I’m not saying there’s anything 
wrong with that.
USM1: Well, I think it’s proportional. I 
think it’s – y’know5 – proportional is 
relevant here. I mean16, I don’t think 
that we’re overspending31 on pale-
ontology compared to what we’re 
spending on something that’s more 
modern, let’s say, which is research 

105 that stuff – those things 
106 to be from as far back as – date from 
107 to claim – say, state, declare 
108 allocation – assignation 
109 kids – (colloquial) children 
110 does makes – (emphatic) makes, is 

included in 
111 to be going on – be happening, be 

occurring 

112 to make (make-made-made) – (in this case) 
be published in 

113 the papers – the newspapers 
114 to be just about to – be going to 
115 to get rid of (get-got-got) – eliminate 
116 what on earth...? – (emphatic) what...?
117 chalk – (in this case) stick of calcium used 

for writing on a blackboard
118 mainly – primarily 
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and development119 in engineer-
ing120 going into arms, for example. 
Spend more money on paleontology 
and let’s understand the world we live 
as opposed to…
EM: That’s a different argument.
EW: OK, here’s another aspect to that 

is, of course, the question of inter-
est. And you say, why should we be 
doing this because dinosaurs are of 
the interest to children?  Well, that’s 
really quite a fundamental thing and 
the play value and the interest value I 
would say is highly121 relevant.

EM: Sure, I’m not complaining 
about122 the money spent on paleon-
tology. I’m just17 explaining why the 
money is spent on paleontology. It’s 
not because they have some – sort 
of25 – special power to influence uni-
versities. It’s because it’s a popular 
science and because their discover-
ies get the profile123 of the univer-
sity higher. And if you don’t use that 
criterion, then what criteria are you 
gonna43 use? I mean16, you were 
talking about arms sales. The arms 
industry is profitable. So there’s no 
problem with the arms industry. The 
problem with academic research is 
if you want to take it outside what is 
directly applicable and directly prof-
itable, then you have to use other 
criteria.
USM1: Well, I would say there’s one 
thing that happens, this happens in 
popular arts and popular music. If, for 
example, the movie O Brother con-
tained a lot of music from the blue-
grass124 genre and that completely 
opened the market and the general 
cultural interest in bluegrass music, 
which was – kind of125 – a minority 
kind126 of thing. And so it’s created 
a lot of work for musicians, it’s also 
helped create interest in the study of 
folk music. And so, if paleontology, 
for example, is a means to an end127 
which is a university being success-
ful128, well – y’know5 – then... So if 
they get higher ranking and earn 
more money, maybe they can invest 
in96 the other departments as well59. 
Ronald Reagan would tell you that’s a 
good way to do things!
EM: Sure, but I’m sure, I’m sure there 
is a knock-on effect129 of – y’know5 
– one of these big blockbuster films 
of the ‘Jurassic Park’ type and maybe 
two or three years later, or four or 

119 research and development – practical 
scientific investigation 

120 engineering – making machines 
121 highly – very 
122 to complain about – object to, protest 

about, criticize 

123 profile – (in this case) name recognition, 
fame 

124 a type of folk music 
125 kind of – (pause filler) sort of, I mean, like, 

y’know
126 kind – sort 

127 a means to an end – sth. that is not impor-
tant in itself but because it is useful to 
achieve an objective 

128 successful – profitable, triumphant 
129 knock-on effect – repercussion, secondary 

result
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five years later or whatever but I’m 
sure you can actually14 equate that 
to people signing up to130 paleontol-
ogy courses.
USM1: Probably.
IM: There’s another one131 on the 
way132, isn’t there?
EM: Yeah.
EW: I would imagine that Big Bang 
Theory, I don’t know anything about 
figures99, but I would imagine that 
the number of students studying 
theoretical physics has probably 
gone up133 in the last few years.
EM: And they all want to meet the 
real Sheldon.

EW: Absolutely!
EM: But, I mean16, there is one thing 
which I would agree with, with his 
argument in terms of the “we have 
enough bones95 already”. A lot of, 
maybe, I don’t know, I mean16, I can’t 
put a percentage on it but maybe 
half of the important recent discov-
eries are made in universities and in 
institutions.
USM1: As opposed to in the field134.
EM: Yeah, I mean16, because they 
have these drawers135 and drawers 
full of bones95 which somebody’s 
comes along and reinterpreted 
or have applied a new scientific 

technique to analyse them. So this, I 
mean16, in one sense it is true that we 
do already have136 enough bones and 
we don’t have enough people analys-
ing them. So, that might be…
IM: Yep137, good point.
USM1: Maybe we have to redirect. 
This is the age of information after all.
IM: There is no future in ancient 
history!

4. Dinosaur Pronunciation (1m41s)

Commentary: Listen to these terms 
from the article on pronouncing pale-
ontological terms (p. 82).

130 to sign up to – register for 
131 one – (in this case) Jurassic Park movie 
132 to be on the way – coming imminently 
133 to go up (go-went-gone) – increase, 

augment 

134 in the field – outside 
135 drawer – container that is part of a piece 

of furniture
136 do have – (emphatic) have 
137 yep – (slang) yes
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1 to run sth. (run-ran-run) – manage sth. 
2 leisure (adj.) – tourist, holiday 
3 sort of – (pause filler) kind of, like, y’know
4 actually – (false friend) in fact 
5 tons of – a lot of 
6 high-end – luxury, deluxe 
7 as well – too, also 
8 lucky – fortunate 
9 earthquake – seismic event 
10 not... at all – (emphatic) not... in any way 

11 tough on – hard on, arduous for 
12 site – location, place
13 the British founded Singapore as a com-

mercial centre in 1819
14 I mean – (pause filler) like, y’know, sort of, 

kind of
15 say – for example 
16 to make for (make-made-made) – (in this 

case) result in, give rise to
 

17 foodie – gourmet, sb. who has a special 
interest in food 

18 dish – meal, specific combination of 
ingredients 

19 y’know – (pause filler) like, kind of, sort of, I 
mean 

20 to spare – free 
21 unfair – unjust, unkind 

Yes (Y): Right, we’re here today with 
Mike Barclay. First, Mike could you tell 
us a little bit about yourself and what 
you’re doing here in Madrid?
Mike Barclay (MB): Hello Nick, I live 
in Singapore and I run1 a leisure2 
island called Sentosa, which is a des-
tination. A lot of people go there to 
have a great day or to stay.
Y: And tell us a little bit about this 
island. Is it – sort of3 – a hippie island 
or is it an exclusive island?
MB: Actually4, it’s a bit of everything. 
We have about 20 million visitors 
every year. We have 15 hotels and 
some great beaches, tons of5 attrac-
tions but we also have a very high-
end6 residential and a big golf club 
as well7.
Y: Were you on the wrong side or 
shall we say more the right side or 
were you actually4 affected by the 
tsunami there?
MB: Singapore is very lucky8. It’s 
geographically protected from volca-
nos, earthquakes9 and tsunamis. So, 
actually4 we weren’t impacted at 
all10. But you know it was very tough 

on11 the region.
Y: So the British chose the site12 well, 
did they?13

MB: Very well. There’s an area called 
‘The Ring of Fire’ where all the volca-
noes are, but they are on the side of 
Indonesia, so we don’t tend to get the 
earthquakes9 or the tsunamis or the 
tectonic activity.
Y: Right, could you sell us a little 
bit Singapore? I mean14, why would 
somebody from, say15, Europe or 
America make the effort to go to the 
other side of the world?
MB: Well, Singapore has everything 
Asia has to offer in a very small space 
and there’s a great mix of cultures. 
You’ve got Chinese culture, Indian 
culture, and Malay culture and it 
makes for16 the best food in Asia. 
So, if you’re a foodie17 you can’t miss 
Singapore, some great dishes18 are 
cooked and presented there. Also 
there’s a lot to do. There are a lot of 
attractions, a lot of activities. So – 
y’know19 – if you have three or four 
days to spare20 you should definitely 
stop in Singapore on the way to, 

maybe a beach in Bali, or to go to the 
mountains in Malaysia.
Y: Would it be unfair21 to say it’s a – 
sort of3 – safe Westernized version of 
Asia?
MB: It’s easy in that it’s safe and it’s 

5. Interview with a 
Tourism Executive
(7m32s)
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22 it’s got a lot of depth – there is more than 
the obvious superficial things to see 

23 coupled with – together with 
24 pretty (adv.) – quite, reasonably 
25 to fade into the past – gradually disappear 

over time 
26 to kick on – advance, progress 

27 far better – much better 
28 padang – (Malay) plain, field 
29 white flannels – the traditional uniform of 

cricketers 
30 pretty much – more or less 
31 issue – controversy, problem

 

32 to sing the praises of (sing-sang-sung) – 
express enthusiastic approval of 

33 development – economic and social 
progress 

34 wealth – riches, capital 
35 just – (in this case) recently 
36 to be going on – be happening, be occurring 

clean, but it’s actually4 got a lot 
of depth22. So, I think – y’know19 – 
increasingly we see people doing 
a mono-destination holiday to Sin-
gapore. Before it always used to be 
coupled with23 another destination. 
But over the last five to 10 years 
that’s changed. And there are about 
18 million tourists going there every 
year which is pretty24 high for a small 
island state.
Y: And is the British influence evident 
or is that something now that’s – sort 
of3 – faded into the past25?
MB: It’s evident in the infrastructure. 
So, the old street names were kept, 
some of the old building names were 
kept, but otherwise, no, it doesn’t 
feel at all10 colonial. But – y’know19 
– Singapore is not embarrassed by 
its colonial past, it embraced it. But 
it’s really kicked on26 since then and 
actually4 it’s a far better27 place that 

when the Brits where there.
Y: But is there cricket?
MB: Not much, but there is a cricket 
club and a padang28 where they play 
cricket. But actually4 it’s more the 
Indian, ethnically Indian population 
who play the cricket now. You don’t 
see many white guys in white flan-
nels29, it’s more the west Asians who 
keep the cricket tradition going.
Y: Right. And, I mean14, in terms of 
language, could a visitor count on 
pretty much30 everyone speaking 
English and what’s the quality of the 
English?
MB: Yeah, Singapore in 1960 made 
the decision to make English its first 
language, so everybody speaks good 
English, there is no issue31 with that. 
And then, everyone speaks a second 
language. So, you have a lot of Malay 
spoken there, a lot of Mandarin, Tamil, 
Hindi, so you can practise all your 

Asian languages. Spanish is probably 
a bit weak in Singapore. You may not 
get far with that.
Y: You say everyone has a second 
language, do you?
MB: I speak a very few words of lots 
of languages, but I’m pretty24 bad 
at all of them. So – y’know19 – I’m 
pretty24 monolingual.
Y: Great. The other day you were – 
sort of3 – singing the praises of32 
the tourist industry as a motor for 
development33 and redistribution of 
wealth34. Could you – sort of3 – go 
over that again, please?
MB: Yeah, sure. I mean14, tourism is 
a great way of getting wealth to the 
corners of the world where really 
there’s very little other prospect. I’ve 
just35 spent this morning talking to 
a guy from Seychelles, without tour-
ism really there’d be nothing going 
on36 in the Seychelles. And so, it can 
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37 to break down (break-broke-broken) 
– reduce 

38 issue – (in this case) question
39 to overtax – make excessive demands on, 

exhaust 
40 shining example – role model, paragon, 

examples that should be imitated 
41 to figure out – determine, discover 
42 in terms of – as regards, in relation to
43 threat – danger 
44 to be scared of – be afraid of, be frightened 

about 
45 gonna – (slang) going to 

46 to hide one’s head in the sand (hide-hid-
hidden) – ignore problems, (in this case) 
choose a safe option rather than confront-
ing risks

47 less – (colloquial) fewer 
48 visa – travel permit 
49 I guess – I suppose 
50 tough – difficult, problematic 
51 rough – difficult, complicated 
52 to encourage – urge 
53 to rush off to – go to (without pondering the 

dangers)
54 to be doing just fine – be progressing well 

bring people and it can bring wealth 
to corners of the world that would 
otherwise have very little prospect. 
But also I think even more funda-
mentally it gets people to see other 
cultures and to mix and it breaks 
down37 barriers and suspicions 
between different countries, different 
religions, different ethnicities. I think 
that’s incredibly valuable in this inter-
connected world we live in. And also 
in terms of issues38 like sustainabil-
ity, tourism can be a very powerful 
regime for good because it can teach 
communities about how to manage 

the environment that they have and 
not overtax39 it. Admittedly there 
are some areas that don’t do so well 
with tourism, but other areas which 
are really shining examples40. And 
the last few days we’ve been trying 
to figure out41 how to do things in a 
responsible sustainable manner.
Y: And how do you see the future of 
things in terms of42 world tourism? 
I mean14, presumably there are a 
number of threats43, as it were, on 
the horizon, people are more and 
more scared of44 perhaps flying and 
travelling to ‘exotic places’, in inverted 

commas. Do you see the future as 
bright or do you think people are 
gonna45 become more – sort of3 – 
stay at home and hide their heads in 
the sand46?
MB: No, I don’t see that at all10. In 
fact, actually4 globally we hear the 
bad news but in fact things are better 
for travel on the global level now 
than they ever have been before. 
There’s more connectivity, it’s easier 
to move, you need less47 visas48 than 
you’d ever needed in the past. So, all 
the bases are there and – y’know19 – 
you have the infrastructure as well7, 
you have hotels around the world, 
you can stay in people’s houses now 
with things like Airbnb, there’s great 
opportunities to move around. I 
guess49, there are parts of the world 
which will always be tough50, and 
right now the Middle East is really 
going through a rough51 period. So, 
I would not encourage52 everyone 
to rush off to53 certain parts of the 
Middle East right now, but generally 
the rest of the world is doing just 
fine54.
Y: So, Yemen is off the holiday list this 
year?
MB: Right.
Y: Great, well I think that’s pretty 
much30 covered everything. Thank 
you very much.
MB: Pleasure. Good to talk to you.

6. Train Terms (1m12s)

Commentary: Listen to these 
expressions from the article on trains 
(p. 38).
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55 fairly – quite, reasonably 
56 highly – very 
57 likely – probable 
58 to book – make a reservation for 
59 the reason is twofold – there are two 

reasons for this 

60 nowadays – these days 
61 feasible – viable 
62 to use up – use, waste 
63 such a big deal – so serious a problem 
64 tiresome – exhausting
65 to overweigh – more than compensate 

66 to be used to – be accustomed to 
67 to get around (get-got-got) – travel 
68 lodgings – accommodation 
69 as far as... is/are concerned – as regards...
70 picky – fussy, difficult to please
 

7. Monologue 1
[US English]
(3m14s)

I love travelling, going on adventures 
and experiencing and learning from 
other cultures. In the United States, 
visiting different countries means 
you’re almost always going to travel 
by plane. I say almost always because 
for me being from northern Ohio I 
could go to Canada by car fairly55 
easily. So, most of the big trips I’ve 
taken – Argentina, Brazil, Panama, 
Spain, England, Belgium – all involved 
air travel as you would expect. 

Truth be told, I haven’t travelled 
very much in the last few years, but 
when I do it’s highly56 likely57 that 
I’d book58 a flight. The reason is 
twofold59: time and distance. Now-
adays60 given work responsibilities, 
one really doesn’t have enough time 
off to travel any other way. Sure, I’d 
love to travel from Madrid to, say15, 
London by train, but given the time 
constraints that’s really not feasible61. 
I’d use up62 half of my vacation time 
on the travel time alone. Also, I’d love 
to go back home to see my family or 
go to Mexico to visit my wife’s friends 

and family. There’s really no alter-
native to cover such great distances 
than by plane.

As I mentioned before, I’m from 
northern Ohio and have visited 
Canada several times. Being so close 
meant we could drive up around 
Lake Erie and be in Toronto in a 
few hours. For me, a car is the ideal 
mode of transport when on vacation, 
especially in the US. It gives you a 
freedom that you don’t get when trav-
elling as part of a group or travelling 
to another city or country by plane 
since you depend on, say15, a tour 
bus or local transport. Now, if you’re 
visiting a big city with good public 
transport that’s not such a big deal63, 

but if you’ve gone out west to see the 
Grand Canyon, public transport isn’t 
going to be very helpful. Driving can 
be tiresome64, though, but I think the 
freedom it gives you outweighs65 
this.

Now, if I had the time, I’d really 
prefer to travel by train. Travelling by 
train is not for everyone and requires 
time and patience if you’re used to66 
getting around67 by plane. However, 
it does give you the opportunity to 
relax and watch how the landscape 
changes as you go from one city to 
the next. 

As far as lodgings68 are con-
cerned69, I’m really not too picky70. 
Sure, I’d prefer to stay in five-star 

Monologues:
Holiday Logistics (14m39s)
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71 out and about – outside, outdoors 
72 you can’t beat – there is nothing better than 
73 and so on – et cetera, etc. 
74 to tire – get tired, become exhausted 
75 just – (in this case) only 
76 I’d rather – I would prefer to 
77 funnily enough – curiously 
78 cramped – uncomfortably confined, too 

restricted 
79 no... at all – (emphatic) no... (in any way)

80 pretty nearly – more or less 
81 smart – (in this case) elegant 
82 not quite – not exactly 
83 to strike off the list (strike-struck-struck) – 

exclude the option of 
84 caravan (UK English) – trailer (US English) 

vehicle you can live in that is pulled by 
another vehicle

85 shelf (plural ‘shelves’) – ledge, (in this case) 
bunk bed96 

86 sort – type, kind 

accommodations everywhere I go, 
but that’s simply not my reality. I 
could stay at a hotel, a hostel… any-
where really that’s clean and quiet. 
I have no problem living in Spartan 
conditions while on vacation. Most 
of the time I’ll probably spend out 
and about71 and would only use the 
lodging to sleep and shower and per-
haps eat. Of course, if I’m visiting with 
family I’d stay with them. You can’t 
beat72 the comforts of home.

8. Monologue 2 
[British English] 
(3m27s)

I’m a driver and I love driving. I often 
plan holidays around car trips and 
so on73. Unfortunately, as I’ve got 
older I find that I tire74 easily, so the 
idea of being on the road is better 
that actually4 being on the road for 
three or four days where you’ve got 
to spend six hours or more just75 in 
the car. I think that on balance I’d 
rather76 be in a car or maybe even 
on a bus than anything else. I’ve 
done quite a lot of flying in my time 
and again, funnily enough77, as I get 
older I like it less, I find it cramped78 
and the waiting is no good at all79. 
But car holidays ending up camp-
ing in a tent on a beach is pretty 
nearly80 the best holiday I’ve ever 
done. I enjoy the sense of freedom, 
I enjoy the sense of not sure where 
I’m going to stay tomorrow night, 
let’s see where we get to on the road, 
let’s find something. And camping, of 

course, gives you the freedom from 
other people and people spaces and 
even in hotels, to be honest. Some-
times a nice hotel, a smart81 hotel is a 
rest and relaxation and at other times 
it’s not quite82 what you wanted, 
and it’s not quite where you want it. 
And food, obviously, if you’re camp-
ing you cook your own food in the 
open air and that can be great and I 
enjoy waking up early, hearing birds, 
seeing the trees. So that’s something 
that I’ve always enjoyed and some 
of my best, best holidays have been 

road trips ended up staying in a tent 
somewhere. I definitely strike off 
the list83 a caravan84, I was taken to 
stay in caravans when I was young 
and I found that very claustropho-
bic and more than that it’s not just75 
the space, it’s the people, you’re 
so on top of other people and it 
becomes quite intolerable, the sleep-
ing arrangements are impossible as 
well7; everyone’s on shelves85 next 
to each other and you have to use 
a lavatory that’s in a cupboard next 
to your head and all that sort86 of 
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87 nonsense – ridiculous things 
88 seasick – nauseous (because of the move-

ment of a ship)
89 up on deck – on the platform-like open-air 

part of a ship 
90 gotta – (slang) got to 
91 on board – aboard, on the ship 
92 on one’s own – alone, by oneself 
93 fondest – happiest 
94 to rent – hire, pay for the temporary use of 
95 bottom-of-the-market – the cheapest 

option 
96 bunk beds – beds that are vertically one 

above another
97 stove – cooker 
98 one’s folks – (colloquial) one’s parents (= 

mother and father)

99 to pelt against – impact against, hit 
100 tracks – rails
101 large – (false friend) big
102 to get on (get-got-got) – enter a train (or 

plane)
103 to get off (get-got-got) – leave a train (or 

plane)
104 it sure beats – it is certainly better than 
105 car sickness – nausea caused by the move-

ment of a car 

106 pee break – interruption in a trip in order 
to urinate

107 bladder – sac in one’s body in which urine 
is stored 

108 to pray – (in this case) hope 
109 to prevent – stop, impede 
110 to hurtle through space – fly very quickly 
111 at breakneck speed – dangerously fast
112 to look for – try to find 

nonsense87. Another worst for me, 
unfortunately I was lucky8 enough to 
be taken on a cruise on a ship when I 
was much younger but I didn’t enjoy 
it. Again, I found it very claustropho-
bic, I was very much influenced by 
the whole movement of the ship and 
often felt seasick88 sometimes I’d be 
really hungry up on deck89 then I’d 
get all the way down to the restaurant 
room and find I couldn’t eat anything. 
And you’re also subject very much 
to other people’s timetables, the ship 
gets somewhere, gives you an hour to 
look around and then you’ve gotta90 
be back on board91. So, it sounds 
lovely but it’s limiting and definitely 
for me holidays are about escape 
and freedom and time being on 
your own92.

9. Monologue 3
[Irish English] 
(1m45s)

My fondest93 childhood memories 
are of traveling by car with the whole 
family and the dog in an old Datsun 
to the west coast of Ireland where we 
would rent94 a caravan84. It sounds 
pretty24 bottom-of-the-market95 
and it was, but it was great fun. Bunk 
beds96, gas stove97, the kitchen table 
that converted into a double bed 

for my folks98 and the sound of the 
wind and the rain pelting against99 
the side of the caravan84. The only 
thing that I would change about this 
is perhaps the car; I would change 
that for a train, my favourite mode 
of transport. Maybe it’s the hypno-
tizing clickety-clack of the train on 
the tracks100 or the view from your 
large101 window, or people watching 
as passengers get on102 and off103. It 
sure beats104 car sickness105 and 
stopping for pee breaks106. The same 
goes for a bus, there is nothing worse 
than traveling with a full bladder107 

praying108 that somebody else feels 
the same way. Also my irrational 
fear of flying prevents109 me from 
enjoying the fact that I’m hurtling 
through space110 at breakneck 
speed111 in a metal tube. Hotels are 
OK I suppose if you’re not too used to 
spending time in them but I’ve spend 
many years now travelling with musi-
cians and I’ve been in a lot of hotels. 
So, for me the idea that staying in a 
hotel is a glamorous holiday is not 
the case. So, basically if you’re look-
ing for112 me I’ll be spending my time 
in a caravan84.
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113 topic – (false friend) theme, subject 
114 far apart – very distinct 
115 coach – type of bus used for intercity travel
116 to be keen on – be enthusiastic about 
117 for instance – for example 
118 to be stuck – be confined, be imprisoned 
119 mindlessly – idiotically 
120 crunched – crushed 
121 suitcase – rigid rectangular piece of 

luggage 
122 room – space 

123 to sit up straight (sit-sat-sat) – sit in the 
correct way

124 ground – terrain 

125 hideously – very 
126 hassle – irritating inconveniences, 

problems 
127 luggage (UK English) – baggage (US Eng-

lish), bags 
128 just – (in this case) simply 
129 it’s Hobson’s choice – there is no 

alternative 
130 to dream of – fantasize about 
131 wary – cautious, suspicious 
132 location – whereabouts

10. Monologue 4
[British English] 
(3m09s)

This is one of those topics113 in which 
theory and practice tend to be far 
apart114. In theory I love trains, hate 
coaches115 and I’m not too keen 
on116 cars. I used to enjoy flying but 
now I like it less and less. In practice 
my worst experiences have been on 
trains. For instance117, stuck118 in a 
corridor all night or travelling hun-
dreds of miles in a mindlessly119 slow 
train that stops at every last village 
on the way. 

A car full of friends can be a 
fun way to travel. I don’t drive, so 
my only role is as navigator and/or 

conversation-maker. A major factor 
here, of course, is the size of the car. 
The last time I was on a touring holiday 
I was crunched120 under suitcases121 in 
a ridiculously small car with my head at 
an angle because there wasn’t enough 
room122 for me to sit up straight123. 
The only thing I could see out of the 
window was a few metres of ground124 
to the side of the road; anything more 
than 20 minutes of that was hide-
ously125 uncomfortable. 

There’s nothing romantic or sexy 
about coaches115 but they are often 
the best way to get from A to B. The 
coach115 I take most often is between 
Oxford and London and it’s fast, clean, 
relatively comfortable and reasonably 
cheap. It’s much more convenient and 
frequent than the train. 

As I said, I’m going off flying. The 
hassle126 at airports, the restrictions 

on luggage127, the uncomfortable 
seats – the whole experience is just128 
more and more unpleasant. Unfor-
tunately, this is the easiest and most 
efficient way of travelling between 
Spain and Britain, so it’s Hobson’s 
choice129. I dream of130 one day going 
to Britain from Spain by ferry as a foot 
passenger, but it will probably never 
happen as it’s totally impractical.

The situation is somewhat simi-
lar in relation to places to stay. My 
ideal hotel is independent and medi-
um-sized with a bit of personality. I 
don’t really like massive character-
less hotels. On the other hand, I am 
wary131 of small family-run hotels 
with a photo of the couple who run1 
it on the homepage of the website. 
However, more often than not when 
we go away we stay with family or 
friends, in part to maximize the lim-
ited time we have to see people but 
mostly to save money. When we do 
stay at a hotel, price is an important 
factor but location132 also comes into 
the equation. 

Fortunately, with the internet it’s 
now possible to find the optimal hotel 
relatively easily.

11. Monologue 5
[US English]
(3m04s)

So, when I go traveling I love to 
travel by train. It takes you right 
to the center of town, you can get 
up and walk around and it’s just128 
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133 engineer – (in this case) train driver 
134 big time – in a significant way 
135 schedule – timetable 
136 as far as – as regards, in terms of 
137 owner – proprietor 
138 quaint – attractively old-fashioned
139 can’t stand – hate, can’t bear 

140 resort hotel – hotel in a tourist complex 
141 loud – noisy 
142 kids – (colloquial) children 
143 to treat sb. – act towards sb., manage sb. 
144 cattle – livestock, cows 
145 gaudy – extravagantly colourful

146 kind of – (pause filler) sort of, like, y’know, 
I mean 

147 try and – try to 
148 would rather – would prefer to 
149 to save up – save, gradually accumulate

– y’know19 – it’s been in my family my 
great-grandfather was a train driver, 
an engineer133, and so, my father was 
a fan of trains and he’s passed that on 
to me big time134. However, when I 

go on vacation probably my favourite 
way to travel is by car. In the US I’ve 
seen 46 different states all by car and 
it’s just128… there’s a sense of freedom 
that you don’t have to be dependent 

on a schedule135 other than getting 
to some place before it’s too dark or 
something like that. It’s just128 nice to 
be able to listen to your music loud 
and stop when you want to. As far 
as136 the places that I like to stay in, 
I like to stay in B&Bs, bed and break-
fasts. It’s really nice to be in a small 
place where you might be able to 
know the owner137 directly and have 
personal treatment. And stay in a 
quaint138 little place or a place that’s 
unique. What I can’t stand139 is big 
resort hotels140, they’re just128 boring 
and loud141 and full of families that 
are just with kids142 running all over 
the place and it just128… it doesn’t feel 
personal and it doesn’t feel relaxing. 
Now the least… my least favourite 
way to travel would probably be 
flying. Now, I’m not afraid of flying, 
I can actually4 enjoy it but what I 
really hate is when I have to travel on 
low-cost airlines, particularly a certain 
low-cost airline from Ireland. Those 
people treat143 you like cattle144, at 
least that has been my experience 
and every moment is an opportunity 
to try and sell you something. The 
colours even inside the plane are this 
bright gaudy145 – kind of146 – aggres-
sive colours and – y’know19 – it’s 
just128 really irritating to try and147 
travel with them. I don’t even look at 
them. I always will go for the national 
airline and prefer to… I prefer to pay 
three times as much and would 
rather148 save up149 the money to 
do so than have to travel on low-cost 
airlines.

12. Taxi Talk (0m31s)

Commentary: listen to these expres-
sions from the article on cabs (p. 52). 
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150 what’s the matter? – what’s up?, what’s 
the problem?

151 dreadful – awful, terrible 
152 to cater for – provide for, have food and 

entertainment on offer 
153 to turn up – come, appear
154 to cost an arm and a leg (cost-cost-cost) – 

cost a fortune 
155 awful – terrible, dreadful 
156 chap (UK English) – guy (US English), man
157 to wonder – ask oneself 

158 to keep sb. away (keep-kept-kept) – cause 
sb. not to come 

159 to potter around – (in this case) not be 
used, be unnecessary 

160 it’s a disgrace! – it’s disrespectful, it is 
ignominious 

161 to behave – act, conduct oneself
162 to give sb. a piece of one’s mind (give-

gave-given) – reprimand sb. 
163 to pick sb. up – collect sb., meet sb. 
164 to realize – (false friend) be conscious 

165 to get in touch (get-got-got) – make 
contact

166 get-together – party 
167 to let sb. know (let-let-let) – inform sb.
168 to contain sth. – manage sth., limit the 

negative effects of sth. 
169 to realize – (false friend) become 

conscious
170 I would never hear the end of it – I would 

receive criticism for a long time
 

Stephanie: Hi Camilla.
Camilla: Hello.
S: Ems had a wonderful time at the 
party yesterday. Thanks so much. You 
know she didn’t stop talking about it 
all evening.
C: Well, I’m pleased she enjoyed 
herself.
S: Why? What’s the matter?150

C: Well, frankly I really don’t want to 
go over this again, but we had the 
most dreadful151 time. There were 
children who had especially been 
invited and catered for152, I might 
add, who just128 didn’t turn up153 at 
all10 and didn’t say anything.
S: Oh no!
C: It cost us an absolute arm and a 
leg154.
S: How awful155! Oh, I am sorry. But 
who?
C: Well, you know that chap156. 
What’s the daughter called? Madison, 
Madison!
S: Oh, you don’t mean Basil. Oh I 
wonder157 what kept him away158.
C: Well, we didn’t heard a single 

thing, not a single thing and there’s 
this extra pony pottering around159. 
It cost us… how much did it cost me 
that extra pony? And we didn’t even 
hear a single word, not one word.
S: Oh, that’s awful155. But I wonder157 
what kept him away158. Perhaps 
there’s a new woman in his life!
C: Really! It’s a disgrace160!
S: You never know. Knowing Basil!
C: Well, I think there are ways to 
behave161 frankly, and I don’t think 
that’s one of them and when I see 
him I’m going to give him a piece of 
my mind162 quite literally I’ve got it 
here.
Basil: Hey ladies! Stephanie, Camilla, 
how are you guys doing? Come to 
pick up163 the kids142?
C: Oh!
S: Oh, hi Basil. Yeah, yeah.
B: Yeah? Everything OK?
C: Well, no actually4. It’s not OK and 
if you want to know quite how not OK 
it is you can have a look at this. £28 
I paid for a pony that never got used 
by your daughter.

B: I’m sorry, I’m sorry. You know 
poor Madison was in the middle of 
this. You know her… I realize164... 
I apologize that we didn’t get in 
touch165 but at the last minute her 
grandmother is really sick you know 
and we really had to go. They had a 
little get-together166 and if Madison 
wasn’t there my ex-wife would’ve... 
she would’ve killed me…
C: And, did all this happen yesterday? 
I thing you might have let us know167 
because we have absolutely no way 
of containing168 this.
B: It was… everything happened so 
fast yesterday and I left the house 
and I realized169 that I left my cell-
phone at home and – y’know19 – I 
had your number in the cellphone 
and I really had no way of getting 
in touch with you. I’m really, really 
sorry. I wanted Madison to be there 
but – y’know19 – you know how it is 
with the ex and if she wasn’t with her 
grandmother – y’know19 – I wouldn’t 
never heard the end of it170.
C: Well, I’m sorry. I really just128 don’t 

13. The Missed 
Birthday Party
(10m48s)
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171 how on earth...? – (emphatic) how...?
172 proper – appropriate 
173 to wander around – walk about 
174 bill – invoice, demand for payment 
175 to step up to the mark – take responsibility
176 parents – (false friend) mothers and 

fathers 
177 to be let in for – suffer 
178 disappointment – displeasure, 

dissatisfaction
 

179 all round – (in this case) from any 
perspective

180 to look after – care for, take care of 
181 just quite – (emphatic) completely, simply 
182 upset – disappointed, sad and irritated 
183 to warn – alert 
184 to make appropriate arrangements 

(make-made-made) – take the correspond-
ing decisions 

185 to find out (find-found-found) – discover, 
learn 

186 ’cos – (slang) because 
187 there was going to be hell to pay – there 

would be an insufferable situation 
188 it wouldn’t have been pretty – the 

situation would have been very unpleasant 
189 to entail – have 
190 to step up to the plate (US English) – take 

responsibility 
191 subject – (in this case) matter, question 

think that’s good enough. 
S: No.
C: I mean14, how on earth171 can 
we expect children to learn how to 
behave161 if we can’t show them 
proper172 role models? And frankly 
the expectations on a party like 
this are enormous. I mean14, how 
on earth171 can one be expected to 
organize something like this? We’ve 
got so many children and to have a 
Shetland pony for every single child 
and one wandering around173 like… I 
think you could contribute and here’s 
the bill174 for the pony that your child 
didn’t use.

B: A bill?!
C: Yes, I think you could… I think you 
can actually4 step up to the mark175 
and contribute to this.
B: You want me to pay for this?
C: Yes, I do. I think it’s only 
appropriate.
B: I don’t understand. Did you charge 
the other, the parents176 of the other 
kids142 that went to the party?
C: No, but I quite specifically gave 
them advance notice of what the 
party was going to be about and they 
all behaved161 quite appropriately and 
they were all there. We were let in 
for177 the most – sort of3 – shocking 

disappointment178 all round179. Not 
only is the child not there, but we 
didn’t know why and then there’s this 
extra pony that has to be paid for that 
we have to look after180. I mean14, it’s 
just quite181 wrong all round179.
B: I understand, I understand.
C: I don’t think you do, I really don’t 
think you do.
B: I understand that you’re upset182, 
Camilla, but given the situation, I 
thought it was more important that 
Madison go and see her grandmother.
C: That’s completely obvious.
B: Her grandmother who could 
die at any moment and I thought – 
y’know19 – Shetland ponies are cool 
but…
C: And I suppose you didn’t know 
about this until… and I suppose you 
had no idea about this until yester-
day. I think you might have warned183 
us and let us know167 and then 
we could’ve made appropriate 
arrangements184.
B: Actually4, I just75 found out185 
about this yesterday afternoon. That’s 
why I left the house – y’know19 – 
running out the house ’cos186 I knew 
there was gonna45 be hell to pay187 
if Madison wasn’t there – y’know19 
– my ex-wife wouldn’t, you know… it 
wouldn’t have been pretty188.
C: Everything in life entails189 conse-
quences Basil and you just128 don’t 
take responsibility for anybody else. 
Everything that happens to you is 
more important than what happens 
to anybody else and I really think you 
should step up to the plate190 here. 
Quite frankly I’ve got nothing more to 
say on the subject191 and if you’re not 
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192 gran – (colloquial) grandmother 
193 to draw the line (draw-drew-drawn) – 

establish a limit
194 to bill sb. – present sb. with a bill/invoice, 

ask sb. to pay 
195 to be going on – be happening, be 

occurring 
196 something the matter? – is anything the 

matter?, is there a problem?

197 to come up (come-came-come) – emerge 
198 to let sb. down (let-let-let) – disappoint sb.,  

make sb. feel sad and irritated 
199 to be disappointed – be upset, be sad and 

irritated 
200 to be not doing too well – (colloquial) 

be ill
201 fair enough – reasonable 
202 you just put your finger on it – you 

identified the problem precisely 
203 warning – prior notice, advance 

notification 
204 all of a sudden – suddenly, spontaneously 
205 prior notice – advance warning 
206 trouble – (in this case) inconvenience, 

effort 
207 behaviour (UK English) – behavior (US 

English), conduct 

going to pay, this then I really don’t 
have anything more to say to you.
S: But Camilla – y’know19 – look, I 
mean14, obviously it was really nec-
essary for Basil to take Maddie to see 
her gran192. You know if she is that ill 
– y’know19 – I mean14…
C: Oh, I’m quite certain he knew 
about this before he could’ve told me!
S: You could imagine being in the 
same situation.
C: Absolutely not.
B: Exactly.
S: You know, I’m sure you’d have to 
–y’know19 – you would probably have 
to do the same.
C: Well, at what point does one draw 
the line193? Really and truly, I mean14, 
to take responsibility for a children’s 
party, a very special children’s birth-
day party and to have all of these 

costs, not just75 costs I might add, 
this is about organization as well7.
B: Right, well, I understand that 
you’re upset182, but I just128 find you 
billing194 me for this Shetland pony 
just128 ridiculous.
C: Yeah, well I’m sure you would do 
because you wouldn’t… you wouldn’t 
ever dream of having a children’s 
birthday party like this. You’re quite 
happy for Madison to be included in 
an event like this, but you don’t want 
to take any responsibility yourself. 
It’s totally typical. Oh… we’d better be 
quiet, that awful155 man Clive’s turn-
ing up153 any minute now.
Clive: Hello everybody, what’s going 
on195 here?
B: How you doing?
Clive: Alright. It’s…
S: Hi. Hi, Clive.

Cl: It’s a bit tense here, something 
the matter?196

B: Yeah, a bit. Yeah, well, Camilla 
wants… is billing194 me for a Shetland 
pony.
Cl: She’s billing194 you for a Shetland 
pony?!
B: Yeah, something came up197 
yesterday…
C: You might explain exactly what this 
is about Basil. This isn’t just75 a Shet-
land pony. This is about a very expen-
sive and difficult-to-organize children 
birthday’s party and the children 
were let down198 because at the last 
minute Madison doesn’t show and 
we were not told why and everybody 
else is let down and disappointed199.
Cl: Well…
B: Here’s the thing, Clive, Madison’s 
grandmother’s not doing too well200.
Cl: Yeah, I know, I know she’s not well.
B: And I found out yesterday at the 
last – y’know19 – at the last minute 
my ex-wife called me and said that – 
y’know19 – Madison, we’re having a 
little thing for her grandmother and 
Madison has to be here and…
Cl: Well, that’s fair enough201. I 
mean14, I mean14, you just128 let her 
know167, right?
C: No.
B: Well, that’s the thing…
C: No, exactly. You just put your 
finger202… you’ve just put your finger 
on it. He did not let me know167 and 
he didn’t give me any warning203 and 
the idea that the grandmother is ill 
all of a sudden204 or having a special 
birthday party all of a sudden204 and 
nobody can let anybody know167.
Cl: And you didn’t try to cancel 
the extra horse? Because the extra 
horse…
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208 it’s a pity – it’s a shame, it’s unfortunate 
209 available – on offer 
210 to be willing to – be ready to, be prepared 

to 
211 to pursue sb. – take (legal) action against 

sb. 
212 issue – question 
213 small-claims court – judicial institution for 

minor disputes 

214 come on! – be reasonable 
215 to refuse – not be willing, opposite of 

‘agree’
216 to go spare (go-went-gone) – not be used 
217 at stake – at risk, in danger, in question 
218 frail – weak, sickly 
219 to give the game away (give-gave-given) – 

reveal one’s secret
220 to put a sock in it (put-put-put) – shut up, 

stop talking 
221 in the foreground – in the part of the 

picture closest to the viewer according to 
the perspective 

222 like – (pause filler) y’know, I mean, kind of
223 further in the background – more 

distant from the viewer according to the 
perspective 

224 courtyard – patio 

C: Because we couldn’t. Because 
there was no, there was no prior 
notice205. We had no idea that Madi-
son wasn’t going to turn up153. That’s 
the point in the middle of the birth-
day party and we were expecting her 
and she’s not there.
Cl: So what you’re saying is that there 
was an extra Shetland pony.
C: Exactly that, that’s exactly right.
Cl: It sounds like it was a nice party.
B: As I was saying…
C: Time, trouble206 and an 
expense to have to look after I 
might add. Quite apart from the 
disappointment178. 
B: As I was trying to explain before 
Clive, I left the house in such a hurry 
that I left my cellphone at home that 
and – y’know19 – you guys’ numbers 
are in my cellphone and I had no way 

of – y’know19 – getting in touch with 
you Camilla. I’m sorry. I would’ve con-
tacted you to let you know167 but…
S: So Basil, yeah… Basil would’ve got 
in touch.
C: It’s typical behaviour207.
Cl: It’s a pity208, you know. Jeremy’s 
friends with… friends with all these 
kids142 and this is kind…
B: And was he invited, Camilla?
Cl: I don’t think he was?
C: There was a limit. There were only 
so many ponies available209.
Cl: And the limit is everyone minus, 
Jeremy? Is that what the limit is, 
Camilla? I don’t know, well, to be 
honest I think what you really ought 
to do, you should be paying for that 
pony. And if you’re not willing to210 
pay for that pony, I mean14, Camilla 
you should pursue211 him on this.

B: Well, I’m not. I’m not… I’m not 
paying for that pony.
Cl: I think actually4 Camilla – 
y’know19 – given the circumstances I 
think maybe you ought to pursue him 
on this issue212.
B: What, you gonna45 take me to 
small-claims court213 or something 
for a Shetland pony?
Cl: I could… Camilla, I could give you 
the name of the lawyer that we use 
for small claims. I think that would be 
helpful.
B: Oh, come on!214 On principle I 
refuse215 to pay a bill for a children’s 
birthday party.
Cl: It’s a Shetland pony! It was a Shet-
land pony and it was going spare216. 
It was wandering around173 on his 
own92. It could’ve been sat on by 
someone else, someone else like 
Jeremy. And – y’know19 – because 
there was a limit and Camilla had to 
draw the line193.
C: There is a principle here, Basil, and 
the principle of the thing is to take 
responsibility for your actions and 
to show the children that you take 
responsibility for your actions. That’s 
what’s at stake217 here.
B: I do and I did what I thought was 
the best for my Madison, which 
was to take her to see her frail218 
grandmother.
C: No, you acted on your own interest 
and you’ve already… you see, you’ve 
given the game away219, my dear, 
you’ve given the game away. You’re 
talking about your ‘ex’ being more 
important than anybody.
Cl: Yeah, what’s good for the Madison 
is good for the Basil is what I can see.
S: Oh, look! Here they are, here 
they’re coming.

17
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AUDIO SCRIPTS

225 cobblestones – rounded stones used to 
make a pavement

226 ground – the equivalent of the floor 
outside 

227 main – principal, primary 
228 weapon – instrument of war 
229 onager catapult – type of Ancient Roman 

catapult. The weapon in the photograph 
is, in fact, a ballista.

230 whether – irrespective of whether (= ‘if’ but 
‘if’ cannot be used after a preposition)

231 troops – soldiers 
232 to have to do with – be related to 

233 rather – somewhat 
234 to overshadow – eclipse 
235 handy – easy
236 to take away from (take-took-taken) – 

detract from
237 overall – general 
238 instead of – rather than, as opposed to 
239 to take in (take-took-taken) – perceive 
240 surroundings – setting, physical context
241 do miss out on – (emphatic) miss out on, 

waste the opportunity to have

C: Alright, well, we better… let’s put 
a sock in it220 now because I don’t 
want… not in front of the children! 
Thank you.

14. Pronouncing Place Names
(0m35s)

Commentary: Listen to these top-
onyms and practise repeating them 
(p. 56).

15. Picture 
Description
(3m36s)

Examiner [British English]: Can I ask 
you to look at these two photographs, 
please, and to compare the two?
Examinee [Irish English]: OK. Well, 
in the first photograph in the fore-
ground221 we see an elderly lady, 
looks like a tourist taking a photo-
graph of something, and she’s stand-
ing on what looks like the base of 
some... perhaps a monument or some-
thing very old, an old architecture 
– sort of3, like222 – a castle or some-
thing. Behind her there’s an open 
space that looks quite modern, that 
doesn’t look so old, that’s been done 
recently perhaps. Then further in the 
background223 we see that it’s on the 
coast. There’s a lovely nice blue sea. 
I don’t know if that’s an island in the 
background or another part of what 
we’re looking at. Again it’s nice and 
green, so it could be Mediterranean 
perhaps. Looking at how the tourist 

is dressed and looking at the sunlight 
it may not be – y’know19 – it might 
be just75 the start of the summer. 
That’s the feeling I get from how she’s 
dressed and the sunlight.

Then I’ll move on to the next 
picture. This looks like we’re in the 
courtyard224 of something like a 
castle. It looks very old, the way… the 
cobblestone225 on the ground226. 
And on the right-hand side in the 
right corner we see another tourist, 
a man, taking a photograph. Down 
in the bottom left we can see the 
main227 object in the picture, it looks 
like an old weapon228, something 
like a catapult or like an onager229… 
something that I think would use 
these round stones in the right-hand 
side as weapons. It would fire these 
into the enemy whether230 it would 
be enemy castle walls or enemy 
troops231. Well, they’re pretty much30 
the same. Basically in each picture 
we see a tourist taking a photograph 
of something and I think it’s also to 
do… both have to do with232 some-
thing historical or – y’know19 – some 
important architectural structure.
Examinee: Thank you. Would you 
say that taking photographs on hol-
idays is tending rather233 to over-
shadow234 the holiday experience 
these days?
Examiner: Yeah, I do. I agree. I think 
worrying about… nowadays60 it’s 
handy235 to take a photograph with 
your mobile, your phone or whatever 
but I think it takes away from236 the 
overall237 experience instead of238 
just128 the feeling of being there, 
taking in239 your surroundings240 

and having that as a memory it’s 
much… much better, much more 
important than later having that on 
your phone, where you’re going to 
show it on your phone or put it on 
your social media, your Facebook 
or whatever. I think people do miss 
out241 on experiences by trying to 
capture it. The same goes, not only 
in situations like this, maybe at a con-
cert or something people are filming 
things. I think it takes away from236 
the experience.
Examinee: Thank you.

16. Giving Directions (0m54s)

Commentary: Listen to these 
expressions from the article 
(pp. 54-55).
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PAGE EXERCISE

PAGE EXERCISE

112 1. Illustrations round-up: see if you can 
identify some of the objects and actions 
mentioned in the footnotes of this issue.

113 2. Title Tag: can you match these alternative 
titles to the news articles on pp. 7-11?

 3. Interview listening comprehension: 
answer these questions about audio track 5.

114 4. Word Search: find terms relating 
to travel and tourism (pp. 13-54).

115 5. Flight translations: try to improve 
the emergency instructions from a 
major Spanish airline (pp. 46-47).

 6. Dinerese ‘translation’: can you 
decipher these orders? (p. 37).

116 7. Crossword: for revision of vocabulary 
from throughout the magazine.

117 8. Functional English: complete the sentences 
with words and expressions from pp. 13-17.

 9. Pronunciation: revise the difficult 
words from the footnotes.

118 10. Debates: varied listening comprehension 
exercises for audio tracks 1-3 (pp. 88-97).

119 11. US vs. UK hotel terms: a matching 
exercise relating to p. 33.

 12. US vs. UK train terms: fill the chart (p. 39).
 13. US vs. UK tourism terms: matching 

words in British and American English 
from the tourism section.

120 14. Tourism false friends: find the false 
cognates from the tourism section in 
these sentences and correct them.

 15. False Friends Round-up: test to see 
if you learned the false friends marked in 
the footnotes throughout the magazine.

121 16. Internet listening: test your listening 
comprehension with this fascinating talk 
about the discovery of a Spinosaurus.

 17. Improvisation listening comprehension: 
answers these questions about audio track 13 
(‘The Missed Birthday Party’), pp. 106-110.

122 18. Toponyms’ etymology quiz: see 
how much you know about toponyms.

 19. Flight interactions: match the 
questions and answers (pp. 40-41, p. 44).

123 20. Monologues: a true-false listening 
comprehension on audio tracks 7-11 (pp. 101-105).

 21. Flight idioms: test how well you’ve 
learned the expressions from pp. 49-51.

 22. Taxi translations: correct these cab 
phrases from the Far East (pp. 52-53).

124 23. Wordplay: a word game – relating 
to dinosaurs (pp. 71-83).

 24. Travel-related phrasal verbs: fill the 
gaps with the multi-word verbs (pp. 20-21).

 25. Complaining: match the 
informal/spoken expressions to their 
formal/written equivalents (p. 19).

125 26. Homophones: correct this text 
about the ‘mother of palaeontology’.

126 27. Toponyms’ Test: can you guess 
the answers to this quiz about nouns 
from place names? (pp. 56-66)

 28. In-flight announcements: match 
the quotes to the contexts (pp. 42-43).

127 29. Prepositions: fill the gaps in these 14 
quotes about travel with prepositions.

128 30. Wordplay: test your vocabulary and 
understanding of English morphology.

129 31. Word box: find terms relating 
to flying (pp. 40-51).

130 32. Sentence transformation: revise 
structures from throughout the issue.

131-133 ANSWERS
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1. Illustrations Round-Up. Many of the definitions in the footnotes are illustrated. Test how well you have learned the 
meanings of these words by matching the pictures to their definition. Notice that we have changed [many] of the 
pictures to help you fix the concept in your mind:

1. backpacking
2. belt
3. bottom
4. to breastfeed 

(-feed/-fed/-fed)
5. cloud

6. coach (and horses)
7. coins
8. estate car
9. footprints
10. laptop
11. luggage trolley

12. nest 
13. ostrich
14. parachute
15. pear
16. to punch
17. roundabout

18. seatbelt
19. suit
20. tail 
21. waterfall
22. whip

a. band worn around the 
top of one’s trousers

b. big family car
c. (Struthio camelus) big 

flightless African bird
d. bum, backside, butt(ocks)
e. carriage
f. cascade, cataract
g. cord used for beating 

people or animals, or for 
making a loud noise

h. feed an infant naturally from 
a human mammary gland

i. flexible prolongation of 
the vertebrae behind 
the rest of the body

j. formal clothing
k. hit with one’s fist
l. marks caused by walking
m. pieces of (typically 

round) metal money
n. portable computer
o. safety harness on a seat
p. simple vehicle that you push 

for carrying baggage

q. structure in which a bird or 
a dinosaur keeps its eggs

r. textile canopy used to slow 
the descent of a falling 
object or person

s. traffic circle 
t. travelling on foot with one’s 

possessions in a rucksack
u. (Pyrus) type of fruit that is 

spherical below and more 
or less conical on top

v. visible nebulous mass 
of water vapour
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2. Title Tag. Read i. the News (pp. 7-9) and ii. Science News (pp. 10-11) articles. Then try to match the alternative titles 
given below to the originals, without looking back. This can be one or two exercises: 

i.
1. You’re Only as Old as You Look a. Gesture Politics in Berlin
2. New Honorific b. Wet Revenge
3. The Mother of All Building Booms c. Cashing in on the Day Off
4. Picture Play d. Silver Foxes and Golden Oldies
5. The Mime Police e. No Water, No Peace
6. Piss Off f. Enough Cement to Cover Sicily in a Car Park
7. No Longer Bank Holidays g. The Price of Access to the Arabian Sea
8. Of Jihadists & Drought h. Fake Fosters Art Appreciation
9. China’s Marshall Plan i. Mx ’n’ Match

ii.
1. The Return of Brontosaurus a. Replica Reptile Loved more than Real Whale
2. The Duck-billed Ostrich Camel b. Don’t Buy Milk on the Web
3. Save Dippy c. Auto Discomfort Favours High-flyers
4. Breast is Best d. A Cetaceous Chimera
5. Send Your Kids Outside e. The Mother of All Whiplash
6. Don’t Overpraise f. Not Bad, Son
7. The Magic of the Middle g. The Myopia Epidemic

3. Listen to Interview with a Tourism Executive on the audio files (track 5) and answer the following questions:

1. Where does Mike live? 

2. What’s his job? 

3. How many people visit every year? 

4. How many hotels are there on the island? 

5. Which three main cultures does he mention that contribute to the city’s character? 

6. What is the most obvious British legacy? 

7. Who plays cricket there? 

8. What is the first language in Singapore? 

9. Which four other languages does he mention? 

10. Who was he talking to this morning? 

11. Which advantages of tourism does he mention? 

ii. Fill the gaps in the following paragraph from near the end of the interview:

No, I don’t see that at all. In fact, actually globally we hear the bad news but in fact things are better for travel on the 

global level now than they ever have been before. There’s more 1________________________, it’s easier to move, you need 

less 2__________________ than you’d ever needed in the past. So, all the bases are there and – y’know – you have the 

infrastructure as well, you have hotels around the world, you can stay in people’s houses now with things like Airbnb, 

there’s great opportunities to move around. I guess, there are parts of the world which will always be 3________________, 

and right now the Middle East is really going through a 4_______________ period. So, I would not encourage everyone to 

rush off to certain parts of the Middle East right now, but generally the rest of the world is doing just 5________________.
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4. The word box contains 20 words relating to travelling, all of which can be found in the travel dossier. First, try 
to find as many as you can without looking at the definitions below. Once you have done this, match them to the 
definitions and see if – using the definitions – you can find some more:

1. “………………….…… broadens the mind” so they say.
2. The school …………………….…. was a great success.
3. A………………………………. is a long trip overland 

or the time that this takes.
4. To…………...........  ........................ (4, 3) means “to go towards”.
5. A …………………............. is a trip in space or on the sea.
6. To ………………. ....................... (4, 4) means to return to your 

point of departure before reaching your destination.
7. There was a fascinating ……….........………. of the excavation 

site conducted by one of the archaeologists.
8. …………………………................................ is the British 

English word for a “backpack”.
9. Do we have to pay extra for the 

……………….................................... to the national park?
10. A ………………..................……. is a device 

which shows you where north is.

11. A …………………….....…… is a long journey overland on foot.
12. ………………...................................…… is the usual 

British English word for “baggage”.
13. A …………………........ is a person who tries to stop strangers 

who are driving and ask them to give him/her a lift.
14. ……………………..................……. is just a euphemism for tourist.
15. His grandfather died on an 

……………………...................…….. to the North Pole.
16. The activity of travelling for pleasure 

is called …………......................………….
17. A ……………....................… is a pleasure trip by boat. 

It is also the surname of a famous actor.
18. ………………….. is the British English word for a “flashlight”.
19. A …………….......................…………. is a trip in a plane.
20. I’m afraid Ms. Jameson is away on a business 

………......................…… at the moment.

S E U Q S E N A M O G N I T U O N
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5. Flight Translation. Read the articles on pp. 46-47. The following text comes from the safety instructions of a major 
Spanish airline. Try to identify the mistakes on your own. Then, read the footnotes and try to produce a better 
version. Finally, compare your version to the model improvement in the Answers Section:

Emergency Exit
If you are seated close to an emergency exit, please remember that...

You must:

>>  Be at least 15 years old or be able to perform the tasks defined in this card.1

>>  Not be looking after any person during the flight.2

>>  Read and speak Spanish or English to understand these instructions3 and be able of hearing and understanding4 the 

oral crew member commands5.

>>  Be able of finding4 and following4 the light path to an emergency exit.

In the event of an evacuation, you must:

>>  Locate the emergency exit and operate the opening mechanism only after having heard6 the command, “evacuation, 

evacuation, evacuation” given by the crew.

>>  Verify that outside conditions7 are safe (no fire, no smoke or no other dangerous situations). If outside conditions7 

are not safe, do not open the door or emergency window.

>>  Pass quickly through the emergency exit.

>>  Stabilize the escape slide after deployment.

>>  Help other passengers that may need it8 to leave the aircraft through the escape slide and follow a safe path away 

from the emergency exit.

If you do not fulfill any of the conditions defined in the first part, or you do not wish9 or can not10 perform these 
functions, please contact any crew member to change the seat11. 

6. Dinerese Translation. Read the article on p. 29. Without looking at the article, ‘translate’ the following terms from 
“Dinerese” into Standard English:

1. Cowboy with spurs. Hold the grass. Then, Eve with the lid on.

2. Put out the lights and cry with a bowl of red.

3. A BLT but hold the mayo.

4. Wreck a pair. And then a haystack.

1 wrong conjunction: surely they mean ‘and’ 
not ‘or’

2 unnatural expression: ‘anyone’ or ‘any-
body’ would sound more natural than ‘any 
person’

3 not a translation problem but if the person 
can’t read Spanish or English then s/he won’t 
understand this requirement!

4 wrong verb form: we use a different verb 
form after ‘be able to’

5 word order: this is a very confusing cluster 
of words

6 a little unnatural: native speakers would 
prefer ‘after hearing’ here

7 unnatural expression: we could improve 
the word order

8 hanging pronoun: this pronoun must refer 
back to a noun (it doesn’t).

9 omission: we would include a particle here
10 word division: ‘cannot’ should be written 

as one word 
11 unnatural expression: ‘to change the seat’ 

would imply substituting the seat with a 
different one!
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15

16 17 18 19 20 21

22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29

30 31 32 33 34

35 36 37 38

39 40 41 42

43 44 45 46 47

48 49 50 51

52 53 54 55

Across

1. Mesozoic reptile; obsolete 
person or thing

9. preposition – fashionable?
10. massage 
11. simian. Anagram of ‘pea’
13. African river whose name 

means ‘the river’
14. cavity in an organism, 

bladder. Homophone of ‘sack’
16. area of land; type of car
17. nation; government 

and institutions
19. consumed food
21. also known as (initialism)
22. path, track. Homophone 

of ‘root’
24. deity
26. exists
27. exist. Anagram of ‘era’
28. holidaymaker 
30. container for ashes. 

Homophone of ‘earn’. 
Anagram of ‘run’

31. withdraw
32. special surprise
33. consume food
34. @
35. conjunction. Homophone 

of 23 DOWN
36. informal thank you
37. Alcoholics Anonymous 

(initialism)

39. declaration
43. place for nocturnal 

entertainment
47. Israel (internet address)
48. (Washington) District 

Columbia (initialism)
52. a very long period of 

time (UK spelling)
53. a very long period of 

time (US spelling)
54. preposition – activated?
55. traditions; import control 

Down

1. customer in a restaurant; 
US roadside restaurant

2. same as 9 ACROSS
3. elaborate. Anagram of ‘atoner’
4. apartment; musical 

composition. Homophone 
of ‘sweet’

5. capable. Homophone 
of ‘Abel’

6. Egyptian solar deity
7. North American Space 

Agency (acronym)
8. reshape; allocate to 

other actors
12. from a country to 

the northwest of the 
Indian subcontinent

13. Nathan (abbreviation)
15. throw; the actors of 

a production
17. fly high; ascend 

rapidly. Homophone 
of ‘sore’ and ‘saw’

18. side road
19. same as 19 ACROSS
20. polite, well-mannered
23. large paddle. 

Homophone of ‘ore’
24. obtained
25. fantasized during 

sleep (UK spelling)
28. sea birds. Homophone of 

‘turns’. Anagram of ‘stern’
29. Iowa (abbreviation)

30. central African nation
31. same as 22 ACROSS
38. Greek titan; book of maps
40. French Mediterranean 

city – pleasant?
41. exclamation of surprise
42. Congress Party; 

Communist Party 
(initialism)

44. frozen water
48. District Attorney 

(initialism)
49. you and me – American?
50. negative adverb. 

Homophone of ‘know’
51. (adverb, conjunction or 

preposition) while, since

Test how well you have 
retained the vocabulary from 
this issue of Yes by doing 
the following crossword

If you find the crossword difficult, 
do the easy clues (in bold) first. 
This will make the rest of the 
words much easier to find.

Crossword
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8. Functional English. Read the article about The Language of Tourism on pp. 13-17. Then without looking at the 
article, fill the gaps in the following sentences. The first letter has been given to help you:

1. The s____________-l_____________________ c_______________ is ready for boarding, captain.
2. Robbie learned to herd cattle on a d_________________ r_______________________ when he was 10.
3. Ted’s been to many more countries than Eve because he’s willing to travel on a s__________________________ while she 

insists on luxury travel.
4. Yeah, I did a lot of b_____________________________ when I was young but you reach an age when you have to travel 

with a minimum of comfort.
5. I expected Benalmadena to be a real t___________________ t________________ but in fact it was quite tolerable.
6. His parents went on a b__________________ c________________ in the Greek Islands – sun, sea and too much ouzo!
7. You should go i____________-r_______________________ while you’re still in your mid-twenties because the same sort of 

trip is much more expensive after that.
8. We stayed in the h________________ from H______________ in Corfu. The swimming pool was still being built so we were 

woken up by construction workers every morning.
9. Hiking in the Carpathian Mountains? Now that’s what I call o__________ the b_______________ t______________.
10. Since the construction of the Eurostar line, a c______________ b_______________ in Paris has become the favourite 

weekend away for Londoners. 
11. No, we never spend Christmas in England. We’re not religious except in the sense that we worship the 

w_____________________ s_____________!
12. Well, it’s going to be a s____________________________ for us this year, I’m afraid. We’ve no extra cash for holidays what 

with Ernie losing his job.
13. Yeah, we may have to take a h________________ h_________________ this year, too. Ah well, it’s not the end of the world.
14. Well, we could think about doing a h_________________ s___________________.
15. A h______________________ e_____________________? No, I wouldn’t want strangers poking around in my personal space.
16. We’ve booked a holiday at a t____________________ r_____________________ on the Black Sea. It was very economical.
17. I think it’s important to give back: I’m going on a v________________________ v________________________.
18. The hotel was full of g_________________ g_______________________ on an off-season promotion. We had to fight the 

OAPs to get any breakfast. They were like locusts!
19. As a translator he doesn’t have a fixed timetable so he tends to take advantage of special offers such as 

m_____________________ b___________________ outside the tourist season.
20. We spent the week visiting the World War One battlefields of northern France. Does that count as 

d__________________ t__________________________ or not?

ii. Match the words on the left to the appropriate word on the right to create terms for food-poisoning abroad:

1. the Aztec a. belly
2. Cairo b. tummy
3. Delhi c. crud 
4. gippy d. two-step 
5. Hong-Kong e. runs
6. Montezuma’s f. trot
7. the Rangoon g. dog
8. the Turkey h. revenge

9. Pronunciation. The phonemics of the difficult words to pronounce is given in the footnotes throughout the 
magazine. Are the following words homophones?

1. coup (p. 17, n. 10) coo 2. suite (p. 28, n. 10) sweet 3. pear (p. 50, n. 12) pair
4. bight (p. 58, n. 4) bite 5. mores (p. 60, n. 11) moors 6. gout (p. 75, n. 15) goat
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10. Debates: Varied Listening. Listen to the Mini-Debates (audio tracks 1-3, audio script pp. 88-97) and answer 
the questions according to what the speakers say. Obviously, this can be done as three separate exercises:

A. Debate 1: Listen to the first debate and, as you do, match these half-sentences according to what you hear:

a. Yes, I think we’re spending a large amount of money 1. much more than with microsystems or small animals 
or insects.

b. Zoos, particularly modern ones, don’t just keep animals 
in cages, 

2. you’ve got to talk about not just the forest itself but 
everything that depends on it.

c. I think humans identify with the larger mammals 3. for a realistic rhinoceros population or panda 
population or whatever.

d. We should be trying to maintain the pandas 4. that genetically there isn’t enough diversity.

e. If you take the rainforest in South America, 5. on animals that have come to an evolutionary 
cul-de-sac.

f. In the case of rhinos and pandas there are actually so 
few left 

6. in fact that is actually frowned upon these days.

g. There’s no way that we are going to be able to provide 
space in the future 

7. as part of the ecological system that they are from.

B. Debate 2: Listen to the second debate. Answer the questions and complete the chart:

1. How many vineyards are mentioned?
2. What proportion of the region's wine is exported to the People’s Republic?
3. What ‘national’ product is now being imported into Spain?
4. Where are British apples sent to be polished?
5. Which cheese is mentioned because the use of its name is restricted?

Country Buying Country Selling Product Company Name

China France 6. -

USA Britain Chocolate 7. 

China 8. meat/pork Smithfield

C. Debate 3: Listen to the third debate and as you do, put these sentences in the order in which you hear them:

______ a. Maybe half of the important recent discoveries are made in universities and in institutions.
______ b. There is no future in ancient history! 
______ c. Let’s get rid of the mathematics department and the pure logic departments. 
______ d. I think we should stop wasting time digging around for dinosaur bones. 
______ e. I’m sure you can actually equate that to people signing up to palaeontology courses.
______ f. We do already have enough bones and we don’t have enough people analysing them.
______ g. I would imagine that the number of students studying theoretical 

physics has probably gone up in the last few years.
______ h. Universities allocate money to create publicity for themselves.
______ i. We have plenty of dinosaur bones in museums around the world already.
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11. Read the article on US vs. UK English for hotels on p. 33. Without looking back, match the British English 
‘translation’ with these American terms:

US English UK English
1. a backpack a. a bellboy
2. baggage b. book a room
3. a bellhop c. the first floor 
4. the elevator d. the ground floor
5. the first floor e. the lift
6. the front desk f. a label
7. a tag g. luggage
8. make a reservation h. reception
9. second floor i. rucksack

12. Complete this box of US vs. UK terms relating to trains: 

US English UK English

a boxcar 1. __________________________________

2. __________________________________ a sleeper

a freight  train a 3. __________________________ train

a 4. _____________________ crossing a level crossing

a one-way ticket 5. __________________________________

6. __________________________________ a porter

a round-trip ticket 7. __________________________________

the conductor 8. __________________________________

the departure 9. __________________________________ the departure timetable

the railroad 10. __________________________________

11. __________________________________ the sleeping car

the ticket agent the ticket 12. __________________________________

13. Here are some more British and American terms relating to tourism. Match them up:

UK English US English
a. the left-luggage office 1. a carryall
b. a dual carriageway 2. a divided highway
c. an estate car 3. a garment bag
d. the foyer 4. gas
e. a handbag 5. the baggage room 
f. a holdall 6. the lobby
g. a juggernaut 7. a pocketbook
h. petrol 8. a sedan car
i. a saloon car 9. a station waggon or a station wagon
j. a suit bag 10. a streetcar
k. a tram 11. the subway
l. the Underground 12. a tractor-trailer
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14. Read the articles on tourism false friends on pp. 22-23, p. 30 and 37. Then, without looking back, correct the 
following sentences. All the sentences contain travel-related false friends, though a couple weren’t in the articles:

1. I’ll grab a good spot on the beach before all the Germans arrive and you go and hire a couple of hammocks, OK?

2. There was a huge caravan on the motorway and we didn’t reach the coast until midnight.

3. Tomorrow is a fiesta in the whole of the UK so I’m afraid some of the museums will be closed. 

4. We are planning an escapade next weekend. We haven’t left the city in ages.

5. Last year they took their vacancies on the island of Malta and had a great time. 

6. We always stay in this little villa in southwest Andalusia – there are only half a dozen houses and a tiny 

grocer’s shop.

7. He was wearing a bright pink bather and quite honestly he looked ridiculous. 

8. We stayed at a camping in the Black Forest and had a fantastic holiday.

9. We rented a lovely bungalow and from my room on the top floor I could see the sea between two mountains.

10. He never goes abroad on holiday because he doesn’t like strangers, their food or their customs. He’s one of the 

most closed-minded people I know!

11. We complained to the hotel management because the griffins in our room didn’t work properly.

12. In theory my journey is eight hours but I’m usually in the office for nine.

13. A musician has to follow the compass of the music.

14. Once they were through the mountain pass there was an escapade and the weaker cyclists were left far behind.

15. They had an adventure at the university but it wasn’t a serious relationship.

16. There’s been another escapade from that jail in Texas.

15. False-friends Round-up. Throughout the magazine false friends are identified in the footnotes. Correct the 
underlined words in the following sentences. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) references are given:

1. The road stretches a lot a little further along. Be careful. (p. 15, n. 1)

2. He studied fine arts because he pretends to be a sculptor. (p. 16, n. 2)

3. Despite the fact that they live in absolute misery, many of the slum-dwellers are in fact happier than a lot of 

Westerners I know. (p. 16, n. 11)

4. The exit of the Ethiopian film at Cannes was a complete surprise for its producers. (p. 42, n. 3)

5. How many people assisted at the meeting this morning? (p. 42, n. 32)

6. The doctor told her to give up smoking and drinking as well as a few other insane habits she had fallen into. 

(p. 43, n. 7)

7. You have to respect the laws of the land, which may differ notoriously from those in your home country. (p. 53, n. 17)

8. The spectators’ deception with his performance was palpable. (p. 69, n. 34)

9. Martin Luther was a Dutch churchman. (p. 91, n. 63)

10. I’m tired of the topic that food in the USA is uniformly bad. If you know where to look, you can find some great 

places to eat. (p. 104, n. 113)

11. The household structure in the UK is very nuclear and few people have much contact with their parents. 

(p. 107, n. 176)
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16. Internet Listening. Listen to this fascinating talk by palaeontologist Nizar Ibrahim: ( http://goo.gl/z7Sk9l ). As 
you listen, answer the following questions:

1. How old was Nizar when he saw 

his first dinosaur illustrations?

2. How did he describe them at the time?

3. What two things drew Dr 

Ibrahim to palaeontology?

4. Where did Dr Ibrahim go to look 

for Spinosaurus remains?

5. What nationality was the discoverer 

of the first Spinosaurus?

6. What happened to all the Spinosaurus 

fossils we had previously? 

7. Spinsaurus’s mouth can be compared 

to that of which animal?

8. What do its teeth seem to be designed for?

9. Between which two countries is the Kem Kem region?

10. What dangers were there in the Kem Kem?

11. How many species of crocodile-like reptiles did they discover?

12. What did the Spinosaurus’s entire skeleton seem to be designed for?

13. Who said, “Always, there has been an adventure just around the corner – and the world is still full of corners.”?

17. Listening Comprehension. Listen to track 13 on the downloadable audio files and answer these questions: 

1. What’s the name of Stephanie’s daughter? 

2. What’s the name of Basil’s daughter? 

3. What has so upset Camilla? 

4. How much does Camilla want Basil to pay? 

5. What does that cost correspond to? 

6. What is Basil’s excuse? 

7. Why didn’t Basil call? 

8. What’s the name of Clive’s son? 

9. What excuse does Camilla give for not inviting him? 

10. What is the principle that is at stake, according to Camilla? 

You can check your answers against pp. 106-110.
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18. Topology/etymology quiz. Read the toponyms section on pp. 55-66. Now try to match the names of the 
following geographical features to their meaning. Use your knowledge of the area in which each language 
mentioned is spoken to help you: 

1. The Amazon River a. arrow (from an Old Persian word)

2. The Andes Mountains b. desert (from an Arabic word)

3. The Appalachian Mountains c. father of rivers (from an Akkadian expression)

4. The Aral Sea d. island (from a Kirgiz word)

5. Lake Baikal e. mountains (from a Pelasgian word)

6. The Caucasus Mountains f. mountain peak (from a Vogul expression)

7. The Euphrates River g. the peaks (from a Quechua word)

8. The Ganges River h. the people on the other side (from a Hitchiti word)

9. The Gobi Desert i. place of paddling (from a Guarani expression)

10. The Nile River j. prosperous son (from a Chinese expression)

11. The Orinoco River k. rich lake (from a Turkic expression)

12. The Sahara desert l. river (from a Semitic root word)

13. The Tigris River m. river (from a Sanskrit word)

14. The Urals n. steppe or desert (from a Mongolian word)

15. The Yangtze River o. the wave (from a Tupi word)

- If you are in a class this would be a good activity to do between two (or more) teams. First, each team should try to 
work out which meaning goes with which geographical feature – elimination will probably play an important part with 
some of them. 

ii. Describing. Individual learners take turns defining where each of the geographical features above is, while 
other class members try to guess which one s/he is defining. e.g. “It’s a mountain range running down the western 
side of North America from Canada through the USA. This range runs more or less north-south”. Answer: The Rocky 
Mountains (not given above).

19. Flight interactions. Read the pages on airport and airline interactions on pp. 40-41 and p. 44. Then, without 
looking at the article, match the questions (1-11) to their answers (a-k):

1. Are you carrying any sharp objects? a. No, I don’t.
2. Can you place your belt in the tray, please? b. No, I’m not.
3. Did you pack your bags yourself? c. No, it hasn’t.
4. Do you have any liquids, creams or gels? d. No, not really. You’ll get there in about seven minutes.
5. Do you have priority boarding? e. No, they haven’t.
6. Has anybody interfered with your luggage? f. Pleasure. I’m on holiday.
7. Has it been left unattended at any time? g. There’s a paper bag in the pocket of the seat in front of you.
8. I feel sick! h. Yes, I did.
9. Is it far to Gate 57? i. Yes, I do.
10. Is this the right queue for Ryan Air? j. Yes, it is.
11. What is the purpose of your stay? k. Yes, of course.
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20. Monologues. Listen to audio tracks 7-11 and answer the following questions. You can check your answers against 
the texts on pp. 101-105:

1. The first speaker has only travelled in Europe and the Americas.
2. He prefers to travel by car than by any other means.
3. The second speaker prefers the idea of driving to actually driving.
4. She loves the idea of a holiday in a caravan.
5. The third speaker loves the idea of a holiday in a caravan.
6. The fourth speaker’s best experiences have been on trains.
7. He says he is going to fly imminently.
8. The fifth speaker has been to most of the States of the USA by automobile.

21. Flight Idioms. Read the article on pp. 49-51 and fill the gaps in the following sentences with one word:

1. The singer’s popularity took a n____________________________ when the media found out about the scandal.

2. The s__________________’s the limit as to what you could win in this competition.

3. It was really embarrassing; I was trying to impress her and all the time I was f______________________ low!

4. I didn’t know the words to the national anthem but I managed to w_________________ it by mouthing to the music 

and looking dead serious!

5. You’ve failed all your exams? Right, you’re g___________________________ for the rest of the term!

6. None of them had seen an emergency like that before, so they were flying by the s__________________ of their pants. 

7. It was a miracle that we even finished the race. We got in on a w________________________ and a prayer.

8. He needn’t worry if they dismiss him; he’s got a g______________________ parachute and with his CV he’ll land 

another top job within a month or two.

9. You need a concerted advertising campaign to get the company off the g_______________________________.

10. When the firm ran into difficulties their top consultants b________________ out faster than rats leaving a sinking ship.

11. He went into a f_________________ s______________ when he heard that there was a virus in the computer. After all he 

had six month’s work in there.

12. I told them not to borrow the money but they didn’t listen to me, did they? Now it’s all gone p________-s____________.

13. He’ll fly in the f_____________________ of any danger; “daredevil” is his middle name!

14. The train leaves in twenty minutes so you lot’d better get w_________________________.

15. As the democratization process continues, women are pushing the e________________________ of what they can do, 

what they can wear.

16. Stockbrokers need the most up-to-date information and if they can’t get it, they are flying b________________________.

17. Nobody expected grey hair dye to t_______________________ off the way it has done. 

22. Taxi Translations. Here are some signs in taxis written in broken English. Can you correct them?

1. Don’t forget to carry your thing. [sign in a Shanghai taxi]
2. Please fasten seatbelt to prepare for crash. [sign in a taxi in Shibuya, Japan]
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23. Wordplay. Read the dinosaurs section (pp. 71-83). Then, without looking at the dossier, work out the following six 
terms. Use the clues and the numbers; each number represents a letter:

11 12 9 15 8 3 6 8

7 8 9 4 1 8 10 11

17 13 11 11 5 18 11

12 13 2 10 4 11 1 5 14

1 2 3 4 5 3 6

8 16 4 5 3 12 4 5 13 3

Conduct relating to finding a sexual partner 

The pursuit of quarry 

The death of the last member of a species 

Search for carrion

Plumage

Petrified remains 

24. Read the article on travel-related phrasal verbs on pp. 20-21. Replace the underlined verbs in these phrases with 
one of the phrasal verbs given below (remember to put the phrasal verb in the right tense!):

hold up make/head for press/push on start/set off/out strike out take off turn back

1. The start of the expedition was delayed by a blizzard.
2. The intrepid adventurer began to walk across the desert (which was a change of direction).
3. The column of refugees slowly began to leave when there was a lull in the fighting.
4. The explorers were trying to reach Lake Baykal.
5. They stopped trying to reach their goal and returned to their base camp when one of the party was injured.
6. I say we should continue despite our problems. The journey back would be nearly as long as the route to our destination.
7. The plane left the ground and flew off into the clouds.
8. It’s time you began your journey.

25. Complaining. As with other languages, the expressions you use when complaining depend on the formality of the 
situation and on whether the complaint is written or spoken. Match the 9 informal/spoken expressions on the left 
to the 12 formal/written expressions on the right:

Formal/written
1. I am taking my 

custom elsewhere
2. I demand to be reimbursed
3. I expect a refund
4. I have to lodge/

make a complaint
5. I will not be re-ordering
6. I would like to 

complain about
7. I’ll have to take legal action

8. Please correct the error
9. These products are 

unsatisfactory
10. These products do not 

come up to standard
11. You seem to have 

made an error
12. You will be hearing 

from my solicitors

Informal/spoken 
a. You should 

put it right
b. I want my 

money back
c. I’ll sue you
d. You made a 

mistake
e. It’s the last 

time I’m buying 
anything here

f. I won’t buy 
anything from 
you again

g. These goods 
are rubbish

h. This just isn’t 
good enough

i. I’ve come to 
complaint about…



Mary Anning and Tray
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26. Homophones. The following text is the biography of an important figure in the early days of palaeontology. 
However, we have changed 67 words for their homophones. See if you can find them and change them back:

Mary Anning: the Mother of Palaeontology
Borne into a pour Dorset family inn 1799, Mary Anning 

almost dyed wen she was struck buy lightning why’ll still a 

baby! The woman who was holding the won-year-old baby 

girl – a neighbour, Elizabeth Haskings – did dye. As a little 

girl Mary learnt to love fossil-collecting from her farther, 

Richard. Only too of the 10 Anning children survived 

and Richard Anning himself dyed wen Mary was only 10. 

The family dedicated itself inn Ernest to the collection of 

fossils from the coastal cliffs near there home inn order to 

survive. The area is now known as the Jurassic Coast and 

is a Whirled Heritage Site. Lyme Regis wear they lived was 

a seaside resort and it was relatively easy to cell fossils as 

souvenirs to the upper-class tourists. 

 

Despite her poverty, Mary found the tyme to learn to reed 

and right at Sunday school and, later, taut herself anatomy 

and geology. Wen Mary was 12, she and her brother Joseph 

discovered won of the first Ichthyosaurus fossils inn the whirled; its now on display at the Natural History Museum 

inn London. This was just the first of a hole series of major finds, including a Plesiosaurus inn 1823 and a pterodactyl 

inn 1828. Unusually for a woman inn early 19th-century Briton, Mary managed to urn the respect of the scientific 

community witch was struggling with the knew concept of extinction at the tyme. Mary also discovered that bezoars, 

curious stones witch whirr believed to offer protection against poisoning, whirr inn fact coprolites – fossilized faeces!

But fossil-hunting on the cliffs was dangerous work and Mary was nearly killed inn a rockslide wen she was 33. The 

avalanche killed her dog ‘Tray’. She rote a short tyme later, “Perhaps ewe will laugh wen eye say that the death of my 

old faithful dog has quite upset me, the cliff that fell upon hymn and killed hymn inn a moment before my eyes, and 

close to my feat ... it was butt a moment between me and the same fête.” 

Mary dyed of breast cancer inn 1847, aged 47. A phew years later Dickens praised her achievements. Indeed, 60 

years after her death Mary was commemorated inn a well-known English tongue-twister, “She cells seashells on the 

seashore”. Moor seriously, inn 2010 the Roil Society named Mary Anning as won of the 10 most influential British 

women inn the history of science.
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27. Toponyms Test. Read the articles on pp. 56-66, then try to answer this quiz:

1. A bayonet is a type of knife that soldiers attach to their rifles for hand-to-hand combat. From which city in 

Southwest France does the bayonet get its name?

2. The word magnet comes from the name of the city of Magnesia, which is now called Manisa. This was the original 

source of magnetic iron ore of the peoples of the Mediterranean. Where is Manisa?

3. The metal copper gets its name from which Mediterranean island? 

4. The turkey was wrongly believed to come from Turkey. However, that country did give us the name of a colour – 

which one?

5. In the Bohemian city of St Joachimsthal they made a silver coin called the “(joachims)thalers”. This term was 

corrupted to the name of which currency? 

6. The village of Kocs in Hungary gave us the name of which means of transport?

7. Serendipity is the ability to make advantageous discoveries by accident. The word refers to a country formerly 

known as Serendip – what is its modern name?

8. To canter means to ride a horse at a slow gallop. Which English city does the word refer to?

9. A tangerine is a type of small orange. From which Moroccan city does it get its name?

10. A limerick is a comic verse of five lines. In which country is the city of Limerick?

28. In-Flight Announcements. Read the article on pp. 42-43. Then, match the quotations (a-e) to the sentences they 
come from (1-5):

1. A stewardess wanted to emphasize how generous her airline could be in extreme circumstances and told 
passengers, “_____”.

2. As if to reinforce the idea that a cowboy was piloting the plane, a voice was heard over the loudspeaker as a plane 
came to a stop at Washington National Airport urging1, “_____”.

3. Sometimes the flight attendant’s criticism of the pilot’s landing is not subtle. A Northwest Airlines flight attendant 
told passengers, “_____”.

4. It is quite clear that there is no love lost2 between some pilots and their crew. One pilot told passengers, “_____”.
5. A pilot landing in Israel with the cheerful announcement “_____”; he was sacked3.

a. Whoa4, big fella5, WHOA!
b. Welcome to Palestine
c. We are pleased to have some of the best flight attendants in the industry... Unfortunately none of them is on this 

flight...!
d. Your seat cushions6 can be used for flotation and in the event of7 an emergency water landing8, please take them 

with our compliments9.
e. Please take care when opening the overhead10 compartments because, after a landing like that, sure as hell11 

everything has shifted12.

1 to urge – impel, say persuasively
2 there is no love lost – there is considerable 
animosity 

3 to be sacked – be fired, be dismissed, be 
laid off, be given the sack

4 whoa! – stop!

5 fella – (slang) fellow, guy
6 cushion – type of pillow on a seat 
7 in the event of – if there is
8 water landing – the plane crashing into the 
sea/into a lake

9 with our compliments – with our approval/
permission

10 overhead – that is above your head
11 sure as hell – certainly, without doubt
12 to shift – change position, move about
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29. Prepositions. Here are 14 quotations about travel and tourism. We have taken out the prepositions. See if you can 
put them back in correctly:

1. A good traveler has no fixed plans, and is not intent _________ arriving. [Lao Tzu]

2. A ship in harbor1 is safe, but that is not what ships are built _________. [John A. Shedd]

3. I have found out that there ain’t no2 surer way to find out3 whether4 you like people or hate them than to travel 

_________ them. [Mark Twain]

4. I’d rather5 wake up6 __________ the middle _________ nowhere than _________ any city _________ earth. [Steve McQueen]

5. Our happiest moments as tourists always seem to come when we stumble __________ one thing while _________ 

pursuit __________ something else. [Lawrence Block]

6. People travel to wonder7 _________ the height _________ the mountains, _________ the huge8 waves _________ the 

seas, ________ the long course ________ the rivers, ________ the vast compass9 ________ the ocean, ________ the circular 

motion ________ the stars, and yet10 they pass by themselves without wondering7. [St. Augustine]

7. The great difference between voyages11 rests not _________ the ships, but _________ the people you meet _________ 

them. [Amelia E. Barr]

8. The traveler was active; he went strenuously _________ search _________ people, _________ adventure, _________ 

experience. The tourist is passive; he expects interesting things to happen _________ him. He goes sight-seeing. 

[Daniel J. Boorstin]

9. The whole object _________ travel is not to set foot12 _________ foreign land; it is _________ last to set foot12 _________ 

one’s own country as a foreign land. [G.K. Chesterton]

10. To awaken13 quite alone _________ a strange town is one _________ the pleasantest sensations _________ the world. 

[Freya Stark]

11. _________ my mind, the greatest reward14 and luxury _________ travel is to be able to experience everyday things as if 

for the first time, to be _________ a position _________ which almost nothing is so familiar it is taken _________ granted. 

[Bill Bryson]

12. We must go beyond textbooks, go out _________ the bypaths15 and untrodden16 depths _________ the wilderness and 

travel and explore and tell the world the glories _________ our journey. [John Hope Franklin]

13. We wander17 __________ distraction, but we travel __________ fulfillment18. [Hilaire Belloc]

14. You do not travel if you are afraid _________ the unknown, you travel _________ the unknown, that reveals you 

_________ yourself. [Ella Maillart]

1 harbor (US English) – harbour (UK English), 
port 

2 ain’t no – (slang) isn’t any 
3 to find out (find-found-found) – discover, 
determine 

4 whether – (in this case) if 
5 ’d rather – would prefer 
6 to wake up (wake-woke-woken) – stop 
sleeping 

7 to wonder – (in this case) marvel, be 
impressed

8 huge – enormous 
9 compass – (in this case) expanse, area 
10 and yet – but, however 
11 voyage – maritime trip 
12 to set foot (set-set-set) – arrive 
13 to awaken – wake up, stop sleeping 
14 reward – recompense, compensation 

15 bypath – minor route 
16 untrodden – unvisited, virgin 
17 to wander – travel without a precise 

destination
18 fulfillment (US English) – fulfilment (UK 

English), profound satisfaction
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30.  Wordplay – Class Activity. In this activity you have to find words in a box of letters. Words are formed by a 
series of adjacent letters. A word can twist and turn provided that each letter is adjacent to the previous letter 
in the word. You cannot use the same letter-square twice in the same word (but you can of course use the letter 
again in your next word). Words must have two or more letters and be found in a Standard English dictionary. Past 
forms, plurals and so on are valid. You get one point for each word you find in the word square which no other 
player also has. You have three minutes to find the words. 

Practice square:

H O T E L
A V I A N
P L A C E
N A M E S
T R A I N

i.  In this practice square you should be able to see the words SCALE and PALM. Can you find any more? There are at 
least another 65 words! 

ii.  Now you should be ready to play against each other. Each player in turn should choose a letter to fill the letter-
boxes in the square below. We recommend that you mix vowels and consonants – otherwise it’s more difficult! 
We suggest that you photocopy this page and use the photocopy – if you don’t, then you can only play once!

Make a note of any new vocabulary you have found in the course of the exercise. 
Try and use each word several times in the course of the next few days.
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31. The word box below contains 23 words relating to flying from the flight section (pp. 40-51). The clues below 
should help you:

T P R O M P O T P A L I O N N A B

H I D M O R T A A D P Q U E U E M

G I R E B T O C S A S T U G T E S

I S R P A K C A S K C U R A C B H

L M T W G U T S P L A R G G L S Y

F T M E G P E E O O S M O G E M E

I T M I A N I R R M S N M U F G L

S A E A G I I B T D Q L R L N K D

T K T E E R D E N C U A E L B L R

T E R M I N A L T H A N O I O A Y

A O B A E C L T O S L D L T A U T

T F L H R Y R A I F I I G S R T I

I F E C A T U R E O D N M D D C L

O V E R C R O W D I N G T N I N A

N A T I L R D E D N E T T A N U U

H O L D A L L O R E S U R T G P Q

H Q T E S A C T I U S S P S T T S

1. This word describes a situation in which there are too 
many people for the space or facilities available.

2. (The controlling of) people who 
come to settle in a country.

3. Dirtiness, litter and general lack of hygiene.
4. An adjective that describes a bag that 

nobody is watching or looking after.
5. Somebody who is being transported by 

another person (e.g. on public transport)
6. At a ___________________________ = completely stationary.
7. The process of getting onto a plane.
8. One of the sections an airport is divided into.
9. The British English word for a backpack.
10. On time.
11. International identity document 

that states one’s nationality.
12. A rigid travel bag.
13. All one’s bags considered together (US English).

14. All one’s bags considered together (UK English).
15. A large soft travel bag, the British term for a ‘carry-all’.
16. When a plane leaves the ground.
17. When a plane returns to the ground.
18. A portable computer.
19. a. The number that identifies a specific trajectory 

in a plane. b. The ability to fly. c. Escape.
20. A line of people waiting (UK English).
21. A waist strap that you sometimes have to 

take off at the airport security check.
22. The access point for a specific plane.
23. Either an open flat container or a fold-down table.

Remember to write down any new vocabulary. 
Moreover, if there are any words you don’t 
recognize, find them in the article and write 
down the context as an example sentence. 
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32. Sentence Transformation. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same thing as the first sentence. 
The word in bold must be one of the words you use to fill the gap; do not change the form of this word. Each gap 
requires between two and five words. Page (p.) and footnote (n.) references for each structure are given:

1. This isn’t the imitation mozzarella you’re used to; it’s the authentic stuff. 
deal (p. 10, n. 16)
This isn’t the imitation mozzarella you’re used to; it’s _____________________________________________.

2. You will probably not meet anyone who actually speaks Welsh in Cardiff. 
unlikely (p. 13, n. 8)
You ______________________________________________ meet anyone who actually speaks Welsh in Cardiff.

3. There were too many options on the menu – over 100 dishes!
choice (p. 14, n. 1)
We were _________________________________________________ – there were over 100 dishes on the menu.

4. Did you have time to visit the places of interest when you were in Moscow?
sights (p. 14, n. 4)
Did you have time to ____________________________________________________ when you were in Moscow?

5. We stayed in a remote mountain village that was unknown to the tourist industry.
beaten (p. 16, n. 1)
We stayed in a remote mountain village that was ____________________________________________________ .

6. The Shangri-la we remembered had been turned into an overpriced centre for tourists!
trap (p. 16, n. 7)
The Shangri-la we remembered had been turned into ________________________________________________.

7. I found the local dish difficult to digest and it kept me awake half the night.
disagreed (p. 16, n. 17)
The local dish ___________________________________________________ and it kept me awake half the night.

8. I had to pay a penalty because I was driving too quickly.
fine (p. 18, n. 11)
I had to pay ______________________________________________________________.

9. The children were happy and excited because it was the end of term.
spirits (p. 20, n. 7)
The children were ___________________________________________________ because it was the end of term.

10. The skateboarder flew off his board and landed on his face.
flat (p. 26, n. 6)
The skateboarder flew off his board and ________________________________________________________ face.

11. Could you telephone me in the morning at 6.30, please? I have to catch a plane.
wake (p. 28, n. 14)
Could you give __________________________________________________ call, please? I have to catch a plane. 

12. If you want the top-of-the-range model it will cost you over $1000.
back (p. 29, n. 1)
If you want the top-of-the-range model it will ___________________________________________ over $1000.
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ANSWERS

1. 
1St, 2Ja, 3Vd, 4Oh, 5Tv, 6Me, 7Gm, 8Kb, 9Rl, 10Pn, 11Lp, 12Iq, 13Bc, 
14Hr, 15Fu, 16Ak, 17Ns, 18Uo, 19Cj, 20Di, 21Qf, 22Eg

2.
i. 1d, 2i, 3f, 4h, 5a, 6b, 7c, 8e, 9g.
ii. 1e. 2d, 3a, 4b, 5g, 6f, 7c.

3.
1. In Singapore
2. He manages an island resort called Sentosa
3. 20 million 
4. 15
5. the Chinese, the Indian and the Malay
6. the street names
7. the West Asians/the Indians 
8. English
9. Malay, Mandarin, Tamil and Hindi
10. A guy from the Seychelles
11. The geographical redistribution of wealth, intercultural 

respect, environmental management
ii.
1 connectivity 2 visas 
3. tough 4. rough 
5. fine

4.

1. TRAVEL 2. OUTING 3. JOURNEY
4. HEAD FOR 5. VOYAGE 6. TURN BACK
7. TOUR 8. RUCKSACK 9. EXCURSION
10. COMPASS 11. TREK 12. LUGGAGE
13. HITCHHIKER 14. HOLIDAYMAKER 15. EXPEDITION
16. TOURISM 17. CRUISE 18. TORCH
19. FLIGHT 20. TRIP

5.
You must:
>>  Be at least 15 years old and be able to perform 

the tasks defined in this card.
>>  Not be looking after anybody during the flight.
>>  Read and speak Spanish or English to understand 

these instructions and be able to hear and understand 
the crew members’ oral commands.

>>  Be able to find and follow the light path to an emergency exit.
In the event of an evacuation, you must:
>>  Locate the emergency exit and operate the opening 

mechanism only after hearing the crew give the 
command, “Evacuation, evacuation, evacuation!”.

>>  Verify that the conditions outside are safe (no fire, no 
smoke nor any other danger). If the conditions outside are 
not safe, do not open the door or emergency window.

>>  Pass quickly through the emergency exit.
>>  Stabilize the escape slide after deployment.
>>  Assist other passengers who need help leaving the aircraft 

down the escape slide and move away to a safe distance.
If you do not fulfil any of the conditions defined in the first 
part, or you do not wish to or cannot perform these functions, 
please contact any crew member to change seats. 

6.
1. A ham-and-onion omelette with no salad followed by apple pie.
2. Liver and onions with a serving of chili 
3. A bacon, lettuce and tomato sandwich with no mayonnaise 
4. Scrambled eggs, followed by strawberry pancakes. 

7.

8.
1. self-loading cargo 2. dude ranch 
3. shoestring 4. backpacking  
5. tourist trap 6. booze cruise
7. inter-railing 8. hotel from Hell
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9. off the beaten track 10. city break
11. winter sun 12. staycation
13. home holiday 14. house swap
15. home exchange 16. tourist resort
17. volunteer vacation 18. grey geese 
19. midweek breaks  20. dark tourism 
ii. 1d, 2c, 3a, 4b, 5g, 6h, 7e, 8f

9.
All are homophones except ‘mores’ /ˈmɔ:reiz/ and ‘moors’ /mɔ:rz/ and 
‘gout’ /gaut/ and ‘goat’ /gout/.a

10.
A.
a5, b6, c1, d7, e2, f4, g3, 
B.
1. over 100
2. 80%
3. white asparagus
4. South Africa
5. Camembert
6. Bordeaux wine
7. Cadbury’s
8. USA
C.
a7, b9, c4, d1, e5, f8, g6, h3, i2.

11. 
1i, 2g, 3a, 4e, 5d, 6h, 7f, 8b, 9c.

12. 
1. a goods van 2. a crosstie 3. goods 
4. grade 5. a single 6. a redcap
7. a return 8. the guard 9. schedule
10. the railway 11. the sleeper 12. clerk

13.
a5, b2, c9, d6, e7, f1, g12, h4, i8, j3, k10, l 11.

14.
1. deck chairs (hammocks)
2. traffic jam/tailback (caravan)
3. bank holiday (fiesta)
4. (short) break (escapade)
5. holidays/vacations (vacancies)
6. village/hamlet (villa)
7. swimming trunks/bathers (a… bather)
8. campsite (camping)
9. villa (bungalow)
10. foreigners (strangers)
11. taps (griffins)
12. working day (journey)
13. beat (compass)
14. a breakaway (an escapade)
15. affair (adventure)
16. breakout (escapade)

15.
1. gets narrower/narrows 2. wants/plans
3. poverty 4. success
5. were (present) 6. unhealthy
7. considerably 8. disappointment
9. German 10. cliché 11. relative/relations

16.
1. 5 years old
2. Dragons from deep time.
3. His love of animals and his desire to travel to remote places.
4. The Sahara (Desert)
5. German
6. They were destroyed in World War Two. 
7. A crocodile’s
8. Catching fish
9. Between Morocco and Algeria 
10. Sandstorms, snakes and scorpions
11. 7 or 8
12. Hunting in rivers.
13. Roy Chapman Andrews

17. 
1. Ems (Emma)
2. Madison
3. Madison didn’t come to Camilla’s daughter’s birthday party.
4. £28
5. The cost of hiring a Shetland pony
6. Madison’s grandmother was ill
7. He left his cellphone at home in the rush
8. Jeremy
9. There were a limited number of ponies
10. That parents have to show their children that they 

take responsibility for their own actions.

18. 
1. o 2. g (andi) 3. h (apalatchi)
4. d (aral) 5. k (bol göl) 6. e (kau)
7. c (ur at) 8. m (ganga) 9. n (gov)
10. l (nahal) 11. i (ori-noko) 12. b (sahra)
13. a (Tigra) 14. f (ur ala) 15. j (yáng zi)

19.
1b, 2k, 3h, 4a, 5i, 6e, 7c, 8g, 9d, 10j, 11f

20.
1T, 2F, 3T, 4F, 5T, 6F, 7F, 8T.

21.
1. nosedive 2. sky 3. flying
4. wing 5. grounded 6. seat
7. wing 8. golden 9. ground
10. bailed 11. flat spin 12. pear-shaped
13. face 14. weaving 15. envelope
16. blind 17. take

22.
Suggested improvements:
1. Please ensure that you take all your belongings (= possessions) 

with you.
2. In the interests of your safety, please fasten your seatbelt.

23.
hunting, feathers, courtship, scavenge, extinction, fossils

24.
1. held up 2. struck out 3. started/set out
4. making/heading for 5. turned back 6. press/push on
7. took off 8. started/set off
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25.
a8, b3/2, c7/12, d11, e5, f1, g9, h10, i6/4

26.
Born into a poor Dorset family in 1799, Mary Anning almost died 
when she was struck by lightning while still a baby! The woman 
who was holding the one-year-old baby girl – a neighbour, Elizabeth 
Haskings – did die. As a little girl Mary learnt to love fossil-collecting 
from her father, Richard. Only two of the 10 Anning children 
survived and Richard Anning himself died when Mary was only 10. 
The family dedicated itself in earnest to the collection of fossils from 
the coastal cliffs near their home in order to survive. The area is 
now known as the Jurassic Coast and is a World Heritage Site. Lyme 
Regis where they lived was a seaside resort and it was relatively 
easy to sell fossils as souvenirs to the upper-class tourists.

Despite her poverty, Mary found the time to learn to read and 
write at Sunday school and, later, taught herself anatomy and 
geology. When Mary was 12, she and her brother Joseph discovered 
one of the first Ichthyosaurus fossils in the world; it’s now on 
display at the Natural History Museum in London. This was just 
the first of a whole series of major finds, including a Plesiosaurus 
in 1823 and a pterodactyl in 1828. Unusually for a woman in early 
19th-century Britain, Mary managed to earn the respect of the 
scientific community which was struggling with the new concept 
of extinction at the time. Mary also discovered that bezoars, curious 
stones which were believed to offer protection against poisoning, 
were in fact coprolites – fossilized faeces.

But fossil-hunting on the cliffs was dangerous work and Mary 
was nearly killed in a rockslide when she was 33. The avalanche 
killed her dog ‘Tray’. She wrote a short time later, “Perhaps you 
will laugh when I say that the death of my old faithful dog has quite 
upset me, the cliff that fell upon him and killed him in a moment 
before my eyes, and close to my feet ... it was but a moment 
between me and the same fate.”

Mary died of breast cancer in 1847, aged 47. A few years later 
Dickens praised her achievements. Indeed, 60 years after her death 
Mary was commemorated in a well-known English tongue-twister, 
“She sells seashells on the seashore”. More seriously, in 2010 the 
Royal Society named Mary Anning as one of the 10 most influential 
British women in the history of science.

27. 
1. Bayonne 2. in Turkey 3.  Cyprus
4. turquoise 5. the dollar
6. the coach (and cognates in other languages 

such as coche in Spanish)
7. Sri Lanka 8. Canterbury 9. Tangiers
10. Ireland

28. 
1d, 2a, 3e, 4c, 5b.

29.
1. on 2. for 3. with 
4. in, of, in, on 5. (up)on, in, of 
6. at, of, at, of, at, of, at, of, at, of 7. with, with, on 
8. in, of, of, of, to 9. of, on, at, on 10. in, of, in
11. To, of, for, in, in, for 12. into, of, of 13 .  for,  for 
14. of, for, with

30.
ace, aim, am, ant, arm, art, ate, avian, came, can, cat, eat, hot, hotel, 
ice, in, it, lace, lame, lane, lap, lean, mace, main, man, map, mar, men, 

mine, name, names, nap, neat, oil, pal, pant, part, place, places, plaice, 
plan, plant, rain, ram, ran, rant, rap, rat, sea, see, seen, sin, tan, tame, 
tap, tar, tea, tie, to, toil, train, tram, trap, vial, vice.

31.

1. OVERCROWDING 2. IMMIGRATION 3. SQUALIDNESS
4. UNATTENDED 5. PASSENGER 6. STANDSTILL
7. BOARDING 8. TERMINAL 9. RUCKSACK
10. PUNCTUAL 11. PASSPORT 12. SUITCASE
13. BAGGAGE 14. LUGGAGE 15. HOLDALL
16. TAKEOFF 17. LANDING 18. LAPTOP
19. FLIGHT 20. QUEUE 21. BELT
22. GATE 23. TRAY

32.
1. the real deal 2. are unlikely to 3. spoilt for choice 
4. see the sights 5. off the beaten track 6. a tourist trap
7. disagreed with me 8. a speeding fine 9. in high spirits
10. fell flat on his 11. me a wake-up 12. set you back
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In the Next Volume of
Your English Supplement

Plus loads more stuff on economics, internet, science, 
news, language etc. which we haven’t decided yet!

GET A 
BETTER 
JOB...

OLD CHESTNUTS
HUMOUR OVER 
THE CENTURIES
A lot has been written about what different cultures find funny 
but what about comedy over time? Would you find an Ancient 
Roman joke funny? Would you LOL at Mediaeval humour?

- This issue will appear on 1st August 2015. 

- Are you ready for the 
new job market?

- Better covering letters
- What’s wrong with your CV 

and how to revamp it
- The most frequent 

job-interview mistakes
- How to impress a job interviewer
- The best interviewee questions
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